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Here's the alma mater 

of 200,000 successful grads 
More than 1900 chemicals have operations, we also produce chemi- gineers—people with your training. 
been found in coal, and over 200,000 cals. Thus we are always interested If you want to explore the earth’s 
different products are made from in anything, and anybody, that will surface for ore, delve into the com- 

them—products like plastics, syn- help to advance the technology of mercial use of coal chemicals, help 

thetic rubber, synthetic fibers, and these related products, improve their rocket designers solve new problems 

resins. There’s still more to come. quality, and in general reduce the with new steels, there might well be 

Only a fraction of the 1900 chemicals over-all cost of manufacture and pro- a place for you at United States 
in coal are currently used commer- vide better products and better serv- Steel. Write for our booklet, “Paths 

cially. ice for our customers. of Opportunity’”—United States 

Today, United States Steel and It’s a big job and we need a lot of Steel, Personnel Division, Room 

other producers of coal chemicals good people to do it—physicists, 2801, 525 William Penn Place, Pitts- 

continue to study coal, its structure, chemists, geologists, all kinds of en- burgh 30, Pa. 

and its future potential as a source 

of basic chemicals. 
Why, you may ask, are we so in- 1 

terested in chemicals when our prin- U n ite d State St | 
cipal business is steel? The reason is S e e 
that it’s just good business. In pro- 
ducing coke for our steel-making
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The “Foot Thumper” gives a pilot complete maintains complete control—and full “fecl” 
. . —of his aircraft at all times, while enjoying 

control over skids and typifies the full knowledge of what is going on in this 

opportunities available at Aviation Products heretofore “blind area” of trouble. 
Skid Warning is a good example of what 

Once again, engineers of Goodyear’s Avia- engineering skill can do, given the atmos- 

tion Products Division have come up with a phere that prevails at Goodyear. For here 

vital contribution to flying safety. we make aif many different ane a 
. ci a3 § so many different purposes, we need an 

Cte Shi Warning pa a" Sait, welcome young engineers of all types — 
Dh a ag VBNCE Te h impen Ing SK1d, mechanical, electrical, chemical, civil, 
in time to prevent it from happening. industrial. 

Here's how it works: The moment that What type of product interests you most? 

rotation of any wheel begins to drop at an Tires, chemicals, plastics, aviation products, 
abnormal rate, a tiny sensing device in the atomic energy—we can use your talent and 

axle actuates a pulsing button mounted on training on all of them. 

the brak . This li ilot’ 
e brake pedal This literally taps a pilot's If you’re seeking a job and a lifetime of use- 

foot and warns him to ease up on his brake . , . 
. . a ful accomplishment, you'll very likely find 

pressure. The device keeps on thumping until . ecciseges ; 
oy ep * . both in the Goodyear organization. We’d 

the pilot releases sufficient brake pressure to . : s 
allow dhe whsel:fol¥otateagai

h like to hear from you. Write: Technical 

° Personnel, Dept. 806-W, The Goodyear Tire 

This is the first system in which the pilot & Rubber Company, Akron 16, Ohio. 

*Patents pending 
j ~ 

There’s a World of 4 Dy 
. i 

Opportunity at GOOD, EAR Ss 
THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
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the beginning of a million dollar detective st 

Men, vehicles and instruments bound for the middle east 

The cast of this story may include a part for you. GSI is a leader in 

the worldwide search for new petroleum reserves. Emphasis is shifting 

to foreign areas and there is a world of opportunity awaiting those who 

can qualify for a career in geophysical exploration. 

GSI has openings for college graduates trained in geophysics, 

physics, engineering, math and geology. 

For a rewarding career, which may take you from California to 

Calcutta, join the cast... join GSI. 

Write for our booklet, "With GSI The World Is Your O ffice.” 

° ° Kear. . . continuing Coadlership Through hescarch, aud, ghouithy 
ie 4 

Nar? GeopnuysicaLt ServIcE Inc. 
WT Oepartment 15 - Box 35084 
SY airltawn Station, Dallas 35, Texas 

LA Se aa a aT) 
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Modern chemistry is creating exciting new signing new processes to expand and per- pe 
horizons that challenge the inventive fect the many operations of this ever- 

ge minds of both scientist and student. Prod- growing industry. 

sooshe uct synthesis, by bold adaptation of natural , , : , a 
Sakae: resources to our way of life, has pushed Yes, today’s chemistry as i fascinating 
— the frontiers of chemistry far beyond its world. Halle wah exciting accomplish- 

—_ carl romises, ments and _ possibilities, it attracts young =e 
=—— eany Promises. . men and women of vision who will give I 

i As the chemical industry forges ahead, the industry the inspiring leadership of 
| inventing new processes and producing tomorrow. 
eens new materials which assure the progress 

and comfort of our society, research and Write our Director of College Relations 
development soar to new heights. Imagina- for a copy of our new booklet “Opportuni- / 
tive exploration advances under chemists ties For College Trained People With The 

. and chemical engineers. New and greater Dow Chemical Company”. And consult 
wt production facilities are created. Many with your Placement Director as to when | 
Shaciass more engineers of all kinds tackle the com- a Dow Representative will visit your N 
eh we plex tasks of building new plants or de- campus. pc | Sess a 
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The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan > DOW 
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Henri Bergson...on making gods 

Humanity is groaning. half-crushed under the whether they want merely to live, or to make the 

weight ol the progress it has made. Men do not further effort necessary to fulfill, even on our 

sufficiently realize that their future depends on unmanageable planet, the essential function of 

themselves. They must first decide whether they the universe, which is a machine for making gods. 

wish to continue to live. They must then ask Les deux sources de la morale et de la religion, 1932 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 

| 6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Sqepe sl WORKING WITH A MASTER—Young Metallurgical Engineer James Hornaday, Jr.—B.S. °54, Yi 
M.S. °56—develops new high-temperature coatings under guidance of Dr. Robert E Thomson. 
Head of Metallurgical Engineering Department of GM’s Research Staff, Dr. Thomson is recog- 
nized as one of the nation’s leading metallurgists—has pioneered many advancements in his field. 

Because engineering i pfession at GM 
your professional stature grows year by year 

H™: something of serious importance to you as a Because we know that from the work of our engineers at 

young graduate engineer: our 35 divisions and 126 plants in 71 cities and 19 states— 
i : a and at our huge Technical Center near Detroit—will come Are you taking just a job—or are you going out to really . ; 

ni . : the products that will keep General Motors on its progres- practice the respected profession for which you have been z dk 

so fully trained? Net rally i ; i 
* « y 5 t essi eC! ition. Tere at General Motors we long ago recognized that engi- vaturaly, you get more ere Degiesslonah, Teoeniien 

so . . : Your salary reflects your ability and progress. neering is a profession—and began treating our engineers : : : 
who work on our hundreds of products as professional men. And, of course, there is opportunity without limit. For 14 

of the 33 GM Vice-Presidents are engineers, as are 23 of 
For example our engineers are used on assignments that the 42 Division General Managers. 
give them an opportunity to use their training and educa- Today we are looking for young men who may fill tomor- 

Hon as they were meant to be used. To let them practice row’s GM executive positions. Should you wish to join us 
engineering. . . and practice your profession as you build your career, let 
Or take the fact that GM encourages its engineers to gain us hear from you. It could be the most important letter 
professional recognition by presenting technical papers to of your life. . . . 
engineering societies. 
1. 3 wo. GM positions now available in these fields: Take, too, the encouragement our engineers receive in 
working for advanced degrees, in doing original research. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING + ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
The fact that over 179 of our engineers and scientists INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING + METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
received over 164 patents for such work in a recent four- AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING + CERAMIC ENGINEERING 

month period is one indication of the opportunity for MATHEMATICS + INDUSTRIAL. DESIGN : p . creative work here at GM. PHYSICS“ CHEMISTRY, 

And these are but a few examples of the fact that engineer- GENERAL Morors CORPORATION 
ing is a profession at General Motors. 

Why do we place engineering in this special category? Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

MARCH, 1958 
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Ne at Sylvania 
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It remained for Nicholas Lobachevsky to solve a riddle that bothered mathe- 

maticians for the better part of twenty-two centuries.* He was able to construct 

a rational geometry by denying Euclid’s fifth postulate —by maintaining that 

parallels do meet. 

Here at Sylvania Electric we have a noneuclidean geometry of our own, in 

which parallels also meet. It’s a geometry of professional development, though, 

ig 66 and not just of points, lines, and planes. 

eee 
THIS: At Sylvania a man advances by one of two parallel paths. 

If his interests and talents lie in the areas of engincering and scientific 

specialization, he advances as a specialist. 

If his forte is in the areas of organization and administration, he advances 

through management. 

These parallel paths meet in a common point: At Sylvania a man knows that 

he is given the fullest opportunity to develop and exercise his talents. He knows 

that a man gocs as far and as fast as he is able in the path of his choice. Whether he 

chooses management or specialization, he finds equal rewards and compensation. 

Graduates and men with advanced degrees in science and engineering will discover 

Research, Development, Manufacturing and Marketing careers at Sylvania —in 

specialization or management —in: 

LIGHTING, RADIO, TV, HI-FI, ELECTRONICS, SEMICONDUCTORS, PHOTOGRAPHY, 

COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, AIRBORNE DEFENSE, RADAR, ECM, 

MISSILES, COMPUTERS, CHEMICALS, PHOSPHORS, PLASTICS, METALS & WIRE. 

Contact your college placement officer for an interview, or write us and ask fora 

copy of “Today & Tomorrow with Sylvania”. 

“WE MEAN NO DISCREDIT TO BOLYAI ' 7 I 
OR GAUSS. LOBACHEVSKY MUST TAKE Sy Nv, NI yy 

CHRONOLOGICAL PRIORITY, HOWEVER 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS ING. 

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

WRAL Ce SEY Ome aU) em aU OY Cok Meee UL ea ae CHEMISTRY-METALLURGY 
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Chemical progress is autoclaves, test tubes, distillation towers things have to be proved. It takes more thinking. The think- 

. . . hydrocarbons, heterocyclic compounds . . . processes, ing never stops. And so chemical progress never stops. It’s 

polymerizations, products. that way at Koppers. 

But mostly, chemical progress is thinking . .. men think- 

| ing. Little men, big men, medium size men. . . in lab coats, You can be one of these men, think-  (° 3 

business suits, overalls .. . all of them, always, thinking. ing. You can create some of the chem- Mocs 

Thinking up new products . . . new ways to make chem- ical progress that’s made at Koppers. t Cc i. 

icals and new ways to use them. Thinking up more comfort, The products are many . . . the oppor- ss ZX " 

more convenience, better health, for everyone. tunities myriad. Consider a career 4 os eer 

Always, the old things have to be improved, and the new with Koppers; send the coupon today. os OO 

aan i. "See eee SS SS 
ZY _ { Koppers Company, Inc. 

7 Industrial Relations Manager 

a» \t KOPPERS | Dep. C-38, Koppers Building 
-1!| KOPPERS ||| j Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 

ww j3 CHEMICALS | Please send the 24-page brochure entitled “Your Coreer at Koppers.” 

ba od 

[ Address ga sewmswen uenern ease mes Eero EERO 9 

| Glly sussaemerrecemns ioursewaneses Stoleccmmuesxcmnnce 
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Paints, chemicals, glass, plastics, fiber glass . . . all these products 
have exciting family trees. And at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com- 

‘ pany, tomorrow’s offspring promise to be even more intriguing. 
SUV Look around you... at paint, for example. It’s much more 

a than mere color. Paint protects. It must be thoroughly researched 
and carefully compounded to withstand infinite variations of 
atmosphere, heat, stress and other conditions. Or look at chem- 
icals . . . their roles in the creation and development of textiles, 

LA I metals, paper, agriculture, missiles, medicine. You name it; 
FSS ve chemicals are’ there, making important contributions. Glass? 

_ OA i These days, it can be made to remain rigid at blast furnace 
Cd C' { temperatures, withstand supersonic speeds, have the tensile 

SVP NN (SX TA strength of bronze. And it’s much the same story for plastics 
Ne ae) UGS, - UG and fiber glass. Everywhere you look—in architecture, industry, 

(ON i§/ > the home, everywhere--PPG products find new, exciting applica- CVG) yy I 1 r P t V pp! 
ws ORG tions with fascinating and challenging potentialities. 

el —_ Vas Are you seeking a career that requires creative thinking, 
Ta IS utilizes all your skills and know-how, offers a chance to learn the =a Byer aot Ze y skills z \ , offers a chi carn the 

~~ L&F. TLE AN ) latest techniques? Then look into your enticing career possibili- 
pwr ae te ties with the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. Contact your Dre i € pany 5 

Se Placement Officer now, or write to the Manager of College 
Relations, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, One Gateway Center, 
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania. 

75 PAINTS * GLASS * CHEMICALS * BRUSHES * PLASTICS * FIBER GLASS 

‘2 |B} PITTSBURGH 
PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

345 PLANTS, MERCHANDISING 
BRANCHES, 

AND SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN 250 CITIES 
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eee indians ¢ Anyway you stack the totem pole, Your professors and placement officer are your best 
there’s very little creative work done by this row of source for information about our reputation. We would, 
engineers. But how do you pick a job that allows a lit- _ however, like to tell you about the varied products of 
tle freedom for initiative . .. where a creative spark LinvE .. . from synthetic crystals (developed at LINDE) 
can help you advance? As the guy in the middle said to our famous HELIARC welding. You'd like to know, 
.. “how?” for example, that LINDE engineers are not required to 

We'd like to suggest that you investigate a company’s do drafting, bench work . . . because they have special- 
reputation for new products ... for being the leader in ized technicians in these fields. And, there are many 

its field . . . for a willingness to begin new and untried other things... but our booklet “Look to LinvE for your 
projects. This approach should locate a company thatis _ future” tells this story. Ask your placement officer for 
ageressive, cager to have its engineers progress andbere- _a copy or write Dept XX-00. Linde Company, Division 
warded. Indeed, a company to have this reputation must of Union Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, 
think of an engineer as more than just one of acrowd. | New York 17, N. Y. 

A LEADER FOR 50 YEARS “nie el te) 
The terms “Linde,” “Heliare” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of UCC. CARBIDE 
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Engineers, Scientists, Mathematicians... 

e ° 
1 Two important reasons for starting your career 

. ° ° 
with Lockheed Missile Systems 

™ Better Advancement Opportunities Eligible students must be U.S. citizens holding B.S. or 

m Higher Degree Educational Program M.S. degrees in engineering, mathematics, or science 

applicable to missile systems research and development, 

As greater emphasis is put on missile’s role in U.S. Extensive laboratory facilities at Palo Alto and 
defense, our own missile projects will continue to expand, Sunnyvale, near Stanford University, provide an 
This growth potential — coupled with our youth as a atmosphere to satisfy the most inquisitive scientific mind, 
division — means better opportunities for you to move yet pique the desire for further knowledge and 

rapidly ahead in a career with Lockheed Missile Systems, achievement. Both locations are less than an hour’s 

Under the Advanced Study Program, the Lockheed drive from San Francisco. 
Graduate Study Council offers qualified students the For further information, contact your Placement Officer, 

opportunity to earn advanced degrees while employed or write College Relations Office, Lockheed Missile 

in their chosen fields at Lockheed Missile Systems. Systems, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California, 

bad sem SYSTEMS F 

A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION P| ou 

PALO ALTO * SUNNYVALE * VAN NUYS 2 . 

CALIFORNIA ea _ 

g { , 

Advanced Study Program physics students Wayland ie 
Marlow III, right, and Jerry Kennedy examine new i f 
44-foot shock tube being used for advanced design a . A al 
work on Polaris missile. Both are employed at the ae 1 ee be, ? ~ 
Lockheed research and development laboratory, _ 4 38 Ae i - i 
Palo Alto, while earning advanced degrees. \‘ Re i fie . Ip ests # 
Kennedy, Oklahoma ’56, is earning his master’s oF 2 3 ae i’ 
degree at the University of California, eee | clipe, ons 
Berkeley, while Marlow, Miami ’55, will J 27? aS _) Le 
attend Stanford University WE em, agi DX 7 AS . B 
for his doctorate. ao ee es YF ee me i! 
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From the looks of all the hustling going on in the discover his present practices. (1) What per cent of 
placement office these past few months, the problem of the entire engineer payroll is distributed each year as 
finding the “right” job is once again facing a gradu- merit and promotional increases? For 1957, merit in- 
ating class of engineers. For the new graduate, this creases (over and above blanket increases) should 
decision is certainly one of the most important that he have been 4 per cent or more. Otherwise, good promo- 
will make. The position an engineer holds is the most tional opportunities are questionable. (2) Does the 

important factor in his professional career, but how employer have a copy of the classifications and salary 
many engineers apply as much logical thought to the ranges of his engineers? If this is not available, the 
selection of such a position as they do to just one employer does not worry too much about promotion 
problem in thermo or mechanics? Unless he knows just opportunities for engineers. (3) Find out what percent- 
what to ask a company, the graduate often finds him- age of the company’s engineers, other than those in 
self working for a company several months or longer management, are making over $10,000 a year. For 1957 

before he finds out things that should have been this figure should have been 5 per cent or more. 

uncovered in that first interview. Otherwise, be wary. 
The first important factor to consider is the use that Several other factors, not as important as those 

the prospective employer will make of you as an engi- above, should also be considered. Under fringe benefits, 
neer. Are you being hired as a trained technician or as you should expect as a minimum, two weeks’ paid vaca- 

a creative engineer, with challenging work assign- — tion after one year’s employment, ten days of sick leave 
ments? There are several indications of how important per year, and available group medical insurance. Profit- 
engineers are to an employer. (1) What kind of train- sharing plans and retirement plans are also important, 

, ing program does the company have? A tuition-refund _ but usually not until you have worked for the company 
program may be present just to attract warm bodies, for a period of time. 
but a definite in-company training program shows that The question of security is one that is hard to evalu- 
importance is placed on engineers. (2) What kind of ate for any one company. Although the most common 
facilities will you have to work with? If you are being reason for layoffs seems to be cancellation of govern- 
thrown in with several hundred other engineers all in ment defense contracts, many large, stable corporations 
the same huge room, the company cannot place very also lay off for any number of other reasons. According 
much of a premium on the engineers. (3) What about to the Engineers and Scientists of America, the only 
the number of technicians available for each engineer? real security is an engineer’s ability and the total 
According to the Engineers and Scientists of America, national demand for each type of engineer. 

this ratio is very indicative of the amount of creative Location is another factor that may comprise much 
work that you as an engineer will be doing. For the of your satisfaction as a working engineer. If you have 
construction industry, there should be three or more any real preferences, try to interview a lot of compa- 
technicians per engineer, for aircraft, at least two per _ nies from that area. It will pay off in job satisfaction 

engineer, and for the chemical and oil industry, about _ later. 
one for each engineer. In summary then, the selection of a position is the 

The second important factor to be considered is the | most important decision of an engineer's career. When 
opportunity for advancement that a company offers. you make your decision, try to do so by getting intelli- 
Again several questions to the employer can help you — gent information on all the factors concerned. 

Pictured is the building of what is believed to be the world’s 
largest stainless steel crystallizer for making ammonium sul- 
fate, a fertilizer. This crystallizer weighs more than 150-tons, 

and is 82-feet high and 20-feet in diameter. About 300-tons of 
ammonium sulfate will be made daily in the huge crystallizer. 

—Photo courtesy Allegheny Ludlum Steel 
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Ng . ¢ y . ABOVE: This huge I-R Turbo-Blower is the largest cat- hae AL | 

t cracking air blower ever built. It delivers 161, 500 cfm ie 8) | gt 
cig of 30 psi air at Tidewater Oil Company's new Delaware i = 

| tin refinery, and is driven by an 11,250 hp I-R steam turbine. a 

: oS ' LEFT: Engineering trainees at Ingersoll-Rand’'s Phillips- A 
acs eo burg, N. J., plant check final performance tests on Coatritugel Pumps: 

Sy 2 co a another blower of smaller size and higher pressure. 
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Here’s What Blower Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand letter. 

ao = A \ 

can mean to you... Rock Drills 

es 

VWASEREVER industry needs large volumes design, development and application of such CE S, 

of compressed air or gases — for steel specialized industrial machinery. tN \e/ 

mill blast furnaces, refinery catalytic crack- . 4 1h 
7 3 é Ingersoll-Rand also manufactures the in- f 
ing units and other petroleum and chemical : i : mat 

, dustrial equipment shown at the right. All processes—you'll find Ingersoll-Rand centrif- . high ord f . ing in thei ibe ee 
ugal blowers on the job. These huge units, pace a A ks vidal Hh Rese Air & Electric Tools 
delivering thousands of cubic feet per min- esign, manufacture and sale, 

ute, 24 hours a day, are the very heart of If you are looking for a leadership career 
our vital process industries. with excellent opportunities for advance- eS 

This means that blower engineering offers ment, you'll find it at Ingersoll-Rand. For ya 

you challenging opportunities in a field of further details, contact your Placement Pa tae 

major importance. There is a need for every Office, or write to Ingersoll-Rand, 11 Broad- 4 reel ae 

type of creative engineering ability in the way, New York 4. { TT ees 
a oe 

Steam Condensers 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS 

ma ~~ 

° Sales Engineering ¢ Production Engineering —=AA 
See 

° Design Engineering ° Business Engineering Pam 
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ngerso “Nati el 

12-745 11 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. Diesel & Gas Engines 
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SELF-CONTAINED UNDERWATER 

by Robert D. Falstad me’58 

Thinking of buying a lung? This article will familiarize 

you with both major types of self-contained air supply. 

HE invention of the Aqua- There are two main types of exhaled air being passed out into 
Lung in 1942 by Jacques SCUBA (Self Contained Underwa- the water. The closed-circuit or re- 
Cousteau and Emile Gagnan ter Breathing Apparatus ) available circulating type uses compressed 

gave the sport of skin diving its to sport divers, Both types are safe oxygen and a carbon dioxide ab- 
start. Since the end of World War and dependable, when properly sorbent, and is good for dives up 
IT over 3,000 skin diving clubs have used. The open-circuit type uses to 33 feet. The same air is recircu- 
been organized in the United States compressed air carried in tanks on lated through the apparatus and is 
alone. The purchase of safe and the diver’s back, and can be safely refreshed by the absorbent and 
reliable diving equipment is the used for dives up to 150 feet. The compressed oxygen. There are no 
first step in learning to enjoy the — large amount of bubbles, charac- bubbles with this type of SCUBA. 

sport. teristic of this type is caused by the The life and diving enjoyment of 
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—Courtesy U.S. Divers Co. —Courtesy Healtnways 

Two brands of single-tank open-circuit diving apparatus. 

the diver depend greatly on the tion, ie, on demand. There are dium pressure area can be easily 
construction of his equipment, All two types of demand regulators: kept constant, and requires little 
parts must be strongly made of a The single stage regulator for or no adjustment, once correctly 
non-corrosive and Jong wearing open circuit: is the simplest type set. The low pressure is not able 
material, There is nothing more of demand regulator. The unit is to help turn the horseshoe valve, 
annoying, or dangerous, to the cheap and often partially con- which results in somewhat more 
diver than to have his equipment structed of plastic. The high pres- difficult breathing, The main disad- 

not function properly. In the long sure air is reduced only once from vantages of the two stages are its 
run it pays to buy the best equip- tank to diver. The regulator uses higher initial cost and the more 
ment one can afford. the flow of air to help open the difficult breathing, 
_The regulating mechanism for valve, on demand, and therefore is The closed circuit, or recircula- 

air or oxygen is the most impor- easier to breath with than the two tory type SCUBA, is somewhat less 

tant part of the diving gear. If this stage. The main, although not complicated than the open-circuit, 
part fails the diver will not receive serious, disadvantage of this unit however, more caution must be 
air and a serious accident can oc- is that it is hard to keep in adjust- used in its ‘operation, Theré are 
cur. The diver must know how ment. The diver can easily make three main parts to the oxygen 
these regulators are constructed to this adjustment himself. ; regulating mechanism. E 
be able to tell if they are working The two stage regulator for : 
properly. There are two main types Open-Circuits is more complex and A manual type needle valve is 
of regulating mechanisms. more expensive than the single used for regulation of the oxygen 

In the open circuit mechanism: stage. It is usually made out of supply. This valve is located in the 
the air supply mechanism must brass, or some other non-corrosive outlet end of the oxygen bottle. 
supply large quantities of air on — metal, and is very solid and rugged. When the diver needs more oxygen 
inhalation but must not discharge The air pressuré is reduced twice he just opens the valve and lets the 
on exhalation, For this reason a between the bottles and the diver breathing bag expand to the de- 
“demand regulator” is used in place — and can therefore be more accu- sired size. Automatic type valves 
of a constant flow needle valve. — rately controlled. This results in &re available. However, the slight 
The regulator is actuated by the — less wasted air. Since the pressure — 47 IN Convemence does not offset 
difference in pressure between the in the second stage is low (60 psi), the added cost and complexity. 
water and diver’s lungs on inhala- the spring adjustment in the me- (continued on next page) 
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_The cannister holds the carbon CASE 

dioxide absorbent (usually soda 
lime). The absorbing capacity of 

the soda lime cena a iP oe MANIFOLD DIAPHRAGM 
face area; therefore it must be kept VALVE 
dry. If the soda lime becomes wet 
there is the added danger of toxic 62 HORSESHOE VALVE 
gases being sent through the sys- | 
tem. It is very essential that all 
joints be 100 per-cent watertight. 
A water trap collects any traces of 

water which may be formed by HIGH PRESSURE ; SEA 
the condensation of the water in AREA 

the air. There is a non-return valve hi WATER 
to prevent water from entering the ge OO 

cannister in case the breathing bag 

is torn. Lk row 

The breathing bag is a rubber- PRESSURE 
ized canvas, waterproof bag of ap- { To 
proximately 3 quart size. It is lo- BOTTLES DIVER 
cated at chest level and operates 

as a reservoir for the exhaled and aoe t 
cleaned air, The diver on inhala- — 
tion draws air from the bag, which 

partially collapses. On exhalation Single-stage open-circuit regulator. 
the air goes through the cannister 

and then into the bag, reinflating at. charging the bottles must also be in banks of three to bring their 
On ascending, the expanding air considered when deciding what total capacity to between 108 and 

must be let out through a valve, or type of equipment to buy. 210 cu. ft. All tanks must have a 
otherwise it will rupture the bag. aa 7 . reserve air valve. which warng th 
On descent the bag is inflated with Since the exhaled air goes into an sin i ve Soput New re 
compressed oxygen to keep it from the water, not being reused, the air 300: ww ah ad ur supp'y OWEES to 

collapsing. The tube leading to the supply must be large, The deeper 300 psi. pel WAHDE, 38 B)Ve0 by 
mouthpiece has a non-return valve the diver goes the more air he uses a noticeable increase in breathing 
to prevent the direct return of ex- in a dive. The tanks must there- difficulty. By tripping the valve the 
lialed air: fore be capable of high pressure diver has enough air released to 

The containers must be of the (2300 psi) and of large capacity enable him to reach the surface. 

proper size and construction to (35-70 cu. ft.). Recharging the air bottles is a 
provide the proper amount of air The tanks are constructed of al- nuisance, particularly in a region 
and oxygen. The problem of re- _ loy steel and are usually connected away from diving air sources. In an 

active diving area many sporting 
s—= goods stores can charge tanks at a 

cost of $1,25-1.50 per bottle. For 
| | MOUTHPIECE the serious and well financed diver, 

NEEDLE VALV [NN there are several portable air com- 
O L._] pressors on the market. Cornelius 
a, TT Company builds the following two 

models which will satisfy most 
Ye |] needs: a 2 cu. ft./min., 3000 psi 

T_T compressor and a 0.4 cu. ft./min., 
— 1500 psi compressor. The time of 

OXYGE CANISTER use for fully charged bottle varies 
T_T considerably with depth and type 

of diving. As an example, a 38 cu. 
ft. tank lasts 40 min. at a 5 ft. 
depth and only 10 min. at 100 ft. 

Since on a normal inhalation 
BREATHING — BAG ) — only 4 per cent of the oxygen in the 

air is used, the closed-circuit, by 
replenishing the oxygen and using 

WATER the same air, is much more eco- 
TRAP . a 

we nomical to operate. Each time the 
diver ascends he must empty his 

Closed-circuit flow diagram. bag of oxygen to prevent rupture, 
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CASE: The closed-circuit mouthpiece is 
similar to that of the open-circuit, 

DIAPHRAGM» the difference being in the loca- 
tion of the tubes. 

An ordinary soft rubber face 
mask covers the nose but not the 

HANFGLS oe HORSESHOE VALVE SEA mouth in open-circuit equipment. 
> —_ This allows the diver to equalize 

pressures on both sides of the 
mask, by blowing through his nose. 

Hg MEDIUM - It is possible to have the mouth- 
PRESSURE PRESSURE : piece built into the mask; however, 
AREA LvPR vacve |] this is not too popular with most 

aREA S/ open-circuit divers. With this ar- 
rangement, if the mask is lost, so is 
the mouthpiece. 

LI In closed-circuit equipment the 
Low mask is a soft rubber hood, with 

PRESSURE glass face plate, and usually con- 
| Ta tains the mouthpiece. In the closed- 

circuit rig any water in the tubes 
BOTTLES DIVER is to be avoided. The whole set-up 

| is more watertight when the mouth- 
piece is inside the mask. 

Two-stage open-circuit regulator. The open-circuit harness is very 
simple and consists of two over- 

thus wasting a whole bag of oxy- nected to the regulator by two cor- the-shoulder straps, a waist strap, 
gen. The operator should stay at as rugated rubber tubes of approxi- and two straps between the legs. 
constant a depth as possible to mately 1.75 in, diameter. One tube When the straps are tightened 
achieve the most economical is for exhaust and one is for in- down properly the regulator can- 
operation. halation. The other end of each ne td Sener ik the ead even 

The oxygen bottles for the closed tube is fastened to the regulator. shoul d ae § he bud d with "the 
circuit are small (3-4 cu, ft.), high Both ends of the mouthpiece have safet valence 7 S . 
pressure (2200 psi) cylinders, and non-return valves to control the air ms In Me closed-circuit the: karaess 
are readily obtainable from weld- flow. When the bite plate fits cor- is attached to the breathing bag 
ing or medical supply houses. rectly, and the mouth is closed, the oxygen bottle: and ormnicier It 
Lower pressure bottles are avail- system should be watertight. yee (cone - lee 4 . able, but they may become too continued on page 74) 
large for practical diving use. 

Recharging the bottles is not a 
problem, as commercial welding : ge 
oxygen is sufficiently pure and : : A 
readily available. Commercial : ane 
welding bottles (250 cu. ft.) may : Oe 
be used to supply the diving bot- : j ; oe eee 
tles when on a trip or away from | eo Lo owes is 
a convenient supply source, One : : 4 1 eee ee eae siamese tea se 
bottle may last for 4 to 5 hours and J ee a ae teaver as 
its life depends only on the number a a4 EY ‘Sa LD - Soa 
of ascents and descents. The bot- as eee wh PA) Bee os 
tles must always be kept partially [eee SI Sy ae, — 
full (10-12 psi) to keep dirt and eS \ gn ae a 
water out. Most important, all bot- = 2 ae tthe es 
tles and fittings must be free from §-=22= tiie eel iotass erect 
oil. Oxygen and oil at pressures ese ANGER s* Diver. s —— So irae. | 
above 800 psi are very explosive. 2 eS, . as a ee mae: 
All bottles should be stenciled “Use a ae eo oo # Pheri 
No Oil”. eS a ee ne — 

ee : a, er sae The soda lime to absorb the car- : : oe is . 
bon dioxide costs about 75 cents ee e ’ 
a pound, and is easily obtained at | . ‘ res 
sporting goods stores. E la 

In open-circuit equipment: the 
soft rubber mouthpiece is con- The Madison Diving Club prepares for an afternoon of diving in Lake Mendota. 
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SLIP-STICKS 

by Robert P. Annen me’59 

How adept are you in using a slide rule? Following are some 

helpful hints for the use of a general purpose slide rule; the 

illustrations also include a few of many special purpose designs. 

ONSIDERING the wide use miliar with the slide rule and can 1. Arranging factors before start- 

C of the slide rule in Engi- perform the usual operations, ing, 

necring, it follows that most Definiti 2. Using scales wisely, 

students should be accomplished Slide. TI ; am — 3. Substituting the eye and mind 

operators of the slide rule. This is Slide: The central sliding part of for the hand whenever pos- 

not truce, however. A survey of stu- the rule. sible. 

dents at the University of Wiscon- Body: The fixed part. 

sin showed that only 18 per cent Cursor: ‘The glass runner. Center-Drift Method 
use the inverted or folded scales Hairline: The line on the cursor. . . 

frequently, while 60 per cent do Factor: A group of digits which This method uses the CI, CF, 

not use them at all. These figures represents a number. / DF, and CIF scales as well as the 

are. significant because the sole Index: The mark associated with C and D scales, the object being to 

purpose of these scales is to sim- the primary number 1 on any use the least number of steps, and 

plify and shorten operations, Fail- . scale, . ; . also to shorten the total movement 

re to use them is certainly. evi- [wo positions are said to be “op- of slide and _ cursor. This is done 

dence of wasted time. . posite” if the hairline can cover by dividing the numbers from one 

, Few colleges have any form of both positions at once. to ten into two groups called the 

slide rule instruction, As a result, The article will first discuss basic pee and fitvail then the uppe: 

most students use methods taught operations, then some common ae On the the nam Ge. a 

by friends, or pamphlets accom- problem problems, and lastly apply pg’ “a 1 ae ee seule ( aE, 

panying the slide rule, These meth- these to some specific problems, It tt ane 7 Ps é . we one 

ods are usually correct, but often js advisable to refer to your own i uns oe Tm OE ant oe aS 

lengthy. Articles such as this one slide rule when reading this article. a Beers ( TT i the ). § mee 
area means. of presenting new both groups fall in the center of 

methods to the student. Basic Operations the slide rule, it 18 possible to 

This article will cover only a few Basic operations included multi- reach any number without leaving 

of the many time-savers used by plication, division, squares, and the middle of the rule. Chis elimi- 

slide rule experts, but will include cubes. These comprise 75 per cent nates long movements of the slide 

some helpful hints throughout. It of slide rule use; therefore basic and cursor as_ well as the step 

should infer the general idea of operations can be the largest source needed to reverse the slide. 

simplification, and perhaps create of saved time. In general, the ap- The difficulty of this method is 

some further interest of the part proach used is to shorten or elimi- choosing the proper scales, This 

of the reader. nate movements whenever possi- can be done by observing the fol- 

It is assumed the reader is fa- ble. This is done by: lowing rules. 
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—Photo Graphs courtesy Pickett and Eckel, Inc. 

The center drift method explained in the article uses two groups of factors, here outlined with dots and dashes. 

Rule 1. Set the first factor on Note how the operations jump that the slide protruded to the right 
the D scale (or DF scale, de- from the upper scales to the lower Two times during 
pending if the number is in scales. There is no choice between division ....... 2 places. 
the upper or lower group. ) the regular and inverted scales, One time during 

Rule 2. For division, start with since they are determined by the multiplication . —1 places. 
a regular scale. (C or CF) operation, There is a choice be- —~ 

Rule 3. For multiplication, start tween the straight and folded 1 net place 
with an inverted scale. (CI or scales however, and this is made iw the surneratory 
CIF) to keep the slide and cursor mov- 81.6 : 2 places. 

Rule 4. For repeating the same ing towards the center, Thus the OLI4 ........... —1 place. 
operation alternate between name “Center-drift.” a 

regular and wes seales. When using the center-drift I place 
Rule 5. For alternating opera- method, the position of the decimal In the denominator: 

tions, repeat the same scales. point in the answer must be found 285.0 ........... 3 places 
Example. 37.3 X 12.2, = 121 by inspection. In some cases this 0025 ........... —2 places 

4.63 < 8.13 is time-consuming. If the operation —- 
Step 1. Set hairline at 37.3 on is confined to the C and D scales, 1 net place 

D scale. (Rule 1) there is a simple, accurate method Numerator ...... 1 place 
Step 2. Move 4.63 on C scale to of determining the position of the Denominator .... —1 place 

hairline. (Rule 2) decimal point. Operation ....... 1 place 
stan £ > hairline 2.2 ‘ s — Step 3. ue es to 12.2 on During the operation, note must 1 total 
; CF scale. (Rule 5) be made only when the index of 

Step 4. Move 8.13 on CF scale to the C scale is to the right of the The numbers in the answer are 
hairline. (Rule 5) corresponding D scale index as first written with the decimal point 

Step 5. Read 12.1 on DF scale shown in figure 2. When in that preceding the first digit as in 
under index of CF scale. position, if the operation is: 1308 

This example began with divi- Division: Add one decimal place. Then the total number of decimal 

sion, so a regular scale was used Multiplication: Subtract one dec- places ae pointed off, positive to to begin. It then alternated be- “ ‘al ‘. _ $ s le dec the right, negative to the left, as 

tween multiplication and division, TMA Places shown. . 
so the regular scales only were Keep a total in mind as you B ; . nt der of f 
used, When using a regular scale, — work, and when the operation is Ge en ple ie teen the Jide 
there is a choice between the C complete, you have the net number ee possi © a eep ossible seale and CF scale. © Hesimal plaees d duri to the left as much as_ possible, of decimal places moved during . the -  actes 7 : where the count is not affected. 

Example. 15 X 16 x 18 = 4320 the operation. These are subtracted 
Step 1. Set hairline at 15 on DF OF added to the number of decimal Common Problems 

scale. (Rule 1) places found in the factors of the \ d deal of ti . i 
55 : im: A goo eal of time is spen Step 2. Move 16 on CIF to hair. | Problem. The number of decimal 8 , me IS SPM 

i (Rule 2) places in the problem is found by solving common equations. Two 

; 4 : oe - af dantmnc’ frequent problems are finding the 
Step 3. Set hairline at 18 on C subtracting the number of decimal area. of A ciréle and solving the 

scale. (Rule 4) places (digits to the left of the So ikan roan —— , Me 
Step 4. Read 4320 on D seale decimal point) in the denominator yenagores brancl S oo 
iS h Sa ow from the number in the numerator. In every branch of engineerins under hairline. there are problems involving the 

. . . sy, 816 x 0114 _ |, Pythagorean principle. There is a 
Since this was a repeating opera- Example 285 x .0025 ~~ 1.308 method for solving these problems tion, the scales were alternated be- 

tween regular and inverted. During the operation we find (continued on next page) 
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On a slide rule having root 
PART A-. scales, it is possible to find an area 

git with no movement of the slide, and 
1 OVER LH INDEX READ S$) only one setting of the hairline. A - A y g 

The answer appears on the DF 

BY scale which makes it possible to 
C _— SET h solve for an area without inter- 

D ~ OVER rupting an operation. Procedure: 

: 8 Area = 3.14 1° or ge a= 73t —_ 

Step 1. Set the hairline on (r) P 
in the root scale. 

\ ! PRESET LH. INDEX TO (St Step 2. Read the area on the DF 
A scale, or if given in terms of 

B diameter; 

| ci UNDER A Step 3. Move 4 on the CF scale 
D READ £ to hairline. 

! Step 4. Read answers on DF 
scale opposite index of CF | 

Scale settings when solving the pythagorean principle. See text. scale. 

which climinates the finding of 
squares and square roots. However, 
it is possible only on a slide rule 
having A and B scales. The A scale 
has the square of each value op- 

posite it on the D scale. The B gE a 
scale is identical to the A except we Leth , oN 
it is on the slide. Lo ‘ Q 4 gS 

paulgb og Me 
Procedure. For a right triangle J a4 sey ep : 

of base (g), altitude (h), and hy- JS ‘ ae » % th e 

tenuse (f), / ‘ _ BRI & “s potenuse (f) ; ‘ Ks oie BF ue bd SMa, . 
3 avy a ‘ Ss 2 eh dM, to 83 4 

Fo(¢@s+h)e = (Fy +1) = Pag Ss we lle 3b net ¢ 

3% Ss : ie wok a pep RES, gO X o 
by algebraic transformation. In all z “Sv ye RS “4 a BSl Min, ’ Sede a Ae Se 
cases the larger numerical value Pa Toke if aye! ° Says Se Sek ee 

. . aesioned ie : 5 PS of FX / wS) 0% CEE WWE can be assigned as (g), so that ok Sue Fazoke / se Cale eee ae x ce 
(g/h) is greater than unity. Re- Fu fesh / S N a Eek OE 
ferring to figure 1A, (h) is set on ari aes 2 | eO We. Boe tae ae 
the C scale over (g) or the D scale. gi B | Bq — JA: Po an 2 5! S01 ass = e | EOE SS oF ts The value (g/h)? can be read on nr Pea | 24 JO LF RE ES ‘ 474s 238 A Set Sr rh st the A scale over the left-hand in- | tea” 2 ZB \ BC Rem f ENE SF | 

lex of the B scale. The factor 4 ", SAP ASP | dex of the scale. The factor 1 \ A & 9, x oo £3 By, Fw = Peete AS At Se Ya we £ © Fe snk oe | 
(under the radical in the equation ) i Nv met GoR s LIOvs rd axe ae -*OR, ; 
is then added to the value just » £ a , oh sing “ es oe . 
read, and the B scale index moved Bh, Aw 

to the new value as shown in fig- A se 6 Fi iyi Selanee 4s « 
ure 1B, Finally the desired value 5 ee, Oe ge OZ os % x / 
of (f) is found under (h) on the c PRE ER as 
C scale. & wt tata 5 

& i 1 L 
Example. 9.2 and 16.5 are the ees 

legs of a right triangle. Find the 2 Me 
hypotenuse. Me 

Step 1. Set 16.5 on the C scale — ~ 
over 9.2 on the D scale. 

Step 2. Read 3.22 on the A scale. 
Step 3. Move the index to 4.22 

on the A scale. 

Step 4. Read the SWe®. 18.9 on This is a plan view of a circular slide rule popular with shop men; the scales 
the D scale under 9.2 on the (reading from outer edge in) are C, CI, A, A", L, F‘, Ls, LL:, DS, DT, and M. 
C scale. Rotating cursors are used instead of a “slide”. 
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Polar Moment of Inertia 

The polar moment of inertia is 

7 4 OE ~(R) DF A+ 503 a. 
) 1.5% x 2,22 fa (750 ) ) 

hairline = ——~73 ~\ 1.50 

The factors have been arranged 
D 2 into a more convenient form. 

r =/6 Step 1. Set 1.50 on C scale oppo- 
R | site 2.22 on D scale. 
Al r= 4 Note the wise choice of the starting 

point. By reducing the factors in 

Finding the area of a circle with one setting of the cursor. parenthesis to one, the rest of 
the operation can be done 

. Example. Find the area of a cir- (k) is the heat constant = 1.3 continuously. 
cle having a diameter of 4 inches. (given) Step 2. Read 1.48 on D opposite 

Step 1. Set hairline on 4 in root can be tedious to solve. But by es- index of C scale: 
scale. tablishing a method, it is quickly Step 3. Move hairline to 148 on 

Step 2. Move 4 on CF scale to solved as follows: C and 2.19 on D. This is 
hairline. (2.22/1.50)* ‘ . Step 1. Set the C scale index on ~~ : 

Step 3. Read 12.5 on DF scale tis the ['L scale The square scales were not used in 
opposite index on CF scale. oo this case, because they would af- 

, \ Step 2. Read 1.9 on the LL2 fect continuity. 

Applied Problems scale opposite .33 on the C Step 4. Add 1 to 2.19 mentally 
Every branch of Engineering has scale. obtaining 3.19 and set hairline 

numerous problems which appear Step 3. Without moving the over 3.19 on D scale. 
frequently in calculations. Tt is a slide, set hairline on 1.9 on C Step 5. Move 12 on C scale to 
good idea to develop a particular sale hairline, and move hairline to 
method for working problems. . . . 2.22 on C and read .59 on D. 
When developing a method use all Step 4. The reciprocal of 1.9 is Step 6. Find 1.50" by reading 
the tricks available. 526 found under the hairline 3.375 on K scale opposite 1.50 

on the CI scale. on D scale. 
Efficiency Equation Step 5. Instead of subtracting Step 7. Move hairline to 3875 

The equation for ideal thermal .526 from 1, read the CI scale on C and read answer 1.99 on 
efficiency backward to get 47.4 per cent. D scale. 

e=1-l1/r" The slide is not moved during step 
(e) is the ideal thermal effi- The last step reading the scale 6, and remains in position for step 

ciency (unknown) backwards, replaces subtraction on 7. Never move’ the slide or cursor 
(1) is the compression ratio = 7 paper. Reciprocals can be found on unnecessarily. 

(given ) the inverted with using the slide. (continued on next page) 
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The field of accident investigation dealing with the Physical Laws relating to speed, stopping distances, coefficient of fric- 
tion of road surfaces, interpretation of skid marks and other related data has become highly important to the American automo- 
bile driver. 

This (special purpose) slide rule, by which mathematical formulae can be applied to the physical data at the scene of an 
accident to give true and unbiased answers to the questions involved was designed by Lt. L. J. Fuller of the Los Angeles Police 
Department. Lt. Fuller has been a member of the Los Angeles Police Traffic Bureau for 20 years and is a graduate of the North- 
western University Traffic Institute. 
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The Aerial Photo Slide Rule was designed by Amrom H. Katz of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base as a duplex double pur- 

pose rule with a series of scales on the front face for solving problems in vertical aerial photography and a series of scales on 

the back face for solving general problems common on a standard slide rule. 

Summary posite an index without using who has written five books on the 

Following is a list of helpful the hairline. slide rule and innumerable articles. 

hints, some of which are used in 8. Leave slide and hairline in On a problem-type exam, like those 

this article. position after a portion of a — Siven most Engineering courses, 
; problem is finished. Chances about 50 per cent of the allotted 

lL, ie factors into a con- are the next part uses the time is spent “cranking out” equa- 
venient form. ~ * so : i aver an efficié re 

x . . results of the previous part. tions, However an efficient Opera- 
2. Use factors in a sequence 9. % he rule el Li tor can save two-thirds of that time 

which simplifies operations, 9. Keep the rule clean, and mM oy 20 minutes in the case of an 

but avoid confusing them. good adjustment. hour exam. 
5 : : 
3. Make use of all scales which . . : : 

simplify Keeping these in mind when at- Good technique also provides 

{Perfor mt sle calculations in tacking problems should save time better accuracy and less chance of 
4. Perform simple calculations ‘ 

vour mind I regardless of the method used, and error. There are less steps involved, 

= ne . hi 1 when used in conjunction with spe- so errors are less frequent. 

5. Practice reading the scales cial methods, should reduce the Thes hni -. aires weve 
bavleward, : : , - ese techniques require some 

time for solving the problem to 43.06 and practice to learn, but are 

6. Use constants to prevent repe- one-third or one-fourth its value , i a a of. ean, . 

tition of work. when using the usual methods. well worth:the: Hort: 

7. Practice reading numbers op- This was stated by R. G. Blaine, THE END 
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This trig and decimal-keeper slide rule is designed particularly as a “teaching tool” for high school and grade school students to 

help them to think in powers of ten. This model is a “preview” rule that has been in use in ten high schools for about six months. 
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John Lawlor, B.S. in E.E., Brown, ’52, answers some questions about 

An engineeri ith the Bell Telephone Companie 
John Lawlor is a Transmission Engineer with New job you’re given. The size and importance of England Telephone and Telegraph Company in your assignments grow with your ability to handle 
Boston. His answers reflect his experiences during them. All promotions are made from within, and 
five years in the telephone business. the growth of the business is creating new open- 

ings all the time. One more thing. Most tele- 
0 How did you begin as an engineer phone engineering locations are convenient to 

in the Bell Telephone Companies? colleges. You can aid your advancement by keep- 
. . i ith ies. A My first fifteen months were spent in “on-the- ing on with your studies 

job” training—changing assignments every three How does the telephone compan 
months or so. These assignments gave me a 0 stack up where pay is esneateed™ 
broad, over-all background in telephone engi- y : 
neering. And they were accompanied by plenty A Starting salaries are competitive with those of- 

: of responsibility. They progressed in importance fered by most large companies. Raises are based | with my ability to handle them. on merit, with several increases during your first 
two years with the company. What’s more, your 

0 What is the attitude of older engineers performance is reviewed regularly to make sure 
and supervisors toward young men? that your pay keeps up with your progress. All P y' g y pay ps. up your prog 
I’ve found a strong team spirit in the telephone things considered, I think a Bell Telephone career 

A company. You're encouraged to contribute your is second to none in rewards and opportunities. 
ideas, and they’re received with an open mind. ; «© * « 
Young men and new ideas are regarded as vital 
to the continuing growth of the company. Find out about career opportunities for you 

0 in the Bell Telephone Companies. Talk with 
How about opportunities for advancement? the Bell interviewer when he visits your cam- 

A I'd say they depend on the man. Opportunities pus. And read the Bell Telephone booklet 
to demonstrate your ability come with each new on file in your Placement Office, or write for 

“Challenge and Opportunity” to: College 
om \ BELL TELEPHONE Employment Supervisor, American Telephone 

(Bs) and Telegraph Company, 195 Broadway, ad COMPANIES New York 7, N.Y. 
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100% ‘‘ELECTRONIC” GRAPHITE oe SUPERFINE CLAY MAKES THIS LEAD STRUCTURE 

YOU ALWAYS GET PROVEN QUALITY FROM TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS AND PENCILS 

PROVEN GRADING — 17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect— 

from every pencil, every time. 

PROVEN DURABILITY-— Because compact lead structure gives off no chunks of useless “dust” 

to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly. 

PROVEN NEEDLE-POINT STRENGTH — as electron photomicrograph shows, Turquoise lead struc- 

ture is finer—and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under 

drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width. 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY * NEW YORK + LONDON + TORONTO + MEXICO + SYDNEY + BOGOTA 
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ag e urquolse \ This Electron Microscope takes per- 
as fect pictures 7,500 times actual size 

(CG yy —lets you see the startling difference 
1) 4 between Eagle's “Electronic” Tur- 

e oe \:) quoise Lead and the lead in the 
i SF usual quality drafting pencil. 4 

Sharp Grawlngs |=: Ke * ye eG 

—S 3 ee 
— © Photographs courtesy of 

Lele : FE ladd Research Industries, Inc. 

: tS “he. : : 
ee ee ye a 

3 ae > 
{ ran 7 ae 2 eee >a | " 

: VL See . , . 

i a ae Relatively large, irregular particles 
he ye’ ee x . i 

Oe of graphite make a rough-edged 

Ries ae line. Drawings will be inferior. 
a ca ve ; 

... AND MARKS LIKE THIS / 

— Tiny, more uniform particles deposit as 

o = a clean-edged, solid line. Drawings 

Ca will be perfectly sharp, clearly defined. 

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE DEMONSTRATION KIT 
... AND MARKS LIKE THIS (including Turquoise wood pencil, Turquoise lead, and 

ay re Turquoise “skeleton” lead) naming this magazine. Eagle 
Pencil Company, 703 East 13th Street, New York, N. Y. 

© TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: ® "Electronic" graphite. 17 grades, 6B through 9H. ‘EAGLE’ oe 

a3. GLEANTEX so ——ae le SS ee eee, a 

“2 ge | Super-soft, | —— : all 
yee | tomabrasive —_ oo OSE ets—“i‘“ ‘<i<i‘i‘“a‘éi‘“‘:COSCSOSCS*S 
af © @ | rubber. a ae : a PENCILS Al a 
aes erunquoisepRawiNcieaps: =| PENGILS AND LEADS 
7 Fit any standard lead holder. Grades 5B through 9H. eo ee 

meermenneweeeeeam, if the United States! _ 
@ TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade of Turquo’ lead € a ro 
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REACTOR VESSEL—ATOMIC- A 50-ton head will close the ves- trials under her reinforced hull, she 
POWERED SURFACE SHIP sel, house the control rods and pro- sailed north as part of the 1957 

The reactor vessel for the proto- vide access to the reactor core. MSTS Arctic Resupply Operation. 
type nuclear propulsion plant for This year’s 96-vessel task force Was 
the nation’s first atomic-powered NEW ICE-REINFORCED TANKER charged with the duty of supply- 
surface ship program has been The Navy's Military Sea Trans- ing DEW Line stations and other 
shipped to the construction site portation Service has laid up military bases in the Far North. 
at the Naval Reactors Facility at for the winter its prototype MSTS records on this year’s ex- 
Arco, Ida. ice-strengthened tanker USNS _ pedition refer to the “worst ice 

The 100-ton pressure vessel was | ALATNA—four months out of the conditions in the last half-century.” 
designed and built under subcon- shipyard but already a veteran of The Navy calls the 1957 iceberg 
tract to the Bettis atomic power arduous Arctic service. ; season “bad and has recorded re- 
division of Westinghouse Electric The ALATNA, first of two ice- ports of berg sightings as far south 
Corporation which is prime con- reinforced tankers built for the as Bermuda, MSTS attributes this 
tractor to the Atomic Energy Com- Navy during 1957, probably was to a_longer, colder winter in the 
mission for the design and devel- given one of the shortest sea trials Far North, with few if any melting 
opment of the nuclear propulsion on record before going an “active periods. | _. . . 
plant for the prototype, The reac- duty. ; : The initial operational _assign- tor plant will be ‘a pressurized Eight days: after delivery to ment given the 5,720-ton ALATNA 
water type of advanced design and MSTS, and with only 24 hours of took her, as part of the re-supply 
will be suitable for powering one , _ 
shaft of a large surface vessel. (pr 4 Hl 

The vessel flange, which is 18 i if Fabbs : 
inches thick and has an outside i é ro ts < : 
diameter of 137 inches, was ma- eh 6 ‘  @, d of 
chined from a 70-ton forging, the f — i es . a 
largest ever forged from an electric : i @ oN 
furnace ingot. The vessel shell is it @! oe ny 
formed from 7-inch thick alloy ; ie. i 1 e “ ; (NN 
steel plate and is 105 inches in i 4 Le Ne oh 
diameter. y Hi | oC : a eee : . yt 

Measuring over 19 feet long, the uy a or A 2 ‘ | 
reactor vessel body is made from MW " Le. v ie o q | 
manganese-molybdenum alloy steel | ‘ e \ ? ba | 
with the interior clad with a type AA \ i ] 
of stainless steel. Final machining \ » oe s - j 
of the reactor vessel was performed OO “ A e " ¢ | 
in an air-conditioned room using er ; \ . O ‘ 6 
optical measuring devices to main- s Ss é r 4 ee si ve 4 
tain verv close tolerances. ( ec oe ~~ ei Yunus 

The vessel was welded with if a et 
Foster Wheeler’s automatic sub- y ; is 4 a | 
merged-are welding technique and i i , Co .. 
all pressure welds were examined yi Ce a 
by x-ray. The stainless steel clad- i Courtesy Westinghouse 
ding on the vessel flange was de- This giant 100-ton pressure vessel for the prototype nuclear propulsion plant 
posited by a special automatic weld of the nation’s first atomic-powered surface ship is shown prior to shipment to the cladding process. Naval Reactors Facility at Arco, Ida. 
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2@ suc’ ‘ations as > BOs os apa ia net ricnam ites nip erence fleet, to such locations as Foxe ee - oe CU 
Basin, Frobisher Bay and other | = oe — ee i. 
strategic locations in the vicinity _-  -  -...... 2 of Hudson Strait. a 

. 7 rrrr—“—~—~s—s—s—s—™—O—O—O—OS—SOSOOOOOOStt rc crc In this duty the ALATNA set §) 9-88 a —CErrt—eN ae 
out to prove a concept of the _ oo - ; ae oC  ).r:rtrtri—“‘“‘Oé™OCSCOS*S*s*S*:*~S*s*s*~t*OS™SC~*~*s*~*sSs~*~*~*~*~s~s~*~*s*S=*~*~*S~C~CS*SCSSSC Navy's Bureau of Ships that has I : 
been built into four other vessels a Cr [Ue z ~ OG ne ee ee i  . i; ., Gee ee destined to fill the same role on Ce ek a Mi 
future supply missions to outposts Homeboy we ci cca Mec sie See er ee cee : . . ; ee Pao ee es See ee of the West's defense perimeter. SEM erie : f= peel es or Sgt 
These include a sister vessel, the #4 “oe pee See ea Re ah Se an RE on Ge USNS CHATAHOOCHEE-al- eee Here pa Caen ae 

oor : = ae chs oy er gman Geen’. pe a 
ready accepted by MSTS and in ee each eee Be el an as oe Ke oe 
service—and three ice-strengthened ee i aa Se : 
cargo vessels either completed or — + Se ae ge ge Og a : F aes: i 3 eee ope hee area = 6 under construction, i a” mea ee eee a 

The ice-reinforced hull of the Peteeicgccee Sapien Nagi et Ys ee ao eins : ; ee Eg ee epg ee ys pin ad eaacesecbaeale , ogee 
ALATNA is the first application a IS er Der a a aa aS of a £ Shi i i ee ee eS of that type of ship construction ees <<. SO TT oon, Se PE aE 4 : oo ae oe TE i os Speci i el to a vessel other than an icebreaker “ ee Ste i ee 
by a Western Allied nation. As  #© dea =”. a ee pee taper eet 
such, her performance in recent ae = > wee Se OS aes 
months wks closely watched by The USNS Alatna, a ice-reinforced tanker built for the Navy naval authorities of several nations. undergoes tests in the Arctic Sea. 

Vice Adm. John M,. Will, com- 
mander of MSTS and the galaxy of ae Wr 
ships that make the service the i | i ee) 
nation’s third largest ocean carrier, ; } eee 
is a known enthusiast of the ‘ cai ~ EO a 
ALATNA and its ability to get a edi Re SN cist) 
through when the going is tough- oe iS SO eee er Ne 
esct. Admiral Will saw the . _ 1 Pa Re tracts) 
ALATNA in action during a Far : _ a a Pes) ue 
North inspection trip and came aS — [ k Oi 
back with special praise for the - . s i) fe | ae can As 
ship. He says: == ‘ ; ee aE 2 vate gy 5 aay et The performance of USNS j aml Re at agen ae 
ALATNA during MSTS Arctic Op- \ _ tea ce ae gerd ; 
erations more than justified my ex- rr : : oe 4 ‘“ ; ' g See . c . . oe | id aj hee pectations for this sturdy ship. _ ! exe ry { 
Faced with a timetable rapidly be- aes - | ht We 
ing cut short by early win- ae oe H fa : 
ter, ALATNA delivered urgently Ses os ke “A 
needed fuel through ice-choked 97 : ‘ fu b — ) 
waters impenetrable to conven- EZ. Et ae | a - : ee ce ra - . tional tankers. oe. \. oe g YN "a 

NEW NEUTRON COUNTER oe) se 
Two GE engineers at the Knolls eee A s , 

Atomic Power Laboratory here i é rian Spchaeies oraa | 1 1 1 1 ma A new neutron counter computing device accomplishes in an hour what it 
have ¢ OVE oped. a new ‘¢ ectronic previously would have taken a man a month to do. 
computing device for measuring, 

counting and classifying time of vice previously in use at KAPL Savings in time and labor by the 
flight of neutrons from a nuclear which furnished only 11 channels new analyzer are matched by the 
reactor which accomplishes in an for recording information on dif- space it conserves at the labora- 
hour what it previously would have ferent energy range neutrons. tory. The device is only 8 inches 
taken a man a month to do. Employed in reactor develop- high, 19 inches long and 13 inches 

Elmer J. Wade and Donald S. ment work at KAPL, the analyzer, deep, compared to earlier analyzer 
Davidson of KAPL developed the through its work-saving features, equipment which took up at least 
first all-transistorized time of flight has freed highly trained scientists 10 times that amount of space at 
analyzer for use in determining the — from routine calculating work. the laboratory. 
neutron energy distribution of vari- They can now spend time saved Most of the space-saving came 
ous types of reactors, It contains in evaluating information the new in the use of 293 transistors in 
256 channels, compared to a de- analyzer provides for them, (continued on next page) 
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—Courtesy Westinghouse —Courtesy Electronic Engineering 

This bright cylinder demonstrates how an opaque fabric woven A new computer language translater permits inchange of data 
from stainless steel wire can become a light source. between different computers and data processing equipment. 

place of as many vacuum tubes, counts is stored in each of these fabric was twelve inches square 
along with more compact circuitry channels. and lay flat upon the lab bench. 
through use of printed circuits, After the experiment this infor- Other flexible light sources have 
Wade and Davidson point out. mation is transmitted over cables been made with a nylon base. 

In addition, the new analyzer to electronic calculating equipment Light output visible here resulted 
uses only cight watts of power, which punches information from from the application of 250 volts at 
compared to two kilowatts needed each channel of the analyzer onto 4000 cycles. 

to operate the earlier vacuum tube a separate card. 
equipped analyzer. This information is then fed into COMPUTER LANGUAGE 

The KAPL engineers said the — a digital computer for analysis of TRANSLATOR 
analyzer works this way: the data from the cards and the Rapid interchange of data is now 

Development of new reactors at result is then automatically plotted possible between different _ types 
KAPL involves mock-up of various — on a graph which shows the re- of electronic computers and data 
fuel arrangements and accurate actor energy characteristics, processing equipment by means of 
measurement of resulting neutron The entire operation from neu- the Electronic Engineering Com- 
energy spectrum. tron count to production of a graph pany’s new Computer Language 

This is accomplished in a large which reveals the energy spectra Translator. 
part by measuring the time of of the reactor requires only about Magnetic tapes recorded in the 
Hight of neutrons over a given dis- an hour, compared to what would format of one computer can be 
tance and recording the number have been a month’s work for a translated and recorded on another 
of these neutrons which fall into single scientist recording data magnetic tape directly usable by 
256 different velocity ranges. manually. a different computer. Translation 

Through various calculations, sci- operations which have required 
entists can convert the velocity of ELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHTING several hours using punched card 
these neutrons. into corresponding To the casual glance, a bright — methods can now be accomplished 
energy ranges. cylinder might resemble nothing in seconds. 

To accumulate this vital infor- more remarkable than a glass The Computer Language Trans- 
mation, a neutron beam coming wind-screen around a high-output lator can also convert punched 
out of the thermal test reactor is candle. To researchers in electro- cards or punched paper tape to 

chopped by a rotating shutter so luminescent lighting at the West- magnetic tape, Data recorded on 
that velocity can be measured. At inghouse lamp division the cylinder magnetic tape can be converted to 
the end of a flight path of estab- is a bit more complex and interest- — punched cards, paper tape or line 
lished length, the neutrons are de- ing: it demonstrates how an printer. 

tected by a counter and the infor- opaque fabric woven from stainless The equipment has been de- 
mation relaved to the analyzer. steel wire can become a flexible signed on the building block prin- 

Information on each neutron — light source when coated with ciple to provide the flexibility nec- 
counted is directed into one of 256 phosphorus and a transparent con- essary to adapt the system to the 
channels, cach representing a ve- ductive material. Before it was wide variety of requirements en- 

locity range, Up to 65,536 neutron curled into a cylinder, the steel (continued on page 58) 
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m in the business 
- SEE Ange ee ae dl know.” Sti) Tek. an. now... SALE | 2 oN 

em Oe . SY wh ighel3 panes pier HERB E OMIM oo . 

“Not too long ago I was in the same situation you~ eae Se ‘fa nae ” cea aay Ah ¢ 
fellows are in now. Senior year and the big de- ** _” <f \o-n a hoe Hi bu we 
cisions. What am I going to do with my education? 3 a w a 3 ER, See sak i 
What am I going to do for a living? : ‘ei 7 me. he ye Bitte 

“Well, I talked to a number of people and did as. . Mp ths ee oe AE ae ae ae ‘<  or 
much letter writing and looking around as I could. = oe Ca 9 a Ee eer * a ane yoy 
The way I figured it, I wanted opportunity ...a fair sg cept me PY Ae Re ERA f q ~ [ 
chance to put my capabilities to work and to be ammauanmen (at? 77 Boras 1 | he 
recognized for what I could do. Of course, I wanted ss ‘| li oe ONE re | be ies r ; af ods all fs 
to be well paid, too. It all seemed to add up to the Go Po beet iM i TA Le yy 
aircraft industry ...and to me it still does. i NSN FSS) hn Lil ae oF cre 

“In the space of just a few years I’ve worked on e Me “ED Me fo Oe AR 
quite a few projects, important projects that some y, fs fs a f. “a f Py Y 1] Me 

day may mean a great deal to this country. They Lad \ he “i eS og fy i, e 
sure meant a lot to me. And I wasn’t standing still N AN PA ifs ‘ “ i f é. jis 

either. My salary and my responsibilities have in‘ x SOE 4 Js VA 
creased with each promotion. That means lots of, -. © = ye foot \ (/ he P 
challenges, new and tough problems that we have to \ PNOMG | ie eh 
solve, but that's the way I like it. So, if you want \— wc kM NUE iz’ 

some advice from this “old grad,” choose the aircraft / a A a wus il i y ty MN 
industry. It's the wisest choice, I’m in the business /. % ¥ # Der le i wea 

and I know.” é af ~ 3 = a 4 YY [ . 

robably no other industry in America has grow . Se Ps g ~ pe | 

PS fast and advanced so te in a short mets has“ 7 Sy fi EN be fq eee Ci. 
the aircraft industry. And yet there is no limit to ).{ 4 <4 maaan ‘ __)} 
how far man’s inventiveness and imagination can “ : TON PA vey 
push the boundaries. Radical new concepts that Se _ A | 

would have been unthought of just a few years ago We 5 A ? i We... 
are the drawing-board problems of today. \ Wee J - ‘ | ne “ 

Truly aviation is still in the pioneering stage, and \ \A aN BO Sooo Ee : 
one of the leaders is Northrop Aircraft, which has Loe A NF yd ee 
been making successful contributions to our, \Z~ SRS YNZ rs he 

nation’s defense for over 18 years. Projects such as“... eng Lge Nt SN 
the Snark SM-62, world’s first intercontinental _ AY Pe, oN ™ 

guided missile, have identified Northrop as a suc- ys SA nO, 
cessful pioneer. And new aircraft such as the super--~2- 77" Sy PBS risers mamnnsre ts Basa 
sonic, twin-jet T-38 advanced trainer are maintain- , Ps oe \ ae 

ing this reputation. ‘ i c} a es 
Let us tell you more about what Northrop can” aN ae, PPT Ta 

offer you. Write now, regardless of your class, to # we if wrote ts | 

Manager of Engineering Industrial Relations, f iLif i; 
Northrop Division, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 1034; Tpide i! 
East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. wy [ amen §! 

jf i * : : i , ; 

i : pod : + 

ay; | Se ' te Tata STE ggauatonncnanaienivstien visemes 2, 

NORTHROP ~— 
A Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. 
BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 
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a= FIGURING OUT A CAREER? 
the ‘cite whet 4? Selecting a career can be puzzling, too. drivers in a high-speed memory array,” he 

Robert Ay Bike tells what it's Here’s how Bob Pike found the solution to says. His future? At the rate IBM and the likeive be cond why he likes : ) ; | 
being a Research Physicist his career problem—at IBM: electronic computer field are expanding, 
with IBM, “I became interested in computers and Bob Pike foresees excellent opportunity for 

transistors at college,” Bob Pike recalls. advancement in the area of his choice. 
“Upon graduation, I naturally turned to the ek ee 

computer field. IBM, as a leader in the 
field, looked like a good place for me.” After There are many excellent opportunities for 
a training period, he joined the Semi- well-qualified engineers, physicists and 
Conductor Device Development Group in mathematicians in IBM Research, Develop- 
Research. Promoted to Associate Physicist ment and Manufacturing Engineering. Why 
soon afterward, his present assignment is not ask your College Placement Director 
leading a group of technicians in fabricating — when IBM will next interview on your cam- 
high-frequency, high-power PNP drift pus? Or, for information about how your 

S2OLUTLON transistors. “These will be used as core degree will fit you for an IBM career, Let the multiplicand be 
DICBA. Since the units 
digit in the answer is 7, Mr. R. A. Whitehorne the only value possible 
for A is 1. This also fixes JUST WRITE TO: IBM Corp., Dept. 854 one of the dots in the 590 Madison Avenue 
hundreds column as a 1; New York 22, N. Y. 
to get a 5 in the answer, cos 
the other dot must be a 
4. Hence B can only be DATA PROCESSING a 2, Similar reasoning INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS, 
will determine C as 9 MILITARY PRODUCTS and D as 2. Answer = is; | BUSINESS MACHINES SPECIAL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 21921. . CORPORATION snbliEg 
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Compiled by Russell Jacobson e’58 

We of the Wisconsin Engineer staff want to take part in relaying all the infor- 
mation we can concerning engineering, to the high school student contemplating 
engineering as a career. To accomplish this we have asked a group of the top edu- 
cators at this university to comment on engineering and its advantages and to give 
a concise resume of the opportunities available in the five different fields of engi- 
neering. The section is concluded with a series of typical questions asked by high 
school students thinking of enrolling in engineering school. 
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pporlunitie n nqgtineering 

by Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 

i mining and metallurgical engineer- _ information about “combined pro- 
 ’ ing, each with many sub-divisions. grams in engineering.” 

& oS Recently the special field of nu- We are frequently asked why we 
eo Agee. clear engineering, which draws do not offer a program in aeronau- 
oo. 4 upon all the other fields, has come _ tical engineering. The aeronautics 

6 ee into prominence, especially at the field draws on all of the basic fields 

Vee | wee Nf “ graduate level. for its specialists, Mechanical en- 
a Manufacturing and processing of gineering furnishes the men for 
Be ee substances from raw materials power design, civil for structural 
SA oh aire i- i rical for the electronic a through carefully controlled chemi design, electrical 

NAA a cal and physical changes comprise gear and controls, and so on. Stu- 
- CN SE " * * . 

a, NH the field of chemical engineering. dents in any curriculum may elect 
CN i Civil engineering, the oldest courses in aerodynamics and other 

IN , branch, at one time included all aeronautical specialties in their last 
oe Ak R | engineering of a non-military char- _ two years. 

Soe . | acter; the main divisions are struc- A new graduate program leading 
q Ae a tural, sanitary, hydraulic, and to the Master’s degree in Nuclear 

ae | transportation engineering, Electri- Engineering has just been inaugu- 
~. * AN cal engineering has two main divi- rated. Students in any branch of 
eg PX sions: power engineering, which is engineering can qualify for en- 
OS RO OL concerned with the generation, trance by planning their under- 

Kurt F. Wendt. transportation, and application of graduate programs with care and 
electrical energy; and the broad by including a series of advanced 
field of communications and elec- courses in mathematics, physics, 

FEW, short years ago the tronics which includes telegraph, heat transfer, and nuclear engi- 

A introduetion of jet propulsion telephone, radio, radar, television neering as electives. 
heralded a new age in trans- and control. The mechanical engi- Emphasis on basic sciences and 

portation. Today our efforts are neer deals chiefly with the design mathematics is increasing. More 
concentrated on rockets, missiles, and construction of machines for physics and mathematics are being 
and satellites, We are already ex- the generation or transformation of required in every engineering cur- 
ploring outer space, planning trips —_ power, the design and production _riculum. A year ago we announced 
to distant planets, and discussing of machine tools, and industrial that for admission to the first course 
“space law” in the confidence that planning and management. The in mathematics in engineering it 
man will soon be called upon to mining engineer searches for and __ would be necessary for the student 
govern vast new portions of our extracts all classes of minerals from to ‘present the equivalent of four 
universe. On every hand we hear the earth; the field naturally di- years of high school mathematics 
about the need for more and better —_yides itselfinto mining geology, including advanced -algebra, solid 
training in the basic sciences and mining engineering, and mineral or analytic geometry, and_ trigo- 
in engineering, Hundreds of letters dressing, The metallurgical engi-  nometry. Students not qualified 
from high school students and their jeer extracts metals from their must take preparatory courses and 
parents ask: “What is engineering? yes and subsequently refines and must also expect to spend extra 
What does the engineer do? Should — combines metals to produce alloys time in catching up. New devel- 

I be an engineer? possessing special properties. opments in engineering are so com- 
Engineering is the art and sci- In the following pages you will plex that advanced graduate train- 

ence directed toward the adapta- find detailed statements about each ing is becoming increasingly im- 
tion of materials found in nature of these fields of engineering. Many portant. The day is not far distant 
into useful forms, and the harness- combinations of engineering and when one-quarter to one-half of 

ing and conversion of natural forces agriculture, commerce, city plan- our undergraduates will find it 
into useful power by efficient and ning, light building industry, or profitable to continue their studies 
economical means. law are also possible and provide _ at least to the Master’s level. 

The profession is commonly di- unusual opportunities for qualified Regardless of field, many areas 
vided into six major fields: chemi- students. Anyone interested should of work and a large variety of 
cal, civil, electrical, mechanical, write for a pamphlet giving further (continued on page 68) 
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by Lois B. Greenfield 
Director, Engineering Education Research 

| “4 an ie wi | do not know how to study or uti- 
i | Wh a Wi ite a lize their talent. 

ae i 7 | \ iy aa ie i | | : } We ii Grades become increasingly im- 

Ree a Sie Leb wy wll portant as you progress from high 
= evn neti ed alll school to college, and may be de- 

aT B same —_™ < aa ne . cisive in gaining admission to col- 
- a iy . = |= Bibi siege. Strive for the best grades you 
a 1. : = s! nae ie are capable of making. It’s not 

oe Vy a a enough to “just get by”. 
=. ae. : a | a You may not know as yet what 
re : 7" «—/ ec | college you wish to enter, nor what 
a 2 ff = @ Lt Ul courses you wish to take. You must, 
aa 4 ag > 26 fy 
-.. | 4 ee | i , therefore, plan your high school 

a ‘ og : career so that you will be able to 

Armee << peal enter any college you choose, or 
4 —— er take any course. The basic require- 

i 2 ay \ : ments for entrance into any college 
— sree ‘ include 3-4 credits in English, 2-4 

/ 4 bs credits in a foreign language, 1-2 
4 credits in social studies or history, 
: \ one credit each in physics and 
/ : chemistry, and four credits in 

: mathematics, distributed as fol- 
A oo lows: algebra, 2; plane geometry, 1; 

ye Z — @ solid or analytical geometry, 14; 
i go oe eg and trigonometry, 14. As you ap- 

Lois B. Greenfield. proach graduation, write for the 
catalogue of colleges you are con- 

OUR high school career in- examine the areas in which he per- sidering, and make sure you meet 
y volves a great deal of deci- forms best, the kinds of activities the requirements for admission. 

sion-making. What would I which interest him most. He will | You may be able to enter college 
like to do? At what would I be constantly be looking for new fields with deficiencies in a particular 
most happy? What courses should 9, q, evelopments which might area, but this involves loss of your 
I take? How can I best prepare for prove stimulating to him. He will time. Better to enter free and clear. 
the future? These questions are joo listen, and read, He will con- Simple course credit is not 

pertinent, and each of you must suit ‘his teachers and parents and "Ugh. Many colleges now give 
take the responsibility for deter- gions for their opi _P placement tests to entering fresh- 

+e : pinions, so as to i 
mining the final answers for him- : biecti luati ¢ men. If you have studied hard, 

self. Pa it ODIECHYE CVAUBEOR:O and learned as much as possible, 
High school should be a time members . . . you may be able to eliminate cer- 

for exploration of interests and ap- __ The wise student will use his tain requirements in college, and 
titudes, as well as for the develop- time in high school to develop efli- thus have more time to devote to 

ment of habits and skills. Any cient study habits, to learn to plan _ other interests. 
student interested in carefully plan- his time effectively, and to work Now is the time to consider the 
ning his future will delve into as with concentration. Many talented —_ importance of effective study hab- 
many avenues as are open to him, __ students have difficulty when they _ its, good grades, and proper course 
become familiar with as many jobs come to college because they can- _ preparation, Remember, “A word 
as he can. He will self-critically not do these things, because they to the wise . . .” It’s your decision. 
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Career Opportunities in Engineering 

by James A. Marks 
College of Engineering, Placement Director 

ae ————— competition for better students has _ in education and who has the abil- 
a _—Ss meant that starting salaries are not _ ity to pursue engineering will find 
LS ee a only staying as high as they have _an extremely bright future in engi- 

De a | , \ ae been in the past but in many cases _ neering education. 

ae y a oe — == are increasing, It is not unusual for The placement office of the Col- 
| 8 ——— the graduate engineer to receive a _ lege of Engineering has expanded 

Oo we ere . * : a | 
:  < i salary of $6,000 during his first year along with the increased enroll- 

Eo | i A after graduation. There is every ment of engineering students and 
| S | “= ~-—-—_$reason to expect that starting sala- _ the need for engineering graduates. 

L oo ee ‘~ === _ ties will continue to rise at least Of course, the primary purpose of 
ne a ae -—=—== as much, if not more, than general __ the placement office is to provide 
oe a oe —-- income levels rise. Certainly engi- _ facilities and information for sen- 

¢ a. CU me neers can expect handsome finan- iors when they begin looking for a 
®, r | cial rewards in the years to come. _job and give counsel and advice to 
> Of course salary should not be those who want help. 
= — the prime reason why anyone This spring almost 1000 repre- 

|’, should choose a career in engi- sentatives from companies through- 
“ 7 neering—or in any field, for that out Wisconsin and all over the 

ee RA matter. Instead the individual country will visit the campus to in- 
: e Be ee should consider the kind of work — terview seniors. These companies 

J Eee he (or she) will be doing and _ provide literature and other infor- 
James A. Marks. whether or not he will be happy mation about the opportunities 

doing it. While this might imply available. The seniors examine this 
N SPITE of the recent decrease that only those who have a deep _ material, interview companies that 

I in business activity and subse- interest in things mechanical, for are interesting to them and in most 
quent increase in unemployment example, would consider engineer- cases visit the companies before 

the demand for engineers is still ing it should be pointed out that —_ accepting an offer. 
good. There is little question that for many jobs normally considered Although many seniors must en- 
the shortage of engineers as it ex- to be non-engineering in actual ter military service after gradua- 
isted for the past few years has practice virtually demand an engi- _ tion, most companies will hire 
diminished, but the long range op- neering background. them, even for just a few weeks, 

portunities in engineering are still Sales, production supervision, and then grant military leave. Or 

excellent. Certainly the engineer- management, and many other jobs if the graduate prefers he can use 
ing graduate still has an advantage have become exceedingly technical _ the placement office after return- 
over most other college graduates in nature and an engineering edu- _ing from service, At any time all 
when he looks for his first job after cation is a real asset in almost any _ College of Engineering alumni can 

graduation. field. Under these circumstances use the placement office if they 
The number of companies that the high school student who has __ wish to relocate. 

are visiting the campus to inter- _ the ability will find an engineering A new approach is also develop- 
view graduating engineers is still education to be better basic train- ing in terms of summer employ- 
high and the number of openings ing than perhaps any other field. | ment for engineering students 
that are available make it possible | Even though he’s not sure what while still in college. Even after 
for the new engineering graduate type of work he would eventu- _ the freshman year it is possible to 
to find the kind of work he wants. _ ally be interested in, an engineer- _ find summer work in some phase of 
Companies that are looking for en- ing background will always be engineering. The placement office 
gineers, however, are being much valuable. has thus become important to stu- 
more selective. Scholastic achieve- A vital part of engineering that dents all through their college ca- 
ment, extra curricular activities, is too often overlooked is engi- reer, as well as during the senior 
personality, character, and all of neering education. The demand for _ year. Besides just providing a 
the other factors that employers engineers will obviosuly provide chance to earn money the student 
look for are being more critically more and more opportunities inthe can gain worthwhile experience in 
examined. teaching of engineering. The indi- summer work and see how his 

At the same time, the increased vidual who would enjoy a career (continued on page 68) 
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Ave You Keady for College 

by K. G. Shiels 
Assistant Dean and Freshman Advisor 

> Sa : -~ (400-500 words per minute) notetaking—my outline before 
i 4 m os 4 and comprehendingly, and re- writing a theme—my schedule 

i eae y tain the main arguments lu- of study—my schedule of daily 
_ a cidly in mind for three days?” reviews?” 

= 3. “Do I K ily how to prepare If you can answer “Yes” to all of ey successfully for examinations, : A : 1 he , these queries, you have acquired ‘ cr & so that I don’t become con- ‘ - ;o f : ; study habits adequate for success , > £m. used, panicked and ineffec- ° ; atl ) kh ; in college. If you are deficient in wf as tual when I face the necessity viewer a : d some of these abilities, now is the of taking a test or examina- . d hi * tion?” time to do something constructive 
ey j c . about them unless you are willing 

: 4. “Can I listen to an address Or to enter college with one or two lecture and note briefly the strikes against you. 
main points so that, when I’ve : one home, I can reconstruct Many students enroll in college 
e ial th £ wh with an interest and a desire to 

K. G. Shiels. fe ee om of wnat study in a definite field but with 
i e fecturer-saids . little information regarding their LARGE number of the stu- 5. “Can I go to the library and aptitude for mastering the funda- 

dents who enter the colleges find quickly the reference and rental subject matter, The serv- and universities of this coun- source books I need for pre- ices of the Student Counseling 
try each year find themselves in paring a paper and take the Center will be available this com- scholastic difficulty at the end of necessary notes effectively for ing summer to students who expect 
their first term and the situation writing an assignment of the to enter the University of Wiscon- in our College of Engineering is no topic?” sin at Madison next Fall. If you 
exception. Our experience in coun- 6. “Can I make up a budget for are in doubt regarding your 
seling with freshmen engineers the daily use of my time to chances for success in the field of 
clearly shows that inadequate meet all my necessary assign- your choice, you may take this op- 
preparation, poor study habits and ments, have a proper amount portunity to obtain expert informa- 
lack of aptitude for the course se- of time left for eating, sleep- tion regarding your aptitudes and 
lected are some of the factors which ing and wholesome recreation, interests. All students who have 
lead to unsatisfactory performance. and stick to that budget in submitted their school records and 

In a recent article, a College spite of all the lures of the have been granted permits to enter 
Dean suggested the following flesh and the devil?” the University will be sent com- 
method of self-analysis involving 7. “When I have homework to plete information regarding this 

eight questions to be answered by do, can I settle down to it service by the Office of Admissions. 
| the prospective college student: properly and concentrate on Good high school preparation, 

1. “Can I write five consecutive my work at once without day- satisfactory study habits and ade- 
paragraphs on a given topic dreaming and frittering away quate aptitude coupled with deter- : 
and express myself coherently, my time? mined application and the will to 
correctly and intelligently?” 8. “Have I learned how to sys- do your best will bring you well 

2. “Can I read an article in the tematize? Can I put order and = on_your way to success in your 
“Atlantic Monthly” rapidly system into my thinking—my College studies. 
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Chemi Cc [ L L a n G thneertn G 

by Professor R. A. Ragatz 
Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

i RR | i Professor Ragatz is a true native of Wisconsin, born in 
a _ Prairie du Sac, receiving his BS, MS, and Ph.D. at the uni- 

be : — s versity, the latter in 1931. He has done some specialty work 
a << a — in Plastics and is now in the process of writing a book. 

. 
|. formalde is i err : ormaldehyde, ethyl alcohol, ethyl- smaller company, his duties prob- 
ke wage” wy ‘5 ene glycol, and benzene. The pulp ably will encompass several of the 
a 2 — a and paper industry and the plastics foregoing types of work. 

Is — industry employ many chemical en- The Department of Chemical 
FL | | gineers. In all of the foregoing Engineering has excellent instruc- 

NS ee . manufacturing activities, research tional facilities. The Chemical En- 
> Nw oo / chemists and chemical engineers i ing Buildi hich - oo Ns . gineering UL ing, which was Oc: 

«A yd f form a coordinated team. cupied in the fall of 1952, has 
ee 4 od The manufacturing processes in well-equipped undergraduate labo- 

' oe which the chemical engineer en-  ratories for instruction in unit 
if se gages are usually quite complex operations, chemical manufacture, 

| and require a series of well-defined process measurements and control, 
i | processing steps, some of which are applied electrochemistry, plastics, 

f chemical in nature and some of and _ technical analysis. Facilities 
which are essentially physical in for graduate MS and PhD thesis 

R. A. Ragatz. character. Typical chemical proc- projects are also provided. 
esses are polymerization, sulfona- The curriculum in chemical engi- 

HE chemical engineer trans- tion, chlorination, nitration, hydro- neering has, for many years, been 

Tiistes the laboratory discoveries genation, oxidation, reduction, hy- accredited by the American Insti- 
of the research chemist into  drolysis, and alkylation. Typical tute of Chemical Engineers and 

large-scale manufacturing opera- physical operations are pumping of also by the Engineers’ Council for 
tions. The research chemist almost fluids, transport of solids, heating Professional Development. The 
always works with small-scale or cooling of materials, crushing curriculum is constantly under 
equipment in a laboratory. His and grinding, mixing, filtration, scrutiny, and periodic changes are 
equipment is usually made of drying, absorption of gases by liq- made as called for by new scien- 
glass; his product yields are small, _uids, solvent extraction, crystalliza- tific discoveries and changed in- 

usually a few grams at most. The tion, distillation, and evaporation. dustrial conditions. After an ex- 
chemical engineer, on the other | Chemical engineers select the vari- tensive study extending over a pe- 
hand, designs and operates the ous chemical and physical opera- riod of a year and a half, a revised 
large-scale apparatus needed to tions needed to make the desired curriculum was adopted and placed 
produce the desired material in product; they work out the best — jn operation in the fall of 1957. 
commercial amounts. conditions for each step; they de- The tremendous growth of the 

The chemical engineer finds em- Sign the equipment needed for — chemical industry since World War 
ployment with companies engaged each step; they build and operate TI. has created many employment 

in the manufacture of gasoline, fuel the complete plant. . opportunities for graduates from 
oil, lubricating oil, greases, asphalt, In a large company employing the chemical engineering course. 

rocket fuels, synthetic rubber, rub- many chemical engineers, the type Prospective students should bear 
ber products, synthetic textile fi- of work carried out by a particu- in mind, however, that Wisconsin 
bers, synthetic detergents, soaps, lar individual may be restricted to has relatively few chemical indus- 
insecticides, weed killers, sulfa one of the following general lines tries, with the result that most of 
drugs, and anti-biotics. The chemi- of activity: development, produc- our graduates secure employment 
cal engineer produces a host of tion, maintenance, process control, outside of the state. A notable ex- 
“petrochemicals” such as toluene, inspection and testing, design, con- ception is Wisconsin’s large pulp 

struction, technical sales and cus- and paper industry, in which many 
The new Chemical Engineering Building | tomer service, administration. If a of our graduates have secured 
on the University of Wisconsin campus. chemical engineer works for a employment. 
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e ° e Ciuil engineering 

by Prof. James G. Woodburn 
Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

Prof. James G. Woodburn has been Chairman of the De- 
s- ip partment of Civil Engineering since 1949. He was born in 

rT Oo Bloomington, Indiana, and received his BA and MA from 
— | Indiana University, his BS from Purdue, and his PhD from 
a i. the University of Michigan. He taught at the State College 
i of Washington for several years before coming to Wisconsin. 

ia’ pete “4 He has specialized in Hydraulic Engineering and the legal 
| "sae s phases of engineering, and is co-author of the Hydraulics text 
Le 3 - he used in several university courses. 

- 
: 7 — . oS 

. _ 2 , ue creasing demand for more housing, tion water to dry lands from rivers _ aaa i shopping centers, office space, pub- _or_reservoirs through miles of ca- ’ i. lic buildings, factories, and other nals and aqueducts. 
. structures of all kinds, both large Many civil engineers also find fs and small. Civil engineers are as- work as surveyors. Surveying is one 

sociated with architects in the de- of the first jobs to be done when 
i. sign and construction of large steel an engineering project is under- 

i * and concrete buildings, with con- taken, Surveys must be made to aid James C. Woodburn. tractors in the design and building in determining the most economi- 
of homes and apartments, and with cal and feasible routes for high- 

IVIL engineers have always public agencies in city planning, ways, irrigation canals, and pipe- 
C been connected with the de- redevelopment of slum areas, and lines. Such Surveys have be en velopment of transportation laying out of parks and play- greatly speeded by aerial mapping. systems, The great advance in the grounds, Most spectacular in the There must be surveys of sites for nineteenth century was in the field of structural engineering is bridges, buildings, dams, and air- 
building of our railroads, which the construction of great bridges. p orts. The proper pying OuE of still employ many engineers in Many have been built, others are housing and other municipal devel- operation and maintenance. The under construction, while still opments depends largely on de- mid-twentieth century sees. con- longer and larger ones are being _ tailed surveys of the proposed sites. tinued expansion of highways, air- planned for the future. Surveyors also locate property lines lines, and pipelines. The growth With growth in population and determine areas, and thus help af highway traffic that has resulted Comes also increased demand for to settle disputes between land from increasing population and es- civil engineers to provide safe and owners, Much of our country 's area tablishment of ew tndusteias: has adequate public water supplies and still remains to be mapped in de- led to the rapid building of ex- to build sewerage systems and _ tail and many surveyors are en- : pressways and tollroads. ‘The de- treatment plants which will return gaged in that work. ; 
velopment of airports and allied waste waters to the streams in a AS with any profession, the fu: facilities, not only in this country form least harmful to fish and other _ ture of civil engineering depends 
but all over the world. has been Wild life and most satisfactory from _ on maintaining a continuing supply 

phenomenal. Pipelines area highly the standpoint of use of the lakes of young persons wie, are aber favored mode of transportation for and streams by the public. Civil and qualified to enter that profes- 
petroleum products and natural  °gineers design and build flood sion. The usual road to becoming 

gas. The civil engineer occupies control works to prevent Or fediice: a Gival eng ieest toads tema yeas a prominent place in the planning damage from floods, improve river of training in a college of engi- 
surveying, designing constructing channels for the benefit of navi- neering. The colleges cannot op- 
and operating of all these transpor- gation, and provide port facilities erate without teachers, and there 
tation facilities, for both inland and foreign ship- are many opportunities these days 

Another field that continues to Ping: Water power plants are de- in the engineering teaching profes- 
be attractive to civil engineers is signed by civil engineers and built sion for young people who have 
that of structures. There is in- under their guidance. Many engi- done well in their college work, 

neers are engaged in land recla- _ who have gone ahead to take grad- 
The main spillway: of the Box Canyon mation, either by the draining of uate work, and who also _have 

4 hydro project near Lone, Washington. swamp lands or by bringing irriga- acquired some practical experience. 
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EL e . e e 

ectrica ngeineering 

by Professor H. A. Peterson 
Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

: ae - 

ag 
._ . @ / 
oO. Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chairman of the Depart- 

eae — ment of Electrical Engineering since 1947. He is from Essex 
a. _ | wy ] Towa, and received his BS and MS (with high distinction) 
a F 4 from the University of Iowa. He is a Fellow in AIEE, a fe a , 5 | ee y A | Senior Member of IRE, and a member of several other engi- 
_ neering societies. He also holds eight patents in the field 
— , << of electrical engineering. 

. es 

H. A. Peterson. 

LECTRICAL Engineering isa been brought to many homes. Building are among the best in 
Ean profession. Only sev- These are some of the more obvi- the country. Our course of study 

enty-five years ago on Septem- _ ous consequences of electrical in electrical engineering is con- 
ber 30, 1882, the first waterwheel engineering. stantly under surveillance so that 

driven electric generator was put Electrical Engineering has _ex- improvements can be made from 
ai, Sinan that ‘Doe goeth aed panded tremendously in scope in time to time to keep in step with v recent years, Automatic control — the needs and demands of industry. development of the profession have th y f . ti h a . _. « been phenomenal. Today, the eory, information tl ory, the There is a joint student branch 
American Institute of Electrical  T@0sistor, new analytical tech of the AIEE-IRE on the campus Engineers (AIEE) has over 50,000 miques, analog oe digital with a faculty member in charge 
members, not including student computers, extra high voltage as branch counselor. This student 
members. In addition, there are ver soe and many — hranch elects its own officers, holds 
approximately 48,000 members of vest wt net mye weeen regular meetings, and sponsors ace 
the Institute of Radio Engineers sion The nce of guided al tivities of interest to student engi- 
(IRE). iles- and the very s eal fnstru- neers, It affords a means for orient- 

A few generations ago, electric- rie er nibilons Pssowiatel ing students with regard to pro- 
ity was available in the homes of with the cccordin of data, and fessional activities within the AIEE 
only a few. Today, it is available transmitting such” Ase back to and IRE following graduation. 

agmece have. boon largaly ne earth from the satellites are largely The University of Wisconsin of- 
sponsible for bringing this about. the responsibility of the electrical fers excellent opportunities for 
Today heavy tasks around the farm engineer. The problems are fasci- study in electrical engineering. 
home, and other tasks in all homes, nating and. challenging, requiring Young men and women with good | can be done quickly, efficiently, much imagination and resourceful- high school records and a real in- 
and without drudgery. The bene- ness in obtaining solutions, Ad- terest in science and mathematics 
fits of radio and television have  Yanced training in science and would do well to consider enrolling 

mathematics is required for cre- in this course of study which leads 

Two engineering faculty members op- nelves segs 18 (liege a2 fo a most interesting protessianal erating the recently completed WISC At the University of Wisconsin life of basic importance to our 
computer located in the EE building. our facilities in the Engineering economy and security. 
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V1 cal inecri eCCnhnantCcCaA ng HeCrLng 

by Benjamin Elliott 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

_ | i Professor Ben G. Elliott has been Chairman of the Deparc- 
 . : | ment of Mechanical Engineering since 1948. He was born in 

¢ a s North Platte, Nebraska and received his B.S. and M.S, from 
ad — the Rose Polytechnic Institute, and the M.E. degree from the 
oe |. University of Wisconsin. A Fellow of A.S.M.E., he served as 

( ja vice-president of the society from 1953 to 1957. He was a 
‘i — | Director of the National Society of Professional Engineers 

LX oe a 5 from 1951 through 1954, and is active in numerous engineer- 
Ni. ‘ ing and civic organizations. 

, shop and industrial processes, eco- _ are the very foundation of our in- 
|| nomics and accounting procedures, _dustrial age. He is also responsible 
Cy language, speech, technical writing _ for the generation of the vast quan- 
—_ and human relations. tities of energy which constitute 

Benjamin, Elliott: In addition to preparing young the life blood of our present day 
men and women for interesting and economic and_ industrial society. 
profitable technical careers, an en- One of his current problems in- 

N THE home, the Mechanical gineering training is extremely val- volves the practical application and 
Dinngince: has been responsible uable in other fields of activity. utilization of nuclear and solar 

for our “domestic revolution” Many engineering graduates go energy. He also plays a major part which has brought into the home into business, commerce, agricul- in designing, producing and oper- 
the products of research and devel- ture, law and public service. The ating the elements of our vast sys- 
opment—heating, cooling, refriger- number of engineers in responsible tems of transportation and com- 
ation, kitchen and laundry equip- executive and administrative posi-  munications—automobiles, trucks 
ment, and power tools of all types. _ tions in industry, business and gov- _ and buses, locomotives, trains, air- 
He has electrified and mechanized ernment is increasing. craft and ships. : 

| the home as well as the farm. . The future for properly trained In the defense of our country 
A prospective Mechanical Engi- engineering graduates is excellent. and freedom, the Mechanical Engi- 

| Beer should have as pronounced Opportunities are numerous, start- neer plays a key position. He de- 
interest and proficiency a mathe- ing salaries are relatively high and signs and develops our jet aircraft, 
matics and the physical Sciences: advancement depends upon ability rockets, guided missiles and our should have imagination and in- and capacity, and the willingness space ships. 
herent curiosity, and an interest in to work hard. . : . 
exploring new ideas and a desire Mechanical Engineering is one _The Mechanical Engineer is a 
to “build” and create. of the oldest branches of the en- highly important factor m our 

A career in Mechanical Engi- gineering profession dating back  8teat process industries—petro- 
neering usually begins by enroll- to the early 1880’s when the Ameri- leum, coal, gas, iron, steel, paper, 
ment in an accredited college of can Society of Mechanical Engi- lumber and forest products. He is 
engineering, The subject matter neers was founded. It is concerned 4” integral part of the great print- 
studied includes basic courses in primarily with the design, produc- ing industry and the production 
mathematics, chemistry, physics, tion and operation of machines, of our books, newspapers and 
mechanics and materials, drawing tools, prime movers and manufac- periodicals. 
and design, thermodynamics and tured products for all types of In the field of consumer goods, 
heat power, electrical engineering, industry. the packaging, handling and mov- 

The Pris aon Engineer de- ing : the endless vet of eo 
chant 5 eri aa: signs, develops and produces our articles is a particular activity o: 

d - ey ao ke ‘i oe array of Drmaline: tools” which the Mechanical Engineer. 
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ee ° ° ° 
Mining ated Metallurgical Engineering 

by Professor P. C. Rosenthal 
Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

a a ‘ This is Professor Rosenthal’s third year as department head. 
Es | en He received his BS and MS in Metallurgical Engineering 

oo - a oo from the University of Wisconsin. He has been very active 
a eg in the AFS and ASM, being chairman of several committees. 

_ ee ee He was co-author of “Principles of Metal Casting” and has just 
ey % 7. completed another book. 
_ es 

ne Lap ye the mining engineer. The curricu- extracted. This is called mineral 
_ : | melt 7 yl lum for mining engineering in- beneficiation, mineral dressing or a  -.. cludes, in addition to courses in mineral concentration. This field 

. oe) ec. ‘Mine evaluation, development, and __ represents the link between mining 
ae — ro ore removal, related courses in ge- on the one hand and metallurgy on 

— _ ology, mineral concentration and the other, The mineral dressing 
4 7 chemical processing, There are also engineer designs and operates 

V4 1 courses in related fields such as plants for the separation of the 
, 4 \ hydraulics, surveying, electrical en- valuable minerals from the waste 
Li : gineering, and heat and power. products, This field is becoming 

° One option of the curriculum in __ increasingly more important as the 
By C. Rosenthal, this field concentrates on the geo- richer ore deposits become ex- 

logical aspects of mining. The  hausted and lower grade ores must 
. . graduate from this program is re- _be utilized. In Wisconsin, for in- 

[’ YOU were to examine a list ferred to as a geological engineer stance, the use of the available low 
of the elements and their prop- and would be primarily concerned grade ores awaits development of 
erties you would find that the with finding and exploring new ore economical methods for concen- 

majority of them would be classi- hodies or oil fields, He would esti- trating these ores to higher iron 
fied as metals, Further investiga- mate the economic value of the contents. The mineral dressing en- 
tion into the use of these metals ore and determine how it might — gineer uses many methods and de- 
would reveal that almost everyone best be extracted from the earth. vices for concentrating ores such of them has some commercial ap- The mining engineer designs, as gravity separation, “heavy me- 
plication in the pure or alloyed constructs, and operates mining dia” separations, and flotation. His 
form. A more intensive study, such properties. He, in effect, begins program of study is much the same 
as would be gained in a mining Or where the geological engineer as that of the mining engineer but 
metallurgical engineering program —_Jeaves off because his principal usually contains less mining and 
of courses, would establish that tasks are associated directly with more metallurgical engineering 
even many of the non-metals such the mining operation, He plans the _ subjects. 
as oxygen, carbon, phosphorus, method of removing the ore, de- After the mineral dressing engi- 
etc, play an important part in signs the transportation system and _neer has completed his work of 
metal pr ocessing and alloying. handles related problems of venti- concentrating the ore, the metal- 
Thus the miming or metallurgical lation, power supply, etc. lurgical engineer steps in to reduce 
engineer deals with a wide variety In the petroleum field, the coun- _ the ore to the metallic state. In this 
of elements and combinations terpart to the mining engineer is | work he may utilize heat, elec- 
therof, and must understand the the petroleum engineer. His job is tricity, chemicals or a combination 
chemical and phy: sical problems as" to plan and operate the oil-drilling of these factors. Since this treat- 
sociated with their preparation and 44 pumping equipment and ar- ment usually involves chemical re- 
Use. . . range for the storage of the crude _ actions, this metallurgical engineer- 

Utilization of metals begins with petroleum. He should also be fa- ing field is called chemical or ex- 
the discovery and development of miliar with methods used to locate __ tractive metallurgy. An example of 
mineral wealth. This is the work of jew petroleum fields. an extractive metallurgical opera- 

Once the ore is removed from _ tion is the reduction of iron ore in 
q Malleable iron is poured into shell the earth, it must be processed the blast furnace to produce pig 

molds on an overhead trolley conveyor. further before the metal can be (continued on page 68) 
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IGH school students have What housing arrangements are Scholarship information and appli- : . u P PP 
many questions concerning available? cation forms may be obtained from 
requirements and _ activities Housing accommodations for the Office of Admissions, 166 Bas- 

of college life. Following are ques- single students include: com Hall. Mr. Field—114 Bascom. g fe BES 4 8 
tions and the respective answers University Residence Halls, Co- 

pertaining to student life at the operative houses, sororities, frater- _ !s there an ROTC program? 
University of Wisconsin, nities, the University YMCA, Inter- Freshmen and sophomores are 
What educational program does the national House for graduate men, _ required to take basic Army, Navy, 

University of Wisconsin offer? and rooms in private homes or Air Force ROTC. Eligible Junior 
Students have the opportunity throughout the residential sections students may apply for advanced 

to study in almost all major areas of the city. The University Hous- training. 

of endeavor, including the humani- ing Bureau is the clearing center . 

ties, arts, sciences. a social stud- for all student housing information Are student loans available? 
ies. In addition, preprofessional and is located at 434 Sterling Court. Loans for educational purposes 

and professional opportunities are in amounts up to $250.00 are made 
available in engineering, commerce, Does the student have any supervi- for periods of less than a year to 
teaching, medicine, law, pharmacy sion in the planning of his courses students in good standing, who 
and many allied ‘felds. All told. and program? have established a satisfactory aca- 

the University offers over 1,200 Yes, the University operates on demic record of at least one semes- 

courses from which to choose. an advisory system whereby each _ ter at the University of Wisconsin. 
i. . new student is assigned a faculty vp enege . 

What are the admission require- adviser. The adviser is expected to What are the possibilities of obtain- 

ments? . help the student in the choice of ing part-time work? 
. The general method of admis- his course and in the selection of The Student Employment Bu- 

sion is by presenting a certificate Of a -well:halanced program. reau is often able to locate some 
graduation from an accredited high kind of part-time work for those 

school with the recommendation Is there additional counseling service | Who desire it. Its address is 435 
of the principal. Sixteen units are available to students? N. Park Street. 
the fundamental requirement, A trained staff i ‘lab 
which for engineering must in- trained statt is available tO Does the University operate any Ex- 
clude four years of math, includ- counsel students ages per- tension Divisions? 
ing advanced algebra, solid or marr Mig ag 4 eo ae The University of Wisconsin op- 

analytic geometry, and trigonom- et ter is J a dat 740 ‘Lane 4 6 erates Extension centers in Sheboy- 
etry. aa S locate ‘angdo gan, Milwaukee, Racine, Wausau, 

Does the University have an official eres Ey, Kenosha, Manitowoc, 
grading system? What provisions do the University Menasha, and Marinette. 
rhe: University of ‘Wisconsin provide toward the maintenance ? sires ake anne skobsbotioal oe of the health of the student body? How are the library facilities? 

with the grade points per credit The services of the Department ones the hief ; than nyt 
as follows: of Preventive Medicine and Stu- iPraries, the chief among them be- 
ae CE olla) L grade pdinispencredit dent Health are available to stu- ig the Memorial Library and the Excelle ints pel u 3 we 
“Bp” (Good). 3 trade Points per credit dents who are regularly enrolled in eee of the State Historical 
“C” (Fair) ... 2grade points per credit the University of Wisconsin. The ociety. 

“D” (Poor) ... I grade point per ers Student Clinic and Infirmary are Are there sororities and fraternities 
F” (Failure) . 0 grade point per credit located in the West wing of Wis- on campus? 

What are the semester fees? consin General Hospital. There are sixteen sororities and 
In all colleges and schools ex- ; | thirty-four social fraternities on 

cept Law and Medicine the fees Are scholarships avarlabls forunder- campus, with all but one maintain- 
are $100 per semester for a resi- graduate students? ing resident houses for their mem- 
dent of the state and $275 for a There are many scholarships bers. In addition, there are many 

nonresident. available to deserving students. professional fraternities. 
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WEATHER EYE"ON YOUR COMFORT ON 

Flying into a starless night, the pilot’s vision this important development. WHERE TO, 
may reach a mere 50 yards. Yet he sees a RCA pioneering also produced radar that MR. ENGINEER? 
storm brewing 150 miles ahead. guides ships at sea and tracks man-made RCA olfers careers in TV and 

Within minutes he plots a slight change satellites through space. RCA pioneered allied fields in research “de- 
in course and flies a smooth, safe corridor color television, produced the world’s larg- velopineiit, desimand Wiantie 

through the weather. His passengers com- est electronic computer, peanut-sized tran- faetaritie: for enwineers with 

plete their trip in comfort and on schedule. sistors and much, much more. Bachelor or advanced degrees 
Credit RCA Electronics for the “Weather Progress like this helps explain why RCA in E.E., M.E. or Physics. Join 

Eye” radar that makes all this possible. And means electronics — and why electronics the RCA family. 
| United Air Lines’ all-radar fleet for being means a happier, healthier, more secure For full information write 

the first (among 24 leading airlines) to use future for you. to: Mr. Robert Haklisch, 
Manager, College Relations, 
Radio Corporation of Amer- 
ica, Camden 2, New Jersey. 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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4 _— 2. Vacuum melting has opened up new horizons for development 

g Oe a. of alloys. Here, a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft metallurgist is 

ed shown as he supervises preparation of an experimental high- 

Pi strength nickel-base alloy, melted and cast under high vacuum. 
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Induction melted heat of high-temperature alloy being poured in P & W A's experimental foundry. Molten metal is strained into 

large water tank, forming metal shot which is remelted and cast into test specimens and experimental parts. Development and 

evaluation of improved high-temperature alloys for advanced jet engines is one of the challenges facing metallurgists at P&WA. 
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The development of more advanced, effects of radiation on matter are In the field of chemistry, investi- 
far more powerful aircraft engines important aspects of the nuclear re- gations are made of fuels, high-tem- 
depends to a high degree on the de- actor program now under way at perature lubricants, elastomeric 
velopment of new and improved P& WA. Stress analysis by strain compounds, electro-chemical and or- 
materials and methods of processing gage and X-ray diffraction #8 ane ganic coatings. Inorganic substances, them. Such materials and methods, other notable phase of investigation. too, must be prepared and their 

of course, are particularly important In the metallurgical field, mate- properties determined. 
in the nuclear field. 5 fs : 7 

rials work involves studies of corro- . s . . 
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, the sion resistance, high-temperature __ While materials engineering as- 

physical, metallurgical, chemical mechanical and physical properties __ S!nments, themselves, involve dif- 
and mechanical properties of each of metals and alloys, and fabrication ferent types of engineering talent, 
new material are studied in minute techniques. the field 1s only one of a broadly detail, compared with properties of diversified engineering program at 

known materials, then carefully ana- Mechanical-testing work delves Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. That lyzed and evaluated according to into design and supervision of test | program — with other far-reaching 
their potential usefulness in aircraft  ©dipment to evaluate fatigue, wear, _ activities in the fields of mechanical - «att and elevated-temperature strength design, aerodynamics, combustion engine application. . . ‘ . 

of materials. It also involves deter- and instrumentation — spells out a 
The nuclear physics of reactor mination of the influence of part gratifying future for many of to- 

materials as well as penetration and design on these properties. day’s engineering students. 

5 YY... ry ee ae ree! ap: ; : 
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C : Seg sees] Se we ae a e : ee ae a : : iL Sami 
Engineer measures residual stress in a com- The important effects of gases on the properties of P & WA engineer uses air jet to vibrate 
pressor blade non-destructively, using X-ray metals have been increasingly recognized. Pratt & Whitney compressor blade at its natural frequency, 

diffraction. Stress analysis plays important part chemists are shown setting up apparatus to determine measuring amplitude with a cathetometer. Simi- 

in developing advanced aircraft engine designs. gas content of materials such as titanium alloys. lar fatigue tests use electromagnetic excitation. 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft operates a World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 
completely self-contained engineering fa- 

| cility in East Hartford, Connecticut, and Z y OX Dr 
is now building a similar facility in Palm — = we 
Beach County, Florida. For further in- BR: il 
formation about engineering careers at oN YE) 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write to Mr. Or <P Division of United Aircraft Corporation 
F. W. Powers, Engineering Department. mS 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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Power Plant Practice ......May 20-23 state physics. Copies will be sold, 
Engineering Organization ...May 22-23 on a subscription basis, to any in- 
Engineering Refresher (Electrical sted ce ee ey Engineering) ...........May 26-27 terested persons or groups at an 

i Industrial Packaging .......May 27-28 annual rate of $35 for the six issues. 

Consulting Engineers—Professional ASME members are entitled to a 
and Management Problems .June 5-6 20% discount. Subscriptions may be 

Contact Engineering Institutes, ordered, trom oe Order Depart 
a E z Mey a ment, The American Society of 

University Extension Division, The : ae 
Ay Va : i nk (ATE “4 s Mechanical Engineers, 29 West 

. University of Wisconsin, Madison ; y 
eo ee . 39th Street, New York 18, New 

6, Wisconsin for enrollment blanks York 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTES or additional information. : 

. . . . . In a statement accompanying the 

/ The University Extension Divi- ASME PROJECT announcement, James N. Landis, 

sion has announced its list of Engi- ASME President said, “Translation 
neering Institutes for ihe second A leading Russian technical jour- of the Russian publication “Jour- 
semester which includes 22 subjects ya] will soon be translated into nal of Applied Mathematics and 
from Enginecring Photography to English on a regular basis by The Mechanics,” one of the leading 
Welding. . . . American Society of Mechanical publications of its kind anywhere 

After April M1 the Institutes will Engineers, it was announced today. in the world, is expected to make 

be conducted in the comfortable The effort marks the first time that important technical contributions 

surroundings of the new W isconsin the engineering society has under- to the English-speaking world. It 

Center Building on the corner of taken such a project. will provide many English-speaking 

Lake and Langdon sre They Under a $35,000 grant from the engineers and scientists with access 
are presently held in T-16, Linden National Science Foundation to the latest U.S.S.R. developments 

Dr and Babcock Dr. ASME will publish the bi-monthly in a truly fundamental field, It is 
The following is a list of the In- “Journal of Applied Mathematics a service in which The American 

stitutes offered for the coming and Mechanics.” Society of Mechanical Engineers is 

Semester: The announcement noted that happy to take part, and to lead 
Welding Applications ..February 12-14 the Society had undertaken the the way. 
Industrial Lubrication. February 26-28 task of translation “in an attempt “In addition to making informa- 
Bituminous Roads .........March 3-5 . . . . . 
Plastic ‘Desi. of Steel to correct the present situation in tion available, however, the very 

SUUICEHECS. o. ones om om Oarely 19-14 which the Russians are familiar initiation of such a project is a 
Plastics. Molding ........March 19-21 with the content of most, if not all, valuable contribution in itself. It 
Engineering Refresher (Basic 54.9% of our technical publications, while serves to underline the universal 

Enginecring) .......-.March 24-25 only a few of theirs are translated nature of science and engineering, 
Industrial Engineering Seminar fon Wee } English-speaking d hasiz h: : hes 

On: Maintenaneé Productive for Use ry the nglish-speaking an to emphasize that in these 

ity eee e ev eeveve sees. March 25-26 world. fields there are no natural bounda- 
Industrial Research Arrangements have been made ries between nations. It is my hope 
chee vesesse+++March 27-28 with Russian scientists, said an that this project, together with the 
eas | Engineering spill BT ASME spokesman, to secure proof benefits that are sure to follow, 
Enpincering: Refresher: (Civil sheets of the Russian journal in ad- will help to break down some of 

Engineering) ..........April 14-15 vance of final printing, to permit the artificial barriers that now 
Air Utilization in Treatment of speedier translation. exist, and that from such relatively 

enn piss vss April 15-16 In the Russian language the — modest beginnings as these, better 
SHective ri ez . : “ . . : + . 

Operations. ne April 24-25 Magazine is known as “Prikladnaya international understanding will 
Enginecring Photography .. April 29-30 Matematika i Mekhanika”, usually grow and flourish.” 
Industrial Control Applications May 1-2 abbreviated as “PMM”, Publication begins with the first 
Engineering Refresher (Mechani- _ The magazine contains the latest 1958 issue, of which 2500 copies 

cal Engineering) ..........May 5-6 theoretical and practical advances will be printed. The exact date of 
Industrial Product Design ....May 8-9 ade by Russian scientists i ath F sarance is certain, according Seminar for Chief Industrial made by Russian scientists in math- appearance is uncertain, according 

Engineers .............-May 13-14 ematics, fluid dynamics and solid to the announcement, because the 
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The University of Wisconsin Drawing Dept. from left to right; first row: Livermore, Manner, Doke, Phillips, Jensen, Schwehr, 
Schwebke; second row: Shiels, Barry, Worsencroft, Griffith, Morris, McCollough, Leidel. 

first issue of the year has not yet to be as near a duplicate of the perience. For positions paying 
appeared in Moscow. ; BSEE degree as possible. $3,670 and below, appropriate edu- 

Professor George Herrmann of The newly elected men who will cation alone may be qualifying. 
Columbia University will serve as represent the EE’s on Polygon Further information and appli- 
editor of the translated magazine. board are Tom Damm for the IRE cation forms may be obtained at 

Efforts to have the journal trans- and Al Goshaw for the AIEE. The — many post offices throughout the 
lated were initiated by the Applied alternates are Dave Chapman and United States, or from the U, S. 
Mechanics Division of ASME, The George McCormick. Civil Service Commission, Wash- 
Society’s Board on Technology ap- The joint meeting of the AIEE- ington 25, D. C. Applications will 
proved the suggestion and arranged IRE student branch and the local be accepted by the Civil Service 
to secure the grant from the chapter which was held on Jan. 15 Commission in Washington until 

foundation. in the Memorial Union was at- further notice. 
tended by quite a few students 

AIEE—IRE despite the fact that a large num- NUCLEAR INSTITUTES 
The members of the AIEE and _ ber of exams were given the same 

IRE wish to take this opportunity week. There were many who Nine Institutes on Nuclear En- 
toxcommend Al Bahr and His com: missed the beer and pizza because —&T ZY for engineering educators will 
mittee for the fine job done on the of this, however. be held throughout the nation this 

hihte & - summer under the sponsorship of 
exhibit in the M.E, lobby. The ex- Officers the Atomic Ener, a Comihintos 
hibit is to be replaced by another 3 . fi : BY es 

; President—Russ_ Jacobson and the American Society for Engi- 
on March 15, so if you have not Jiéé-President— s Stiede . LR OCIELY & > y' Vice-President—Wayne_ Stiede neering Education 
already seen it, there is not much Secretary-Treasurer—Bill Haas ong hegre eee ‘ 
time: lett The purpose of the institutes is 

Bill Serstad reports that although Committees to provide special training in the 

the basketball team did not break Publicity—Paul LeMere fields of nuclear energy and the 

/ a # records they: hi d ; Membership—Carl Kaack nature of nuclear reactor problems 
any scoring records they ha a Putting Hubby Through—Dave Chap- so the teachers can incorporate 
great deal of fun and that’s the man this Sl tw ad Denese 
main thing after all. Thanks for Basketball—Bill Serstad orogens in their teaching 

handling the team, Bill. Exhibit—Al Bahr eee : 
The ay nctrical En yineerine: de: Paper Competition—Phil Hein The 1958 institutes will include 

ie ectrica gineering de: Refreshments—Jim Czeck four basic courses for teachers with 

ae got off to a ney good Program—Wayne Stiede no special background in nucle 
start in the St, Pat contest this year : Bk OE ‘ 
with ‘a en sf 30 button 4s ei energy, four advanced-level courses 

Mi @ re § CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS and one new basic course for 
entries, one of which took second teachers in technical instit tos 
place. The society’s St. Pat candi- The United States Civil Service This so ins vel vets, : u bats 
date is Don Clarson. Commission announces that there tial sages S ae aff Ninws since the 

The “Putting Hubby Through” is still need in the Federal service BeurSEs wor . fest offer din the 

committee headed by Dave Chap- for Engineering Aids, Physical Sci- SarATHier ot 956 The. “frst : vey 

man reports steady progress. For ence Aids, Engineering Techni- only two ‘ostifutes were held ‘with 

the benefit of those who have not cians, and Physical Science Techni- an attendance of 90 In 1957. four 

heard of this project, it is planned cians. The salaries range from wth “ven with, 80 Stil sane 

to present the wives of engineer- $3,175 to $5,440 a year. The dae tke aeHnites ail caee 

ing graduates with a diploma for To qualify, applicants must have wide instructional a scity for a 

their help in “putting hubby — had appropriate experience or a , ee Serer) 

through” college. The diploma is combination of education and ex- (continued on next page) 
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than an eee me — J pe HUGHES FELLOWSHIPS ALUMNI NEWS 
yaring themselves to participate in ‘ 7 
enclear education programs or en- Hughes Aircraft Company, ce MATHIS ON AIChE COMMITTEE 
Jincering. students: ver City, Calif., will grant master ; : 

g c 8° — ; . of science fellowships to 150 col- J. F. Mathis has been appointed 

The AEC is investing approxi- lege graduates to help them pursue —_to_ the National career guidance 
mately $400,000 in the operation. advanced studies in science and committee of American Institute of 
Applicants will be selected by sub- engineering, Robert J. Shank, vice- | Chemical Engineers. This commit- 
oe of ne = Bagless president, engineering, announced tee provides information, counsel 
Zommittee on the basis o e ay : ea denehi al cart 

candidate’s experience and the in- today. . and leadership to local Section 

structional use to be made of the Fellows will be selected from ap- Committees that ae responsible for 
training, plicants with outstanding scholas- assistance in high school career 

Di aa a ern se tic records from universities guidance programs. Committeemen 
Participants will receive a mini- heel . HAE ; ase ah dente «nc to. 

: Be ep on GAs ghout the nation. are charged with liaison duties be 
mum of two month’s pay in addi- tween theif loéal ection and the 

tion to their regular salary for the Inaugurated in 1952 to help al- " con tas Oca oe Mtl anc the 
academic year. For an applicant to leviate the shortage of top scientific national committees: } Tathis mepre= 
be considered, the educational in- talent, the Hughes program so far Sents South Texas Section. Each 
stitution will be required to con- has enabled 265 students to obtain — Committeeman is also given’ a sper 
tribute to him a minimum of one master’s degrees while an addi- cific project by the national com- 
month’s salary. The AEC grant will tional 217 are currently enrolled in mittee. 

match this contribution to a maxi- the plan. In Research and Development 
mum of $750 plus round-trip rail- Siecesstul candidates veoeive full Division at Humble Oil & Refining 

road fare. ; ; tuition, books and university fees Company’s Baytown refinery, 
Applications for appointment plus salaries for part-time work as Mathis heads the section respon- 

may be obtained from the deans of members of the Hughes research sible the process development re- 
engineering or from ASEE head- and development staff. While search on fuels. He holds the B.S. 
quarters. They should be sent to studying a half-time regular uni- degree in chemical engineering 
Prof. W. Leighton Collins, Secre- versity curriculum they also are — from Texas A & M and the M. S. 
tary of the ASEE, University of assigned to advanced research in and Ph.D. degrees from University | 
Hlinois, Urbana, Hinois. / ; military and industrial electronics, of Wisconsin. (The latter in 1951 

Each of the basic institutes will according to Shank. and 1952 ) : ; : 
be combined programs of a uni- . . ‘ vost 
versity and a national laboratory, Fellows selected will work to- Dr. and Mrs. Mathis have two 
with a quota of from 25 to 30 par- wards masters degrees ba electrical children; they live at 1003 North 
ticipants at cach location. The oF mechanical engineering or phys- Circle Drive in Baytown. 

dates for all are June 23-August 1S 1e8 at University of Southern Cali- 
and the locations are: North Caro- fornia, University of California at 
lina State College, Raleigh, with Los Angeles, California Institute DRAEGER PROMOTED 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory; of Technology or University of M ae a . 
Cornell University, Ithaca, with Arizona. M. L. Sims, Resident Manager, 

Brookhaven National Laboratory: “Hughes Aircraft, through a et poe of 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., comprehensive education program, 7” fhe Nic Plant aE ae 
with Argonne National Laboratory; has attempted for years to develop Ou a ey ane. ; i 2 ben 
and University of California at young scientific and engineering rgame = remicals Division 
Berkeley with Radiation Labora- talent,” Shank said. “The company (OHIO-APEX), 
tory at Livermore. is actively working with high Mr. Draeger was Engineering 

The advanced institutes with school teachers and students, aids Section Director of the Westvaco 
quotas of from 20 to 25 partici- undergraduate university students,  Chlor—Alkali Division of FMC at 
pants will be as follows: Reactor and provides fellowships for higher South Charleston, W. Va. He spent 
Theory, University of Michigan, academic study leading to doctor's eleven years in research and devel- 
June 23. to August 15; Reactor degrees.” opment at that Division. 

Sea rer ieee ee In addition several hundred Prior to his association with 

23 to August 15. Chemical Process- Hughes employees attend univer- Wiest Chloe Albelt ” 1946, he 
ine. Hanford Laboratories, June 22 SitY Classes with financial assistance Was with Victor Chemical Works 
ING): HANLON. MADORAOKLES, June 22 from the company. at Chicago Heights, Hl. and Nash- 
to August 15; and Nuclear Metal- ; . ville, Tennessee for six years 
lurgy, Ames Laboratory, June 30 Shank added that acceptance of > eee ERE 
te August 29. . Hughes fellowships involves no ob- Mr. Draeger is a graduate of the 

The course for teachers in tech- ligation for future employment. University of Wisconsin. He is a 

nical institutes, with a quota of Fields of study in science and engi- member of the American Institute _ 
25 participants, will be held at neering are left entirely to the of Chemical Engineers, 
Pennsylvania State University from choice of the individual fellows. He will continue to reside in St. 
June 30 to August 8 and at Ar- Applications sent to the company — Albans, W. Va. with his wife and 
gonne National Laboratory from — by April will be considered for — two children. 
August 11 to August 22. awards for 1958. THE END 
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7 To engineering f 

a undergraduates in a whirl 

Be. about the future... 

en : AT DOUGLAS, YOUR 

\ , ASSIGNMENTS HAVE 

N THE SCOPE THAT LETS 

a : ‘ YOU PROGRESS AT 

A YOUR OWN PACE! 

Se eo p 

a a ] 
A Going around in circles? Chances are you’re vl | 

7 wondering what your future holds. At Douglas, long- a L 

f/ range projects of tremendous scope assure Mi 

yo aconstant variety of assignments... and the opportunity “ L 

Lf to expand your responsibilities. Douglas is headed . L 
r/ : i * \ ) 

by engineers who believe that promotion must come | 

( from within. They’ll stimulate you to build a 4% ; 
Leg rewarding future in your field. ©) 

&), For important career opportunities, write: Pad J 

ai ¢. Cc. LaVENE \a | 
ff DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX X-6101 ‘ F 

y SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 4 

™ & BMOUCLAS <—»~— 
\O7 B= 

FIRST IN AVIATION 
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f ‘ ‘e schools and graduate students, The 

. oig “3 deadline for papers is Sept. 1, 1958. 

_—/ te Tudges who will select the win- 
=e oe ty ning entry are Ralph B. Peck, pro- 

P ee ad thy \ fessor of foundation engineering, 
ae ae Oo: Ne a University of Illinois; Dr, R. E. 

stata ED oe Lh a Fadum, Head, Department of Civil 

oe ; Ts 8 v) . \ \ : Engineering, North Carolina State 

{j . a 2 College of Agriculture and Engi- 
aise (1 oe : oe mi r\ neering; and E, A, Dockstader, 

a Oar co ej i q ai consulting engineer, Boston. 
came AE ge ate ott Engineers interested in submit- 
ae a GF {_ ting papers should register and 

RIVER QUEEN A ff a j receive complete instructions by 
poo oe ee a a [aq writing to: Alfred A. Raymond 

n ey esl he g Award, Room 1214, 140 Cedar 
ow "le S — - 2 Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

NN oe oF: PS ee SENSITIVITY OF PHOTO 
des aoe OS ae. PROCESS EXPLAINED 

ee in AS Selcohads yo Ae ae ide Oe ee The “history” of a photographic 
ae _ ee Courtesy Lincoln Are Welding film during the hundredth of a 
This 2400-ton stripping shovel scoops up 55 tons every 55 seconds. . . , . 

second or so of a normal photo- 
a graphic exposure was unfolded by 

. . . in the shovel’s operating costs Dr, William West of Kodak Re- 

Science Highlights of 20%. : e search Laboratories before a meet- 

(OnE FPO DARE O2) Design and fabrication of the — ing of the Armed Forces Communi- 
countered in the electronic data jase weldmen were the subjects of cations & Electronics Association in 
processing field. The needs of a a first grand prize-winning paper Washington, D. C. 
particular system are met by pro- submitted in the recent Machine An expert on photographic sensi- 
viding the proper combination of Design competition sponsored by _ tization, Dr. West spoke to the sci- 
available modules. The James F, Lincoln Arc Welding entific group on the chemistry and 

The modular design approach — Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio. Au- physics of latent image formation. 
allows a single Translator system to thor was Tom Learmont, Product The important property of the 
perform any one of several input- Engineer with Bucyrus-Erie. latent Image 1s that it can catalyze 
output requirements. In such cases, the production of silver when the 

the desired mode of operation is RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE film is placed in a developer,” he 
selected by means of a computer- COMPANY ESTABLISHES said. . . 
type plugboard. ANNUAL AWARD / All that is required to make the 

, Establishment of the Alfred A. Nght sensitive silver braids Besin 
2400-TON STRIPPING SHOVEL Raymond Award “to encourage m & photographic film developable 

Pig ee, . is that a single “latent image cen- 
Every 55 seconds this 2400-ton originality m™ research and devel- ter” containing only a few atoms of stripping shovel scoops up 55 tons opment in the field of foundation silver be produced by the expo- 

of overburden at Greenville, | engineering” has been announced sure to light, Dr. West said 
Kentucky. With a 145 ft. boom and by Raymond Concrete Pile Com- “About 100 million times as much 

86 ft. dipper stick to give a wide pany. silver is formed by development 
swing range and maximum spoil The annual award—carrying an as is formed directly by the light, 

pile height, the loads transmitted honorarium of $1,000—is named for and it is this enormous’ multiplica- 
to the base are hefty and complex. Alfred A. Raymond who invented tion of the effect of the light by 
They are handled with a consider- the first cast-in-place concrete pile the development process that ren- 
able margin of safety by a new and in 1897 founded Raymond ders the photographic emulsion so 
type of welded steel design per- Concrete Pile Company, today one extremely sensitive,” he said. 
fected by the Bucyrus-Erie Com- of the world’s foremost interna- Dr. West explained that elec- 
pany, South Milwaukee, Wiscon- tional foundation and construction trical measurements of photogra- 
sin. The sides are welded box firms. phic materials in the dark and on 
girders, 8 ft. 4 in. deep and 5 ft. Participants in the competition — exposure to light showed that the 
wide, field welded on the flanges to will be asked to prepare papers “on primary effect of the light was to 
diagonals and corner girders. The any of the phases of the design and form negatively charged electrons 
base is 40 ft. square, with a 38 ft. construction of foundations for and an equal ‘number of positive 
diameter roller circle. structures.” Manuscripts will be ac- charges. Trace amounts of sensi- 

The new welded design of the cepted free from practicing and tizing materials, acting as tiny 
226 ton base produced an overall professional engineers, faculty “traps”, allow the electron to com- 
cost saving of 24% and a reduction members of accredited engineering (continued on page 70) 
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.At could be the most important 
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| e No matter what branch of engineering you’re following— 
_ - “OUR ai - . . . 

q egos 9 _\\ no matter which phase of engineering interests you most 
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: aoe Design and Development; Manufacturing; Sales Application 

ee and Field Engineers. 
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P f [ l E 

WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER a eral engineering much like the 
ENGINEERS WEEK A pda CREED 1 dedi window we ran in Wausau last 

S$ a professional engineer, ledicate AT 

CARL W. GIESLER my professional knowledge and skill year. ° 

The main activities of the Wis- 1 the advancement and betterment of aa? plon fhe nual amount of consin Valley Chapter WSPE dur- human welfare. TV, radio, and newspaper coverage 

ing Engineers Week are centered a 1 PLEDGE of events and acknowledgment of 

in the school program of our group. To give the utmost of performance, Engineers Week there: wil ie , : to participate in none but honest enter- special bulletin boards set up in 
We received good response to prise, to live and work according to the 5 P any of the area schools the Future in Engineering For Me "aes of and the highest standards of | ™InY 01 The area schools. 

contest, Our ind ying committee professional conduct. To place service . It is hoped wee get time to : Jueging ‘ before profit, the honor and standing of introduce our contest winners in felt that the number and quality the profession before personal advantage, thé: A863 sontest: Rad Valley 
of entries warranted setting up and the public welfare above all other ne essay copiese: ANG Our Vas) some additional prizes a ng I considerations. In humility and with Engineer of the year on WSAU-TV 
rome c oe — in a oi need for Divine Guidance, I make this Saturday attemooti Feb. 22. We 
er. Therefore we have selected Is pledge. q , a 
nd, 3rd. and three honorable “hen Ce ll would like to have the winner read 
a st 4 © a 2 en- SSO : ¢ A - ar his essay on TV at that time 
tion winners. We wished we would : ° ‘ 
have been able to give about a SECRETARY'S OFFICE 
dozen more prizes because we re- 437 Berwyn Dr. senilaigenallacsiisinta 
ceived so many good entries, The Madison 5, Wisconsin “Engineers’ Week” was observed 
3rd place winner will be given Henry A. Pou Secretary- at a dinner meeting open to the 

$5.00 (five) in cash and honorable EES public on Wednesday, February 5, 
mention winners will receive $2.00 PUBLICATION COMMITTEE at 7:00 P.M. at Hotel Eau Claire's 
in cash. Holiday Room in Eau Claire. 

The Ist and 2nd place winners Valent Uae Featuring the program was the 
with their parents and science Cartes M. Pentatan, Chairman speaker, Karl O. Werwath, Presi- 
teachers will be our guest at our Dovuctas F. Hats, Vice Chairman dent of the School of Engineering 
Engineers Week Banquet on Feb. of the University of Wisconsin at 
22. This banquet will be held at PUBLIC RELATIONS Milwaukee. The subject of his talk 
the Wausau Hotel and will be the Cari wv. ae State Chairman was “Meeting the Challenge of the 

climax of the week's activities othehild;, Wisconsin Age Through Engineering”. ao jj . “ Rosperr Cu. ch., Milwaukee C j An Engineer of the Year award Ley Mie cb. D, E. Gordon, Chairman of the 
for a Wisconsin Valley Engineer Ricuarp JAunxe, Ch., Waukesha Ch. “Engineers’ Week” Committee, re- 
will be presented to one of our Cart W. Grester, Ch., Wis. Valley Ch. ported all arrangements for their 
members at this same meeting. It Henpert Newson, Ch., Fox River programs for the week’s observ- 
was decided to time this activity MaN.ey B. Moran? one thweet Gi ance were completed with excel- 
for Engineers Week so it could “Amma M Mew? On ee oaae Gh lent results and cooperation from 
better be worked in with that E. C. Kestine, Ch. Lake Superior Ch. local Radio and T. V. Stations. 
week's publicity, A. W. DeBuatsr, Ch., Southeast Ch. 

At least half a dozen of our FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER 
members are active in school pro- W.S.P.E. OFFICERS—1957—58 ENGINEERS’ WEEK P' 
grams where they will act as spe- Antuony L, Genisot, President s ROGRAM: 
cial speakers for Engineers Week Fenrore J. Nexson, First Vice President Date: Thursday, February 20, 

or part of the Career Day Pro- ‘Aer Trey Second Vice President 1958. 

grams of the schools. Part of their tA Rhea geen: ee Time: Cocktails 6:30 P.M. Di anh? ae Se oe H. A. Ka.usen, Secretary, Treasurer AME: MOCKIANS (Oi: “ue mn 
programs will include The Ameri- Westy J. Burmeister, Director ner 7:15 P.M. 
can Engineer film and passing out Jou J. Larson, Director Place: Elks Club, 35 Jefferson— 
of the booklet by NSPE—Engineer- Fen ee oe One block East of Main Street— 
ing a Career of Opportunity. W. G. Bryan Digan Downtown Oshkosh. 

At Rhinelander the Society Ww ill , Our chapter celebrated Engi- 
have a display in the window of NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE neers’ Week in a big way. This 

| the Wisconsin Public Service Corp. K, Owen Avnes meeting was a climax to the recog- 
This will cover the theme of gen- Witiarp S. CorrincHaMt (continued on page 62) 
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Meet the President 

ACK H. MAXFIELD is the hus- 

Jing President of the South- : oe Sa eae 
west Chapter, W.S.P.E. He re- : : oak : : eh 

sides with his family at 4206 St. - — 2 ee 
Clair, Madison, Wisconsin. | i. s 

Jack is a graduate in Civil Engi- oe , 
neering of the University of Wis- i Ls 4 
consin, class of 1938. He began his -. elf A, 
engineering career much. earlier, oo. 5 ; Ay ee E 
(at the age of 14), however, as a fT ee ee 
helper to his father, Julian Max- oo a. 7 
field, Professional Engineer and - 7 ee 
Surveyor, Plover, Wisc. ‘ 4 . 

Jack’s history as an engineer has _ a. ssi ee yr 
had many facets. These include 7 — ia b, < ,<ilas if Pe 
work with the Wisconsin Highway | SOM 7h _— - 4 ’ 
Commission, J. S. Hartt, Consult- tA oe ae — ; 
ing Engineer, Chicago, Illinois, Ili- _ 7 ‘eee ao _ lO Lo 
nois Division of Waterways, Con- oe a as Mae J 
sulting Engineers Crawford, Mur- a ee a — : a ’ y 
phy and Tilly of Springfield, Mli- 9 ak i ‘ / 
nois, and since 1948 he has been a e ge — 
Resident Engineer for the Madison oo ' age on 
Metropolitan Sewerage Commis- So eae - | , 

sion. ee a a —— = 
His work with W.S.P.E. has con- eg , ‘ 

sisted of serving as Director and , er en 
as Chapter Secretary—Treasurer. ee: ™% 5k 2 
He has also been active in civic ec. a 
affairs in Madison as Boy Scout : iil” f ‘ 
Committeeman, Area Commis- . we 3 : sioner and Explorer Advisor. we 9 

Jack’s oldest son, Jack M., is fol- j a — 
lowing in the tradition of the ae se j 
family and is a sophomore in Civil -. .. “ : 
Engineering at Wisconsin. His sec- - io 7s 
ond son, Frederic 17, is a student |... rs ‘a ee ie ‘ 
at Madison West High School with ; Ce Pe oh see hae 
plans to become a teacher. Jack’s : oe eee ee 
daughter, Mary Frances, 9, com- et ak fo te 
pletes the family and also attends | / -. e Ae — : 
Madison Schools. 7 Q oe y Q es fe 

Hobbies of Jack, and evidently — | a _ ae id ; ; 
of Mrs. Maxfield, are square danc- / 2 Ons. f 
ing, gardening, and woodworking. / se fy 
Southwest Chapter is proud of its 
President and of his many activi- , 
ties which combine an engineering Jack H. Maxfield. 

| career and civic accomplishments. 
| : 
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WwW S P E The following officers were veys studied. But, reports this new 

(conti Poe _— elected by margins ranging from study, the actual dollars and cents 
continued from page 60) z 2 ° . 

7 : : . . 513 to 519 votes out of a total of income is not the key factor to the 

mhon being given us nation-wide 525 valid ballots cast: engineer. What is more important 
and within our own Chapter area. Clifford J. Nelson—President to him, psychologically, and what 

Program: We were honored to Harold C. Trister—Ist Vice-President attracts him to a company is his 
have Mr. W. L. Hinderman, Re- John Gammell—2nd_ Vice-President perception that the salary offered 

gional Vice President NSPE, Mr. Henry A, Kallsen—Secretary-Treasurer is as much or more than that paid 
Hinderman talked on matters that an Linge Decor engineers on his level. The feeling 

oe eclor all of us individually, A, Owen Ayers—National Representa- that he is getting a salary com- 

namety? tive mensurate with what he thinks 
1, Unity among all the different Willard S. Cottingham—National Rep- other engineers with his qualifica- 

branches of Engineering and our resentative tions receive, and, in some cases, 
efforts toward Professionalism. EMPLOYMENT MOTIVATIONS OF with what other groups of com- 

2. Unionism of Professional En- THE AMERICAN ENGINEER pany employees in other fields re- 
gineers. Do you want to join a Whar wauses .ani engineer to se- ceive, is often as important or more 

Union? What are vour rights as a lect one company rather than an- important to him than the actual 
professional employee? How does other as an employer, to remain amount of his paycheck. In gen- 

the Taft-Hartley Law provide for with a company or leave it, to put eral, when other satisfactions are 

you? Mr. Hinderman took part in forth his maximum effort on the present, the importance of salary 
the recent Minneapolis Honeywell job? The answers to these ques-  *4 other material factors dimin- 
union case at Minneapolis in which tions are given in the following ishes, Thus, in a list of the twelve 

Professional Engineers were pre- most important factors in engineer 

vailed upon to join a union. i job selection, such career and 

oe status values as challenging oppor- 

ENGINEERS HONOR PIERCE G. ELLIS ; : » P, tunity, interesting work and oppor- 
Pierce G. Ellis, assistant to the 4 e : tunities for advancement ranked 

president of the Wisconsin Public fr above company location, regular 
Service Corp., was presented the a i — salary increases and job security. 

annual Outstanding Engineer 3 : Fant - Motivati Factors i 
Award of the Wigs — " : —" ~ sf. Pagineen Tob. SeRsfanton, Aegis 

of Professional Engineers Friday eo y the differences of motivation in- 

night. Papa WY \ we volved in satisfaction that exist 

SI ms oe N. ae be mae \ gneongi among various types of engineers 

strewn wince ori hgh Mon ent a dee 
neering profession > his efforts i | ——— . y a ment, design and product, sales, 
improve engineering education and = jg Ve 4 and. administrative: Thus, the moti- 
his’ activities in the WSPE. a vations of the research and, devel- 

Admitted to the WSPE in 1945, _ aoe Se Racatieas ee & 
Ellis is a committeeman and past cl ple, one of his strong interests lies 

president of the organization as | in increasing hig knowledge and in 

= at ce ind past pres. ' L communicating and - sharing his 

MA © i 1e Engineers Society of Pierce G. Ellis. findings with the engineering fra- 
Milwaukee. A graduate of the Uni- terni se ht is role 
voceaié m tRpe a dan captinne nee ; ernity. On the other hand his role 
versity of Wisconsin, he has been three sections as seen by Deutsch in industry frequently requires him 
with the Wisconsin Public Service | & Shea, consultants in the technical ap we ry Tcl y requ bl me 
Corp. since 1936. manpower field. fo work exclusively vod pro ch 

Part I; A Conceptual Scheme of directly related to pro me with 

JANUARY VOTING RESULTS the Employment Process, provides — mA company d ren atl 
Result of vote on Amendment a systematic approach to an un- een that he is caeen trom 6 

to By-Laws, Article I[I[—Dues, was derstanding of the dynamics of the sealer in whieh het is sarticu- 
292 in affirmative, 118 in the nega- job selection process. t 1 : terested. and ; t i work 
tive. Article IIL is therefore Part I: Motivating Factors in any ha ERIE ade as : 4 
amended and dues are now, retro- Engineer Job Selection, is con- on whatevel Proje nas priory: 
active to Jan. 1, 1958, $25.00 for cerned with the motivational drives _ The following conditions were 
Members and $8.00 for Affiliates. and behavior involved in choosing found particularly to lead to R & D 

Results of vote on Amendment a job. The factors in choice are  @ineer_ turnover: sterile or 0» 
to By-Laws, Article VI—Elections, analyzed and ranked on the basis notonous routine, situations in 
was 344 in affirmative, 15 in the of the results of many surveys which status aspiration plays an 
negative. Article is therefore conducted by Deutsch and Shea, — important role, close supervision, 
amended and new officers hence- Inc, and a number of other heavy non-engineering work (for 
forth may be elected by mail ballot organizations. example e.g. routine paper work, 
during the month of January each Salary, for example, ranked high extraditing, routine follow-up, 
vear, as a motivational factor in the sur- (continued on page 64) 
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llied 

aca What lable at Allied Chemical? al careers are avdaliavlé a 1€ emical ¢ 

Where would you fit into the Allied picture? Perhaps majors, engineers (chemical, mechanical, electrical). 

at one of our 12 research laboratories, more than 100 Facts about these careers are in a new book, “Allied 

plants, or many sales offices throughout the country. What Chemical and Your Future.” Why not write for a copy? 

products would you work on? There are more than 3,000 The Allied interviewer can also answer your questions. 

in all—chemicals, plastics, fibers . .. and new ones coming Your placement office can tell you when he will next 

along every year. visit your campus. 

At Allied, there are careers for chemists, chemistry Allied Chemical, Dept. C-1,61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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W.S.P.E 1958. To be eligible for those exam- 6. Mining with the sub-fields to be 
‘scissnaineh Hicgn\ ssaipe (RO inations, application must be on approved by the Board. 

(continued from page 62) file in the Board’s office on or be- 
etc,), trouble shooting duties fore April 15, 1958. Application To qualify for registration as a 
which disrupt research activities. forms and information may be ob- Professional Engineer the applicant 

On the other hand, it was found tained at or by writing to the must in addition to passing the 
that the following “job attraction — Board’s office, 1140 State Office 2-day examination have a record of 
values” ranked especially high with Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 8 years of satisfactory engineering 
the R & D engineer: opportunity Examinations will be conducted  ¢*Perience, 4 of which may have 
to keep up with new developments June 17, 1958, at Madison and been gained by formal education. 
in his field, work in which he can Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for those The next engineering examina- 
exercise most personal scope, work desiring Certification as an Engi- _ tion after the June 17 & 18, 1958, 
that is creative and challenging, neer-in-Training. To qualify for examination will be conducted by 
the stimulation and challenge of certification as an Engineer-in- the Board about February 1, 1959, 
complex problems, credit for his Training the applicant must in with December 1, 1958, as the clos- 
ideas. addition to passing the one-day, ing date for filing application to 

Design and product engineers 8 hour, examination on the funda- __ enter it. 
share many of the job aspirations mentals of engineering have a rec- 
of their colleagues in research and ord of 4 years of satisfactory engi- | ANNUAL WINTER CONVENTION— 
development, but they have several neering experience. All of the CITATION AWARD LUNCHEON 
that tend to be found most fre- required 4 years of experience may in ‘Honan of the Scenes ena mathemati 
quently in their own group. For have been gained by formal Teachers of the Wisconsin High Schools 
example, they place considerable education. Crviiol Belircom—dchroder Hotel 
emphasis on proper programming Examinations will be conducted Milwaukee, Wisconsin—January 18, 1958 
and scheduling of work assign- June 17 & 18, 1958, at Madison, 
ments, and on clearly defined ob- Wisconsin, for those desiring regis- Sponsored Ey. the Wisconsin Society of 
jectives and planning in detail. tration as a Professional Engineer. “orssstonat xnginesss 
They want a planned program of — Holders of certification as an Engi- cltATION 
opportunity for self-development neer-in-Training in Wisconsin will 5 . . 
and advancement. Unlike many pe required to appear for examina- In tribute to the physical science 

R & D men, they prefer to “follow tion only on June 18, 1958, while and mathematics teachers of Wise 
through” on the job they started. those who are not holders of such Cnsin High Schools for developing 
They tend to become considerably certification will be required to ap- 2 interest in science and mathe- 
upset by delays or inadequate pear on both June 17 & 18, 1958. matics in their students, and 
equipment and want the reason The examination on June 17, 1958, In sincere appreciation for their 
for them carefully explained. They will be on the fundamentals of encouragement of qualified stu- 
put greater emphasis than the typi- engineering. The examination on dents to continue their education 
cal R & D man on compensation, June 18, 1958, covers in the fore- toward professional degrees in sci- 
and economic advancement. noon a field of engineering and in ence and engineering, and 

Not surprisingly, the sales engi- the afternoon a sub-field of the In recognition of the vital im- 
neer puts great emphasis on recog- _ field selected by the applicant for portance of this work in developing 
nition and the feeling that he is the forenoon’s’ examination, The scientists and engineers needed to 
doing highly important work is applicant must choose a field and keep America great... . 
crucial to him. The social dimen- sub-field which has been estab- . . . <3 
sions of his job are as important lished or approved by the Board. The Wisconsin Society of Pro- 
to him, and sometimes even more Fields and sub-fields for each have fessional Engineers presents to the 
important, than the work and ca- been established by the Board as outstanding representative of the 
recr dimensions. He wants to be follows: science and mathematics teachers 

part of on ned lives and have 1. Chemical with the established sub- a Wisconsin, this citation, more than a nodding acquaintance ” Beldeof Cheminal Black Cac Seni: 
with the capenkent top manage- pest Chemie eee ee serene PROFESSIONAL 
ment people. the Board. ; , 

Status aspiration is the strongest 2. Civil with the established _sub- Anthony L. Genisot, President 
motive of the administrative engi- eee a avdeavilies, cee of Citations Collewe of Emei 

neer. He wants freedom to exercise 3. Electrical with the established sub- Seerne University * of Wiseonsia 
his integrative skills and he is eager fields of Communications, Electrical 
to take on ever increasing respon- Machinery, Electric Power-Genera- Assisted by 
sibilities. tion and Distribution, Ulumination, Dean A. Bernard Drought, College of 

Industrial Electronics. Engineering, Marquette University 
ENGINEERING EXAMINATIONS 4, Mechanical with the established Dean Fred J. Van Zeeland, Engineering, 

. . . . sub-fields of Air Conditioning- Milwaukee School of Engineering The Wisconsin Registration Heating-Refrigeration, Heat Power Chairman, WSPE Education Committee, 
Board of Architects and Profes- and Heat Engines, Industrial, Ma- Professor Thomas J. Higgins, Depart- 
sional Engineers have announced - ching and Tool Design. tite ment of Electrical Engineering, Uni- . : : 5. Metallurgical with the established asi, Scoonsi 
the dates of their next Engineering sub-fields of Metallurgical Research versity: of Wisconsin 
Examinations as June 17 & 18, and others. (continued on page 66) 
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Maximum results 

f il d i rom a college education... 
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o. Eee : a =| In the field of cryogenics, where temperatures approach absolute zero, 

pr ee i design problems multiply. Garrett mechanical, chemical and metal- 

Ea oF _ _ lurgical engineers worked together to produce this fan which rotates 
se i i sat 10,000 rpm at —420°F . . . without lubrication! 

Education is the springboard for motors; prime engine development; _ing at Garrett. With company finan- 

your future. Couple it with the cryogenic and nuclear systems; cial assistance you can continue your 

proper engineering experience, such pneumatic valves; servo control units education at outstanding universities 

as you receive at Garrett, and you and air motors; industrial turbo- located nearby. 

have the ingredients for a successful _ chargers; air conditioning and pres- Project work is conducted by 

career in engineering fields which  surization and heat transfer. small groups where the effort of each 

will be expanding for years. In addition to direct assignments, individual is more quickly recog- 

At Garrett, specific opportunities a 9-month orientation program is nized and where opportunities for 

in aircraft, missile and technological _ available to aid you in selecting your learning and advancement are 

fields include: system electronics; __ field of interest. This permits you to greatly enhanced. For complete 

computers and flight instruments; survey project, laboratory and information, write to Mr. G. D. 

gas turbine engines and turbine administrative aspects of engineer- _ Bradley. 

& 9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES © AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX e AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL e REX e AERO ENGINEERING @ AIR CRUISERS @ AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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W S P E Crivitz High School, 1925-29 M.A. University of lowa, 1940 
oDol ohne Stevens Point High School, 1931-43 Taught at the following schools: 

(continued from page 64) wees ee College at Stevens New London High School, 1925-42 

oint, 1943— Truax Field, Madison, 1942-45 SAM L, MOREAU ; ea, & a ay , Ma , Is : . Sturgeon Bay High School since 1945 Marshfield High School since 1945 

Mathematics Served in World. War I. Active in Ameri- Served as Treasurer of the Wisconsin 
Siurgeon Bay High School can. Legion, P.T.A., and Sturgeon Bay — “Council of Mathematics Teachers, Ac ‘ Bay, Wis. Teachers Council, Coun Mathematics Teachers. Ac- 

Sturgeon: Bay,, Wis Teachers Council tive in several professional educational sn: : Wis.—1895 ; Born: Appleton, Wis. 1895 ; ADOLPH A. VORBA groups. 
B.. Wisconsin State College at Stevens . . 

Point, 1930 Mathematics and Physics JOSEPIE Mc STEFANKO 
Ph.M. University of Wisconsin, 1938 Marshfield Senior High School Chemistry 
Taught at the following schools: Marshfield, Wis. West Allis Central High School 

Rural Schools—3 years Born: Gladbrook, Iowa—1903 West Allis, Wis 
Hawkins High School, 1923 B.A., University of Iowa, 1925 r a 

Born: Superior, Wis.—1920 
B.S. Wisconsin State College at Superior. 

1942 
APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—JANUARY 16, 1958 M.A. University of Minnesota, 1950 

re Taught at the following schools: 

Name and Position | Address | Reg. No. Sponsor Edgerton High pohool. Edgerton,. 
| 5 Minn., 1946— 

MILWAUKEE Esko High School, Esko, Minn., 
Don R. King, PE 6505 N. 54th Street -6384 | F.C. Koehn, PE 1947-49 
Hnvinte Practice West Allis Central High School since 
Carrol Maguire, PE 1044-3rd Ave. £-5589 | Robert J. Strass, PE 1949 

Associate Grafton, Wis. 
Robert J. Strass, Inc. Served as Principal of Esko High School 
Thomas Vavra, IT, EIT 225 B. Michigan. ET-1593 | Robert J. Strass, PE (1948-49) and as Vice-President of 
Robert b Strass, Inc. Milwaukee 2, Wis. West Allis Teachers Association. Ac- 

tive in various community groups. 
Keith F. Kummer, PE 1286 S. 113th St. E-6552 | Karl 0. Werwath, PE 
Act. Chrmn. M. I. Dept. West Allis 14, Wis. | 

Milw. School of Engineering | WESTERN CHAPTER OF PRO- 

LAKE SUPERIOR 
Karl 0. MeConnell, PE 4517 Clough Ave. | E-6559 | Leo L. MeGauley, PE FESSIONAL ENGINEERS 
Engr. [11 Superior, Wis. . 
Wis. Highway Commission The Western Chapter of the 

SOUTHEAST M1 Wash A vecso7a | Norval Jonnson, Sr., PE Wisconsin Society of Professional 
Frederick H, Larson, PI 730 Washington Ave. 5-62 orval Johnson, Sr., PE : . : : 
Ags't Commissioner of Public Works | Racine, Wis, Engineers held its monthly meeting 
City of Racine in the Regency Room of the Stod- 
WESTERN ar Pused: i ane 
Charles D. Anderson, KIT 1701 Market St. ET-1588 | J. W. Johnson, PE dard Hotel on Tuesday night, Jan 
Plans and Resident Engineer La Crosse, Wis. uary 21, 1958, John Mangan, Presi- 
Wis. High Commission » 1908. } n, Pres 

SOUTHWEST dent, presided at the meeting. 
Bugene B. Shoots, PE 4600 Gordon Ave. B-6368 | Chas. M. Perlman, PE Frank Carlson and Clayton Con- Engineer II, District 1 Madison 4, Wis. “ 
Wis. Highway Commission nell commented briefly on the 

Clay G. Ashton, PE | 4442 Hillerest, Dr. B-3093 | Leo F. Kosak, PE meeting of the State Society which 
Files eae | Macon »» Wis. | | was held in Milwaukee, January 

: _ oe os 17-18, 1958. 
Total Members | i Max Peters introduced Charles 

ate Members 2 « : A 
see ees Sherlock, main speaker of the eve- 

ning. Mr. Sherlock, a graduate of 
MEMBERSHIP  WEPORT_-JANUMRY’ 16. T8Es Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,, 

‘ and formerly employed by the 
As of December 1, 1957: e : So ane, 0 sO amber (her eorrection! Kiiigebiiryi 191 Koppers Company, is presently the: 

Dues Exempt 3 See eye fu a, rar ae Retired (per correction, Kings i Gas Engineer for the Wisconsin 
Aliliates 119 Division of Northern States Power 

1317 Company. 
LOSSES: . . . Mr. Sherlock outlined the fac- Resigned Ruchon M. Strand, PB, MILW ° : 

Robert J. Griffin, BT, SIILW tors affecting the natural gas pipe: 
Walter L. McCann, BE, FRY : S$ ‘ 
Wdwin R. Shorey, PE, SW installation in the La Crosse area, 
donald TH. Zillman, PE, NW as : 

snaateerea? ts Mieeborie _ ; as well as citing the reasons for its 
Marl Marion Siglet, PE, MILW delay. He stated that Northern 

TOTAL Members 5, Afliliates 1 States has been attempting to ob- 
ADDITIONS: AT € ‘ad ras fi 2 dud sTOSSE SOT Moca Z okllita tea tain natural gas for the La Crosse 
ita Wels OF SLESTTCATON: area since 1940, and within the 

“Membor to Retired Joseph, A, Suransky, PE MILW next two months the Federal Power 
Ray S. Owen, Pk, SW. Commission shall approve the ex- 

TOTAL Members 3 tension of one of three existing 
As of January 16, 1958: services to the La Crosse area. 

Members i Bad Tee, 2 1130 The speaker gave a short sum- 
Retired +3 mF , the RPC’. role in annrov. 

Aliiiates 1+ 1 18 (correction, Kallsen) = 18 102 mary of the FI C's role in appr Ov 

1302 (continued on page 68) 
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Magnetic fields, acting as a double piston, 
drive luminous ionized shock waves through 
transparent tube. One-tenth microsecond ex- MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS posure in STL’s Physical Research Laboratory, 

and SPACE TECHNOLOGY 

Magnetohydrodynamics provides one of the most promis- a magnetic-field piston can be used to accelerate the par- 
ing approaches for attaining the velocities and specific _ ticles. Such magnetohydrodynamic reactions are expected 
impulses that will be required for manned space flight to to develop exhaust velocities that are an order of magni- 
a planet, landing, and returning. tude greater than those generated by present chemical 

The critical problem in attaining velocities of hundreds __ rockets. 
of thousands of miles per hour is the containment of tem- At Space Technology Laboratories, both analytical and 
peratures comparable to those in the interior of stars. laboratory work are proceeding in the field of mag- 
Because the temperature of the driving reaction will have netohydrodynamics. This work illustrates the advanced 
to rise as the square of the exhaust velocity, temperatures research in STL’s Physical Research Laboratory, which 
greater than one million degrees will be encountered in emphasizes the application of basic physical principles to 

reaction chambers. Magnetohydrodynamics offers a the requirements of space technology. 

unique solution to the basic problem of containing the In support of its over-all systems engineering respon- 

reaction without contact with the chamber walls. sibility for the Air Force Ballistic Missile programs, and 
Briefly, the physical principles of magnetohydrody- in anticipation of future system requirements, STL is 

namics are these. Since gas at such temperatures is com- engaged in a wide variety of research and experimental 

pletely ionized and is an effective conductor of electricity, development activity. Projects are in progress in elec- 
the introduction of currents in the gas (in this state tronics, aerodynamics, propulsion, and structures. 

| called a plasma) creates an electromagnetic field. This The scope of work at Space Technology Laboratories 

| field makes it possible to control the plasma by applying requires a staff of unusual technical breadth and compe- 

an external opposing magnetic field which creates a mag- _ tence. Inquiries regarding the many opportunities on the 

netic bottle to contain the charged gas particles. Similarly, Technical Staff are invited. 

Space TecHNoLocy LasoraTorRieEs 
A Division of The Ramo-Wooildridge Corporation 

5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET ¢ LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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lg ° 
W.S.P.E. Prof. Rosenthal Why Vought Projects 

(continued from page 66) (continued from page 49) e 

ing the extension of natural gas iron, the pig iron being subse- Bring Out The Best 
service. The principal factor in the quently refined to steel, The large | ® 
FPC’s approval is the potential of metal refineries scattered through In An Engineer 
the utility having a 20-year sup- _ the country all depend upon metal- 
ply, predicated on annual growth, —_ lurgists for their design and opera- At’ Vousht; the engineer doesn’t often 
installation, and economics. A load tion. New processes, increasing use | | ent, tne eng Like all bi 
factor of 84% is deemed the finan- of low grade ores, new metal re- Forget Past @SsiENINeDIS. Sulke; all, Og 
cial break-even point for the util- | quirements, etc., have all added events, they leave vivid memories. 
ity; otherwise interruptible service to the scope and importance of the And it’s no wonder. 
is mandatory. The local distributing work done by the extractive metal- | For here the engineer contributes tc 
firm must also justify its market lurgists. When the extractive metal- history-making projects — among 
and latent use before the FPC. lurgist has completed his job of them the record-breaking Crusader 

Mr. Sherlock stated that the con- reducing the ore to the metallic fighter; the Regulus II missile, chosen 
sumption of natural gas in the med the physical Senet as io aati our newest nuclear sib and 
United States amounted to 10.7 takes over to improve t product. the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 
trillion cubic feet last year. As of The alchemists of old were con- h fighter, details of which till 
1954, the conservative estimate of  stantly striving to change base mpi Bgnter, details of which are sti 

. . lassified. 
natural gas reserve was_ slightly metals to noble metals. Had their | © 

in excess of 22 years, excluding the efforts succeeded they probably | The Vought engineer watches such 
sources of Canada and Mexico. would be no less spectacular than weapons take shape. He supervises 

THE END _ the efforts of the present day physi- | critical tests, and he introduces the 
cal metallurgists who have suc- weapons to the men with whom they 

Dean Wendt ceeded in greatly improving the Will SERVE 

mechanical and physical properties : 
(continued from page 36) of metals by alloying and special | Engineers with many specialties share 

dutics are common to all engineers. treatments. The physical metal- these experiences. Today, for exam- 

For this reason you will find many lurgist finds opportunities ina wide | ple, Vought is at work on important 

courses common to all engineering smnleyed bere satel Bote as projects involving: 
“areicaila..ke i An Balin iyi, ye 2 2 er ar . . as Gh aes tema i concerned with the timprovement eseadeaniby design and manufacture 

tegrity, industry, perseverance, of the properties of the products | inertial navigation 

courtesy, and good personality. In sold, On the other hand, he may | investigation of advanced propulsion 

addition, interest in and strong ap- re ae a. sae | methods 
titude for mathematics S sci- consuming industry like the auto- . 

ences, are wiitten and eval expres motive industry, the appliance in- | Mach 5 configurations 
sion are of primary importance. If dustry, oF the aircraft industry, | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities 
you possess these qualities and where his primary job is specifica- | help the engineer through unexplored 
aptitudes, find the duties of engi- tion, inspection, and control of the | areas. And by teaming up with other 

neers attractive, and are willing to — Yetous metals and alloys that = | specialists against mutual challenges, 
work hard, you can become a suc- used. There are Jmany: additional | the Vought engineer learns new fields 
cessful engineer. The rewards, ma- opportunities in the foundry | while advancing in his own. 
terially and in personal satisfaction, field, welding, s oS | kk* 

ee * rocessing operations. Besides be- | . are substantial, THE END ing emeat. in) production “work | Would you like to know what men 

the metallurgist may specialize in | with your training are doing at 
James Marks research, teaching, development | Vought... what you can expect of a 
(continued from page 38) work or engineering sales. | Vought career? 

courses are applied in industry. New requirements for metals | For full information, see our repre- 
And he may find a special interest and alloys and other materials that | sentative during his next campus visit. 
in a particular phase of engineering have arisen as a by-product of | kkk 
and tailor his selection of courses atomic energy, guided missiles, gas | Or write directly to: 
accordingly. As a result he will be turbines and | other high tempera- wee Creel fOr 
better prepared to continue his ca- Te applications have greatly ex- C. A. Besio 
reer after graduation. panded the demand for metallurgi- Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 

The Engineering Placement Of- cal engineers. To prepare for these Dept. CM-6 
fice can be a very important part demands, the curriculum includes 
of the college career of the engi- @ good background m physics, | st0 ono nn nna nn nnn n enna n cnn 
neer, Its facilities are always avail- chemistry, and mathematics, and a | onanes, 
able to the student and he‘can feel Dumber of courses! a0 alloying, | “Véuenr AIRCRAFT 
free to take advantage of its heat treating, metal working etc. | (woonponaren. oatsas. reras 

services. THE END (continued on page 70) | int 
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When it comes to end products, Bill Crowder answers the problem. Once this pattern is “ball- 
never finishes what he starts. parked” for approximate actual size, it’s ready for 

While Bill’s colleagues were bringing to comple- detail design . . . likely to become a full-scale project. 

tion a missile that he initiated, Bill helped launch Time now for Bill to exercise an option all 
eight other major projects and some minor studies. Vought development engineers enjoy. He may fol- 
A restless record. But that’s his privilege in Chance low the project he’s begun the full route to comple- 
Vought’s Development Section. tion. Or he may remain in Development and accept 

Bill’s department analyzes requirements for new a new assignment. 
weapons. Specs come from the military, or from To himself, Bill justifies his choice something like 
Vought’s own Advanced Development Planning this: “Changing assignments gives me a chance to 
Group. They outline an approaching void or short- shift gears . . . to change my approach . . . to broaden 
coming in our defense structure. It’s up to Bill and myself.” 

from three to thirty project teammates to produce To project engineers, anxious for him to follow 
an idea that will fill the vacancy. a promising project out of Development, Bill’s “no 

From Development’s desks and bull sessions thank you” is practically a matter of course. 

come new configurations. Some are radically dif- They know he’s already cleared his desk for the 
ferent; others, close to conventional. The best are next new challenge. 

projected, electronically, into the environments they 

must dominate. : . At Chance Vought the Development Engineer explores 
_ For example, Bill can forecast a proposed mis- a unique variety of configurations and operational 

sile’s flight behavior by studying analog traces and environments. He may limit his analyses of land- and 
columns of IBM tabulations. Electronically, he can sea-based weapons ie Preliminary, design studies; ba he 
observe minute performance details such as gust Tonlenwent ade ee rong: the complste 
effects on a recoverable missile’s landing approach. 

Tests like these refine from Bill’s own offerings Snance 
h h i and those of others the configuration that best OUGHT AIRCRAFT 

INCORPORATED: DALLAS, TEXAS 
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rs 9,500 new teachers will be required 
., by 1966, 

— 4 ASEE’s program, says Dean Wil- 
z _ mw liam L. Everitt, of the University 

‘ Se 4 of Illinois, who drafted the So- 
3  . _ ) as ciety’s recommendations to Dr, Kil- 

| ie ie lian, represents “an evolutionary 
~ iF a 4 but not revolutionary change in a ae Beg | ‘ present federal policies.” 
a , — i nln “Tt would serve to increase the 

’ Co see critically inadequate supply of 
a a ae | x well-educated engineers, and _ it 

_— a i |= a would provide small additional in- 
ec i es _ / a ry ES = centives for a number of these to 

BS 1 ye 3 Be 3 = explore teaching careers.” 

ft . . , se ae BIG BUILDING BLOCKS FOR B-58 
el id ie Six of the biggest blocks of high- 

2 a nell grade graphite ever made, each 
. . eg Courtesy National Carbon weighing more than two and a These huge graphite blocks are machined. into intricate shapes on which half tons, are prepared for ship- steel panels are molded. . 

ment by National Carbon Com- 
Science Highlights Wath this as a aan pany, Measuring 20 by 46Y, by 84 

(conti ; premise, the four-point plan is: inches, the huge graphite slabs will continued from page 58) . vee . 
bine with silver ions, thus initiat- 1. A substantial increase in the be used by Convair, a Division of 
ing the formation of the latent number of National Science Foun- General Dynamics Corporation, in 
image. dation fellowships for _ first-year producing the delta-wing B-58 

“Latent-image formation is an graduate study in engineering. Hustler, the nation’s first super 
example of one of those interesting 2. A program of secondary grants sonic jet bomber. Convair will ac- 
processes controlled by trace to those who fail to qualify for full curately machine the graphite a 
amounts of material in a mother fellowships under the National Sci- intricate shapes on which will be 
matrix which are being recognized ence Foundation program. Pages janes ol compres 
as of prime importance today in 3. Supplementary federal grants to be AUTIACE raze together af 
many branches of chemistry and to holders of National Science high temperatures to form honey Sue? sat . 2 e lence somb panels, Convair and its sub- physics,” he said. Foundati fellowshi 1 ake comb panels, ane : oundation fellowships who take — contractors found graphite to be 
PLAN TO INCREASE TEACHERS part-time teaching assignments. the only acceptable material for 
A plan to increase the number of 4. A new program of awards un- this application because of its di- 

young teachers for engineering der the National Science Founda- mensional stability at elevated tem- 
schools of the United States has tion to increase the financial aid to peratures and its resistance to ther- 
been presented to Dr, James R. graduate students who combine mal shock. The aircraft industry 
Killian, Jr., the President's Special teaching with their education and has turned to honeycomb sandwich 
Assistant for Science and Technol- research experience, panels in its search for light-weight 
ogy, by The American Society for ASEE calls particular attention materials that will withstand the 
Engineering Education, to the important role of basic re- friction heat of supersonic planes, 

To encourage more good. stu- search in preparing engineering and larger and larger graphite ref- 
dents to enter graduate study, the teachers, Federal support of basic erence forms are required for pro- 
period during which most engi- research, the Society's report states, ducing assemblies for today’s giant 
neering students discover their in- “will determine the supply of in- planes. THE END 
terest in a teaching career, the dividuals with the requisite back- 
ASEE states that basic research in ground to educate engineers in an Prof. Rosenthal 
engineering must be expanded and age when basic understanding of (continued from page 68) 
that federal agencies supporting scientific principles must replace These courses also furnish the nec- 
basic research in engineering dependence on intuition and essary training in the use of the 
should greatly enlarge both the experience.” microscope, X-ray equipment, me- 
number and the amount of the Until very substantial steps are chanical testing equipment and re- 
grants. The increased amounts ade- taken to relieve the critical short- lated testing methods. Today many 
quately should cover the true costs, age of teachers, efforts to increase of the men who plan a career in 
including the portion of the fac- undergraduate enrollments are metallurgy are also extending their 
ulty salaries required to direct the “highly questionable,” says the So- training by doing graduate work 
projects. The contracts also should ciety’s Committee on the Develop- for M. S, or Ph. D. degrees. This 
be for longer periods of time, such ment of Engineering Faculties. extra time gives them a_ better 
as five years, and should provide Already, the Committee says, the preparation for the many positions 
enlargement of the buildings U. S. faces a shortage of nearly of responsibility that are available. 
required, 1000 engineering teachers, About THE END 
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Pushing back the frontiers...in chemistry 

Exploring new frontiers is still a pretty excit- Mills, Iowa, he did his graduate work in or- 

ing business, especially in the great scientific ganic chemistry at the University of Chicago. 

and research centers like the Whiting Labora- _ He received his BS in chemistry from St. Olaf 

| tories of Standard Oil Company. Here men College, Northfield, Minnesota, in 1950. He 

like Dr. Omar Juveland are engaged in impor- is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, 

tant exploratory work such as the search for and the American Chemical Society. 

new and improved catalysts for use in high Busy young men like Dr. Juveland have 

polymer chemistry. In the photograph, Dr. found opportunity and work to their liking in 

Juveland is recording data on a polymerization the Standard Oil Laboratories at Whiting, 

| process taking place in this research area. Indiana. They share in the progress and ac- 

Dr. Juveland is one of the group of young complishment which contribute so much to 

scientists in Standard’s Hydrocarbon and the technical advancement and improvement 

| Chemicals Research Division. Born in Lake required by America’s expanding economy. 

Standard Oil C a — tandar LL Company  (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenve, Chicago 80, Illinois | 
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A, os OF YESTERYEAR 
a Ce En eC 
Zap F , 
aye by Dick Soref 

November, 1919 . . . Knowing men of the day passed before action is taken, our 
N ENGINEER for President have said that the coming few nation will be forever separated 

Av the United States! Why _ years will be the crisis of the battle from all others by a barrier of 
not? At a recent reception in of measurements. Daily, as our in- weights and measures. 

his honor, Herbert Hoover was in- dustries grow, the tremendous prob- 

troduced as particularly choice ma- _ lem of changing units grows larger. May, 1918 
terial for the office, and the idea There is a limit to the time that Protective coloration, properly 
was greeted with tremendous en- we can wait, and if that limit be termed “Camouflage,” as a neces- 
thusiasm. Certain it is that there is 
no man in public life at this mo- rr —“‘ Co oe 
ment who seems so well fitted for PO | 
the high office of Chief Magistrate. (ee Me —— oe 
His training has been of the best i a. rt«ststisi‘“Csés*sCsSCOC a 
and his experience has been broad, 4 #0 Chr ee 
He is idealist enough to rise above ee : . sordid selfishness and yet he keeps ee TS Frr—~—™ Ss 
his feet on the ground and accom- i! ee ee ee 2 
plishes results that might be classed LY Ay 6 | Wark ro Co ole 
as miracles. Hoover is the rare (CGlarner s % yelesee a. 
prophet who is honored in his own rpBnSGl! : | bene] : ee — 

country. His international fame noe be cece _ eee 
rests upon other than engineering 239532: ‘ ReEeS CSE 6 oo . 
cee ees and yet he is nore eee Deo 222% Te 2 2 : 
ored by engineers even more than : — i 

by those outside of the profession, L — Ft : g 

Placed at the head of this nation, ‘ ; "er 
he would, without doubt apply to re NONE BETTER ~ . S 

its affairs the same level-headed oO 
and energetic methods that he has ZB — eS ee 

employed with such conspicuous Sg sk Oe [A : 
success in his previous undertak- eN Ve 72 ake ae 

ings. We've tried most everything #{ \ Av \ i 2p & 
else as president; let’s try an SPS \ d . \ Ef SM ae 
engineer. hfe Ai ff \\ 2 J eae ‘> / pe Ye ae yy, \ as 
January, 1920 Fo ff MSZ gee [fe 

Noe , . PS Le ne) fe 
Shall the inch soon pass into mee Tecan ae ee 

oblivion in favor of its smaller Ore aren 2 5 : red WC oe BNO 
opponent, the centimeter? Shall Mey we ‘ eK A 
the pound give way to the kilo- Pig tcc” aa! MOREL a. ‘ies Smet 
gram? Shall the quart follow the “ crete ———— 2 : 
others and be displaced by the : ; : i 
liter? In other words, will our pro- ; : : na 
gressive mation, now entering its E manufacture a full®line ob — : 

greatest industrial era, decree that W ictly hich de Bieyel oe 
the present antiquated system of Sinchy Rignierade Gy s is 
weights and measures be junked, and Tandems. A Catalogue 

and that the metric system be the : for the asking. of ot wo 
only lawful standard? . Se 
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sity among armies has never until i sk 

the present war become a definite ; Ss 

and important tactic of defense. On ‘ ie “ 

land the modern development of Q 7 oe _ 7 
the aeroplane has rendered the ey ) — oo. Qe 

spectacular soldiery of former wars Say Pat ‘ “3 asa 

impossible, and in its stead have Ss {- ¥ J a o Wy. * MS 

arisen the modern armies that, in ty rae) A Q aon 

order to exist, must strike and then a mI * ‘ oe. fed 

hide. On the ocean the far- % wage Srey 7 . oe Sy e 

reaching submarine has made the rg ‘ Vi ay «64 - *a 

former display of power by the \ ee 4 4 ss 

battleships fatal, and as a cure for & af’ J VAN y 

submarine-itis the art of camou- & . # Se CY ed eo af ae i 

flage has been resorted to. : £ ) a : ga’ ‘ " 

October, 1918 So eh aa ae 

The use of poisonous gases in me a 4 ’ a 

the present war was first made by pl i \ . ‘ 

the Germans at Ypres in April 1915, wg eRe eee oe } 

in direct violation of the Hague “eo — NP” COT“ pe ie a 

Agreement. The effect of the first , On AEE 

gas attack was extremely disastrous U.W. track team of ’96. 

to the British soldiers who were 
entirely unprepared for such tac- oo j , 

tics, and caused the entire world at x va yi ; \ : ‘\ 

to stand aghast at the frightfulness Qy Yo\y Yo, oy, ] . 
of it all. Major S. J. Auld of the = 'y \ \y fi / i : j q 4 
British Army, has stated that a W Be A AL Ub \ CVE ‘ —_—— Vi 

deserter from the German Army Je iy : iN Ye OT oe eer TN : 

advised the British that a gas attack res ses Nt H/ [J peht Ne me ceca 

was to be made, but this informa- rad een Bae We at } 

tion was not taken seriously be- pees We ida ut a WACagSs TA |: \ 

cause it seemed impossible that pee! Gs UN Le ae ay ia aes “EN : 
any civilized nation would do a es ae gis! Vie kN Va 6 al | Fi ) 

thing so frightful, The story regard- nits ; AT) 18 fail ) il cy : y:: eo a i ifs 
ing the methods of defense against oe aoe eee a aaa ee A a 
poison gas is full of thrills; the “<0 By ¢ oF Le mm) Seri oe 3 AI 

ability, resourcefulness and deci- sae cect corns aaa hs fetal fa | 

sion of the British and American tial aoe Onna 2a Shey 
scientists and engineers in solving a Sete — i ae 
the problem should arouse intense i ee ae oe Parse _ 
pride in the hearts of all loyal oc ; nena , 

Americans. o oy . 

October, 1918 _ 

Three years ago most of us ete ay: 
thought et a world war could not The’ old. Engineering, building. 

last long because, however much 

kings nena might wish fo from being complete when finished the first issue in two years of a 

Berke © ake; whale stop 16 according to the present plans will periodical devoted especially to 

ae ne . cee ave sao be as fine an athletic field as the jokes, odd poems, songs, and 

ot seme Beet mee country possesses. Coach T. E. stories. With the large enrollment 

compelled, unwillingly perha a iG Jones, Director of Athletics, de- of this semester, and on account 

ReeOuHIge “that wioney Gs m4 ‘the clares that the field at present Is of the wealth of material in the 

altiPAate measure’ of national better than any other one in the — University, the “Octopus” should 
. 4 mes. 1 a United States. Camp Randall is the he a decided success, The Wiscon- 

Stisneth: National oredic MG R= pres spot in Wisconsin for an 3a Ensinee eames the dé 
sult and not the cause of intelligent niotic field, both because of its sin Engineer welcomes the new- 
industrial production; the engineer, bi tory. and ‘ts aituation : : comer to the field, wishing it a 
not the banker, is the real power story: a Saude 7 prosperous future. However, it is 
behind the throne. November, 1919 only fair _to warn The Octopus 

December, 1917 Another student publication ag as eget = 
i. Z | gineer a rely pro- 

A new athletic field and concrete makes its appearance on the cam- tected. by copyrisht 

stadium now grace historic Camp pus this month —the humorous eee CORE 

Randall. The project though far — magazine. The Octopus. It will be THE END 
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Self-Contained Underwater oS 
. BiT LATE Breathing_ Apparatus 

(continued from page 21) L] c LU 
TO LUNGS 

much the same as a vest. The out- 
fit is put on by slipping it over the EXHALE 0) 
shoulders and tightening it down 
with a waist strap. 

The proper flow of air and the 
functioning of the regulator are a Ol 
vital to the operator's safety. The 
operator must understand this flow 
to be able to judge his equipment Open-circuit mouthpiece flow. 
properly. He must also be able to 

prepare his gear before each dive, make the motion of the diaphragm checking the bottle pressure. All 
lL insure proper operation on the steadier, helping to conserve air. checks should be made by the 
dive. 5 cel . : iver. sheck list is necessary. 

In open-circuit equipment: when In closed-circuit: the diver in- Alive A clteek lish is Bee: b ae . 1 pe amally — Déles. drawing air from, and_par- For closed-circuit: The breathing the manifold valve is manually ‘all lasess. the ireathine th . 1 1 f opened, the air leaves the bottle at ba Iv ee apses, the breathing bag. bag, cannister, tubes, and all fit- 
approximately 2200 psi (full bot- The air enters the lungs, exchanges tings should be visually inspected 
tle) and enters the high pressure OXYSe? for carbon dioxide, and is to insure complete water-tightness. 
chamber. The spring valve X is exhaled into the cannister where The cannister should not be filled 

set to allow only 60 psi of air to the carbon dioxide is absorbed by with soda lime until immediately 
enter the medium chamber, When the soda lime. The air next 1S before the dive, to keep it from 
the diaphragm is pushed in, due forced back into chamber and is absorbing moisture from the air. 
to the partial vacuum between the ready for another cycle. When the The oxygen bottle should be gaged 
chambers caused by the diver in- ares ais Se fee su fol for the proper pressure, then at- 
haling, the horseshoe valve rotates N¢ Opens the cylinder valve, allow- tached to the harness, and again 
counter-clockwise. The valve is ro- ing oxygen to enter the breathing checked for leaks. Before diving 
tated just enough to allow the Tong, meet needle Sire ets the breathing bag is collapsed and 
entering air to equalize the cham- The tank, regulator, and tubes purged of all air by inhaling 
ber pressures, destroying the par- must be checked to be sure they through the mouthpiece, The bag 
tial vacuum and pushing the dia- are completely air tight and oper- is then reinflated with oxygen and 
phragm back out. The demand of ate properly in the open. circuit. further regulated as the diver ‘deé- 
the diver therefore regulates the The regulator should not be put sends an the water, 
flow of air. The exhaust valve is on the bottle until immediately . . . 
located near the diaphragm to before entering the water and after The operational features, while 

not directly concerned with the 
ee — ee Coe epee oe age ai mechanics of the apparatus, are 
fea ed oS See pega SER a still very important to bear in mind 
ina So ee, eas ne ee a when buying diving equipment. 
be te re oe iy ee Se The established safety measures De Rott. ~ ede eS rs, Sie ag al oR ot : » tinge EB he eee aa ys i fi Se) ee must still be closely followed by oo il ok x ee ar Re ae BN a ae al . ti , PS aoe CS att ah Ge SO AROS wate the novice even though he may not Hopes Moy Oe ie ‘ yn eee os a ee el gow ca) 
+ wag ee ae ee bee & ee Ra aailtane understand the reason behind them. 

Pee Lo eee al PS fs ade a Ne tae If possible, every diver should have ee ae oe a i a Ba grea, re Pp _ eee Wee” Bake e ay ¥ Ba instruction in diving theory to en- 
Ce Oy gS ego don ame OE oe eg rae able him to set his own safety sor eM ee ee Se ee Oe ol E ‘ Wah ena rss Se sae : ee gaan rules. The cost and use of the gear 

Os tas he, Se a a Pee are of importance to all divers, for ey eat age \ ie tt eee Oe SB i I . Bi NE ie ME” ge il gia aT a poy er safetv as well as financial reasons. 

(ia fot, 2 ee oe oe ae SCUBA has been developed to a 
Le , en «Alt ee a. eee.” ae ee as point where the average skin diver, 

Ra os ee . es pox ea fe with proper training, can use it 
a a ESET OU dank 2 ae No ile ch de ae aS. Vas pate dela 
he Ss we ate ee iS fd oe oa A rs ae of (continued on page 76) 

ae se, ig lg tae ee faa CT ee 
eft pie de a E ay ogy E36 eee ‘Ll “Af ig Sp ee oe ee ee 
a Bo ie 4-2 Tee es + Pe Pas oe This underwater “sled” is used for 

i Ean Bis OK aa PAE te towing divers behind the Madison Div- ei gp aig HI ag a Be? RON : 3 Big AS lhe. 1, bse: hd (3 Pe da es Has ing Club barge. The diver controls the 
ek. fF hr os ugh te ae RR ae sled by means of the control handles, 
<a BAL, PM es. Va si oe is Vege) ek es eo which move the hydrofoils on either 
Eee ey. ‘3 eM! Poe el mk ee side. 
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1 Caan cme ae Laat \VaL Tc} 
\ . : = ; : _ THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

———————— PS eel . 
| Means More Security, 

'S YOUR LINE? | PERSONALIZED | WHAT Po | Greater Real Income 
| TRAINING | DU PONT NEEDS ALL | To Young Graduates 
| | 
| os wie | 
| by _ | Du Pont believes the 

KINDS OF ENGINEERS | C.M. Forbes = ase | builds his own ick A ie te ie 
| DuPont > | way he does his work, by his contri- 

DuPont has always needed chem- I Representative oo | butions to the progress of the Com- 
ists and chemical engineers, and . | pany and by his readiness to accept 

still does. But today, there’s critical | When you join Du Pont as ia responsibility. 
need for engineers in almost ever Scientist oP engineer; youre m 
other field—eivil mechanical. ae | given an actual project assign- | wine fan Inline eile ee teal. ial : 1 li ii, ial | ment almost at once and begin | f benefits desi y with a program 
rical, instrumental and industria | to learn your job by doing it. | s ans its designed to help him as 

engineering, to name a few. | That’s the essence of our train- | ip BEV ANCES: 

Expansion is the major reason. mg philosophy at Du Pont. Your employee benefits go to work 
In 1957, for example, sales at | Our objective is to give you | the day you join the Company. They 
DuPont were nearly two billion | responsibility at the outset and | grow and build equity for you as the 
dollars. Four new plants were being ! py he gitekly for males ! years go by. Vacations, hi fe insurance, 
built, Newsesearch programe were | Bee se hai ort pate Ee poapitel ard surgical coverage, 
heing launched, New products were i ep we nee oe eaeerss accident and health insurance, pen- 

c . . Although there is no one sion and bonus plans are all part of 
moving into the production and | training program at Du Pont | the program 
marketing stages. Engineers and (each “t ae many depart- EL RETam. 
scientists of all kinds work in 75 | ments runs its own), all have | Let sleok ata special example, the 
DuPont plants and 98 laboratories | several basic features in com- | Thrift Plan. You become eligible for 

in 26 states. All of this tends to | mon. All are personalized— | 1 after one year with the Company. 
broaden opportunities for the young | _—_ tailored to the new man’s back- | For each dollar you invest in U. S. 
scientist and eneineer at. DuPont ground and interests. All in- | Savings Bonds. the Company contrib- 

. 2 I volve close supervision on an utes twenty-five cents toward the pur- 

If you’re interested in finding | informal, day-to-day basis. , chase of Du Pont common stock in 
full scope for your ability, and this = | = And all permit periodic evalu. | your name. Roughly 65 per cent of 
includes a great many special fields, ation of the new man. | the Company’s 90,000 employees are 
Du Pont offers you plenty of oppor- This flexible system helps | now participating in the plan. : | ° ee EER? | 
tunity to move ahead. | ps ew h to ee ahead I When you're deciding on a career, 

| ang fo Is abuutles. Me | security is only one consideration. SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET | 8&5 £0 know Du Pont and his | But it : rE 5 | | Fob quickly. He pets head. | u 1 Fa os ee Bee to you and 

ON JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT DUPONT | Sarton future responsibility, | YOU" family. AL Du Pont, security is ne 4. > | . | a bright part of the future awaiting farhke’ ki Seton: | leunralublyhave aeons | the college grate 
clude: mechanical, civil, metallurgical, | @?07 ais Pro ora ee a | ko*) (O& 
chemical, electrical, instrumentation | you fit into it. oe Brae te | 
and industrial engineers; atomic en- | try to answer them when I visit | More than 700 of the some 1100 ergy, technical sales, business adminis- | your campus. Why not sign | degree-granting coll d universi fration, research and development. | up for a Du Pont interview at He a “he US. ao an ‘ented at 
Name the subject that interests you in L t ? i /. 9. are represented ai a letter to DuPont, 2494-F Nemours I your placement office now! I DuPont. Of these 700, more than half 
Building, Wilmington 98, Del. Lod are the smaller liberal arts colleges. 
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Self-Contained Underwater J ; - = 
Breathing Apparatus — : if... 

(continued from page 74) ae. _ = : - = 

with a high degree of safety. The aoe 2 4 «/ro 

ease with which most SCUBA can eee . Vee, 
be used may invite the untrained . i ae . 
person to use them, not realizing a ee, . a 

the dangers involved. Several points cote Y : : 

must be considered to assure safe ‘ ’ fr | 
diving with the free swimming — . 

apparatus, : 

Both types of gear are perfectly a 
safe if properly used. The swimmer - . 
must have sufficient instruction in _ is 

the use of SCUBA, and know its oe : ' 

limitations, before attempting any pe a ee 
diving. The producers of the ee oe ae é 

SCUBA gear have instruction book- Madison divers at the ice-fishing “Percharee” in Lake Mendota in February. 

lets with which the prospective 
diver must become familiar. These ing the closed-circuit is probably bubbles scare away the fish making 

booklets describe all the parts of the best. Both types have their ad- the hunting much more difficult. 
the apparatus, how it works, how vantages and disadvantages. If the gear is to be used for shal- 
a poo used, and its upkeep The open-circuit SCUBA is the low dives and for fishing, the diver 

ane Spee . It is @asiex might better buy the closed-circuit 
The cost is important to all but — Ore Common type: Its Easier tor type SCUBA. 

the well financed diver. Cost must the novice to learn to use and re- ‘ 
not, however, overshadow quality, — GUtres less careful handling. The Up until last year, the clased- 
The savings are not much good to *pparatus can be used for depths circuit SCUBA was tot liged in the 
the dead diver. A diver should up to 150 ft. and is well adapted United States except by the Navy 

always purchase the best gear he for hard work. The main disad- and some of the more qualified 

can afford, but be sure what he — Yantage is in its short air supply. skin divers. Recently more divers 
can afford is adequate, Mainte- Every time the diver exhales, a have been experimenting with the 

nance costs are variable but usu- large quantity of air goes out into closed-circuit and have found that 
ally small if the diver takes proper the water as air bubbles and is re- it is much better for sport diving. 

care of the equipment. Unless one placed by ar from the bottles on This model does not give off any 

is well qualified in repair, he should the next inhalation. The air is thus bubbles, and the oxygen supply 

not attempt to fix his own gear, NOt reusable. T his greatly cuts will last up to four hours. The only 
The use to which the apparatus down the diving time, especially disadvantage is that one cannot 

will be put will decide whether to on the deep dives where the air is dive deeper than 33 ft. To go 

buy open or closed SCUBA. If one compressed and is therefore used deeper increases greatly the a 
is going to do salvage work in deep Up faster. a ea Penae ee and po 4 

water, then the open-circuit is best. The bubbles are inconvenient geatn, So, grea L vate 8 ino the 
For shallow water diving and fish- only to the spearfisherman, The 50 as, nol to get ‘water’ into 

system. 

illite Ras: TE ii i eh ge a es The choice between closed-circuit 

} co ks ge i a ad and open-circuit SCUBA will at 

| ee m first seem difficult. One should not 

ay Wax | oS — ay) go out and purchase the first type 
: _ ~~ . he may see. Many of the sporting 

an & a ne ~ a goods stores, in diving areas, will 

Oe , . rent both types of gear for nominal 

: * Pas = ~~ 3 prices. The diver should try both 

: : oy he i ‘ types, under varying conditions, to 

rele —~ So Cs ee ta help determine which type to buy. 

‘ ee | i." 4 ~~ The open-circuit is best when 

: e en % "7 fall the dives are deep and the bottles 

a ss : Gs of : are easy to recharge. The closed- 
ee peed circuit is best for shallow dives and 

a Is | when it is not so easy to recharge. 

Bs -— . Both types are safe and easy to 

: : operate. The final decision is up 

—Courtesy Columbia Pictures to the individual diver. 
The Silent World. THE END 
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: (Special) Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and the Allison 

Division of General Motors Corporation have teamed up to produce a commercial 

passenger transport that promises to revolutionize air transportation on the 
| 

medium—and-short-range flights. Cruising at more than 400-mph the Allison 

Prop—jet Lockheed Electra will bring jet-age speed and comfort to passengers 

and set new standards of operating economy for air lines of the world. 

Teamwork within Allison, just like the Lockheed-Allison team, is highly prized 

by newly graduated engineers. If you would like to know more about the Allison 

team, write Personnel Department, College Relations, Allison Division of General 

Motors Corporation, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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Russian-English translation tools ) NEW BOOKS RECEIVED IN THE 

to publication in 1959, of its com- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

prehensive, authoritative, Russian- LIBRARY 

English Physics Dictionary. Pre- February, 1958 

publication subscribers to the Dic- Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Insti- 

Wa tionary will also receive upon pub- tute. Properties of commonly used 

= —_— lication, each of the 8 glossaries, setrigeranty, Washington, dD. Co Ane 
. y 4 ofrigera sti- all for only $50.00; each Glossary ee 1oS7 and efrigeration Insti 

RUSSIAN-ENGLISH ELECTRONICS gulls. separately at $10.00. The American Institute of Electrical Engi 
a s ¢ # S * - erica nstitut ol “lectrica: ngi- 

AND PHYSICS GLOSSARY Glossaries, the first 3 of which are neers. Directory of Consulting Engi- 

By: Consultant's; Bureaus titer $10.00 now available, are: Nuclear Phys- Systems. New York, Amer. Inst. of 

This Glossary, while incorporat- _ 1¢S and Engineering; Solid State; see oe Mechanical Engi- 

ing all previously published Elec- Electronics and Physics; Electricity neers. Diretory of Consulting Engi- 

tronics Glossaries, eliminates du- and Magnetism; Liquids and Hy- neers. New York, Amer. Soc. of Mech. 

plications, and adds thousands of draulics; Acoustics and Shock Engr. 1957. . 

new terms, including idioms and Waves; Mechanics and General Ancor ot, ee othe 

selected general vocabulary. A 10 Physics; Atomic Physics, Spectros- 1956. ADONIS, OES. OSI 

page appendix covers US-Soviet copy, Optics. Astury, N. Introduction to electrical ap- 

vacuum tube equivalents, unit 7 # & plied physics. New York, Philosophical 

equivalents, circuit components and NUCLEAR CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY Library; 1957, 

notations, abbreviations; the text gy Manson Benedict and Thomas H. Pigford Benson, Frank, Voltage stabilized sup- 
specifies fields in which terms are McGraw-Hill, $9.50 plies; Tendon, Macdoaaid; 1057: 
(a ae ve i ‘ Brace, A. Magnesium Casting Technol- 

used as explained. The new terms This is the first comprehensive ogy. New York, Reinhold, 1957. 

result from the combined experi- treatment of the chemical engi- British Electrical Development  Associa- 

ence of Consultants Bureau's phys- neering aspects of nuclear technol- tion. Induction and Dielectric Heating. 

icist-translators working for US ocy. § oe + of the rel London, 1957. 

Government agencies, private in- gy. summarizing most of tie rele- British Interplanetary Society. Realities 

lastry ; ay ° Ss J Io ec vant information on the chemical of space travel. London, Putnam, 1957. 

aus TY and the American Institute processes used in nuclear technol- Butler, Stanley. Engineering Hydrology. 
of Physics. Many of these terms ogy, the book also presents hitherts Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 

were encountered in the course of unpublished methods for designing 1957. 
translating the following Soviet ‘ ~ : : ~ . Camm, F. Amplifiers: design and con- 

: 5 e isotope separation plants and for sere S 5 
journals: Automation and Remote eatin ir > che P so “ struction: London, G. Newnes, 1957. 

Control; Journal of Technical Phys- stimating the change 1n composi- Chesters, J. Steelplant refractories, test- 

cs: El Bi eee hi ‘ 2s tion and reactivity of nuclear fuels ing, research development. Sheffield, 
ics; lectricity; Rac io-Engineering during irradiation. The authors England, United Steel Companies, 

and Electronics; Proceedings have: combined an adoount of the 1957. 

(Doklady ) of the Academy of seientihe aud engineering atifici tas Draper, Alec. Electrical machines. Lon- 

Sciences, USSR; Journal of Acous- ‘ot separations eectaraloey wa a don, New York, Longmans, Green, 

tics; Communications Journal. descriptive account of te materials f 1808. Stanl swyinalaidll 1 Mill 
wa . . . . . a : aATCTIAaLs reese, Stanley. indmills and = Mill- 

The Electronics Glossary is part and processes of importance. The wrighting. Cambridge, Univ. Press, 

of a series of 8 interim glossaries book, destined to become an au- 1957. 

on specialized fields of physics be- thority in its field, serves as both Hausner, H. Materials for nuclear power 

ing published by Consultants Bu- a text for classriom instruction and teacton. Renee Hilo Book #7. New 
“ae ie valtrrinar . es ai STEPS . we . rk, 1955, Reinhold. 

peat % a preliminary (in order to as a source of information for all Houghton, P. Jig and fixture design. Lou- 

meet the current urgent need for specialists in nuclear technology. don, Chapman & Hall, 1956. 
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Now on many supertankers, ductile iron is a new material widely used by today’s engineers in designing heavy-duty equipment. 

Ductile Iron...another Inco Research first 

Over five miles of ductile iron pipe 

going into many of today’s supertankers 
A deep sea tanker takes many a heavy every three or four years when han- is used for water and gas mains. It may 
beating when waves are rough. dling sour crudes. soon be under the streets in your town. 

With each pitch and roll, she has to Ductile iron pipe, tanker owners find, Ductile iron has many uses—from 
weave. And her five or more miles of | combines the low cost and demonstrated —_ plowshares to jet plane parts. And cost- 
piping have to weave with her. corrosion resistance of cast iron with conscious industry is constantly finding 

If it is ductile iron piping, every pipe _ the tough strength of carbon steel. new ways to use this versatile money- 
length gives without break or leak. So today, many of the newest tankers saving, Inco-developed material. 
Bends without breaking carry pipe and fittings of ductile iron. For free booklet, ep nerneelne Prop- is v : . wees fas ile 
Ductile iron is not only ductile, but also Duetile Iron also under city streets erties and Applications of Ductile : f < Irons,” write: Dept. 232G, Educational 
tough. And resistant to the corrosive The properties that prove ductile iron Service, Development and Research Div. action of sea water and sulfur laden pei DrOp P : E 2 

ps pipe suitable for tankers also commend crude oil. : cS te ‘ ; i 
. _ : ‘ . it to municipal and utility engineers. So The International Nickel Company, Inc. 

in Some tankers, Bray cast/iron: pipe this shock-and-corrosion resisting pipe New York 5, N. Y. ©1958, T. 1. N. Con, Ine. resists corrosion for ten years or more. . i: pip co" 
Sometimes, though, it’s cracked and KR 
broken by the pounding of heavy seas ic ss . 
that overtax its strength. Ata, International Nickel 

In other tankers, steel pipe outrides The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company of 
such storms without damage. But it cor- Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) — producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium 
rodes so badly it may have to be replaced and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals 
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AY WS FERR (f p 

4 

Ns 

aA 
S, Y eA exhumed and cartooned 

b (\ by Tony DiTrapani 
{» 

V] Le 
BF 

an} rey" 3 
‘ . 

5 , Cook: “Say, the garbage man is 
. outside.” 

ZOEY a “er * 
ESF Mess Sergeant: “Tell him to 

ACia /; we FDal | 4 leave two cans today.” 
fe . Ps 

fo Sy / @ “T quit engineering because of 

OS ¥ V, E CLAS, FOR ill health.” 

PRs LL “OO “What was the trouble?” 

( ; EEO “I made people sick.” 

eg cee oO 
EE sor eC ea ea AEF 

A O YES a , fe. Salesman: “Sir, I have some- 

(79 RV) Z 6 AES thing here that’s guaranteed to 

] x al Lele QJ make you the life of the party, 

: 9 W WS sy allow you to win friends and in- 
ra > | Koy) fluence people, help you to forge 

ges” |e] ahead in the business world, and 
OCT AAPAM +, . 

| in general make life a more pleas- 

We fasten leads to the terminals and pull the switch. If it runs, we take readings. ant and invigorating experience.” 
If it smokes, we sneak it back and get another one. Engineer: “Tll take a quart.” 

ao 8 
3 ° 

¢ ° And as they say in mechanics— 
3 petty i ; “Every couple has its moment.” 

ZL | | The only thing worse than being 

d’ Loan" a bachelor is being a bachelor’s 
ea BIW he, \ son. 

Hf \ GF Ore 1] es Ce Oo nyeeetnn i aw OR 
rH yl IS 0% ’ GEA Ore . . 

A OF Av Hye ay I serve one purpose in this school 

\ < Wj y AS On which no man can frown. 

V7 00 EZ I quietly sit in every class 

ft f3f And keep the average down. 

wh a 
' S } Prof: “If, in running down this 

I ramp I gain 5 feet per second, 
what will be my condition after 

That's one thing about those slide rules—you never can be 25 seconds? 

sure about the decimal point. EE: “You'll be a centipede.” 
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Y “Listen, lady, this ain’t the po- 
r= lice department, it’s the fire 

Y station.” 
é “IL know,” she replied, “but my 

room is on the second floor and 
= they need a step ladder.” 

“oof ' é 4" f 20° 

IP CE: “Your girl is spoiled, ain't 
she?” 

EE: “Naw, that’s just the per- 
< fume she’s wearing.” 

NY yy See Lk? The guy was doing his best, 
2+ V1 leading a goat with one hand, car- 

{ Es ea rying a cane with the other, and 
loaded down with a laundry basket 

\ on his back and a chicken under 
his arm. 

oe His girl hesitated when they 
—_ p came to the woods, saying, “I’m 

XY f afraid to walk with you in there. 
Ha i You might i to molest me.” 

. i= ow could I?” the guy assurec 
() CS her, “Look at all ie talk Im 

OFS carrying.” 
— “But you could put the chicken 

There goes that materials handling prof. again. . . under the laundry basket, stick the 

. . cane in the ground, and tie the A circle has no corners. effort to study adequately an un- goat to it.” 
An oval has no corners too. duly difficult assignment.” > ae. 
But not so nearly no corners as ao @ . 

a circle has. Her: “’m Yvette, the Oriental . Since we call professors “profs 
aoe dancer.” ? it’s a snap to figure out what we 

; Him: “Shake.” ought to call assistants. 
ME: “Say, Bruce, that sorority . aa eh a 

gal you've been going with really . . . a. . foo, wants to get married. If you go The excited voice of a Slichter Anyone who thinks he's indis- 
home, take a bath and get cleaned resident came over the phone: pensable should stick his finger in 
up, I'm sure you could win her for Two boys are trying to break into a bowl of water and notice the 
your wife.” my room through the window. hole it makes when he pulls it out. 

EE: “Yeah, Don, but suppose I 
took a bath and got cleaned up 
and then she wouldn’t marry me, 
then what?” 

eee - aA Re “Be ~ 

Frosh: “What do you mean by i a ay aa oT 
shooting the bull?” : / \ 

Soph: “To shoot the bull is to 7X 3 : Cy 
prevent the professor from realiz- \ LSA Bs _= ip «> | ; 
ing that you are saying practically C7 CXL = q : F 8%, 
nothing in a great many words. j Nn > » \ “| ’ La 

Junior: “To shoot the bull is to T/ ins rey = Te f | 
say very little in a great many Lies +. FPS Lo | 
words so as to give the impression Se : | SIO 
that you are familiar with the ma- HA ) 2h. SaJe Ly 
terial that the test is covering.” | . 

| Senior: “To shoot the bull is to Sac, > | 
say as much as possible in care- 
fully chosen words so as to con- 
vey the impression that you are a 
familiar with the material under 
examination even though you have Our regular speaker will not be with us today—he is home in bed 
been unable to devote sufficient with a severe headache. 
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- 5 5 2" 5 - =—p= 
Readin’, ’Ritin’, and Reliability 

~ Dependable operation of a school other plastic laminate. But the Syn- 
bus, a truck, or your own car involves thane price includes top quality ma- 

m& the functioning of many parts. One terials, product control, excellent 
6 breakdown can wipe out the memory facilities and workmanship, an as- 

of ten thousand trouble-free miles. surance of continuous supply, and 
Some of these parts are made of a long reputation for fair dealing. 

laminated plastics. They’re usually If you are interested in a reliable 
unseen, unsung, small in size yet effi- source of laminated plastics—sheets, 
ciently performing their job. rods, tubes, or completely fabricated 

D Their cost is relatively insignificant parts, write for an interesting catalog 
when compared with the cost of or call our representative nearest you. 

“ equipment in which they work, but 
it should be sufficient to insure de- 

Synthane plastic laminated bush- pendability. 
ings and breaker arms for auto- Actually, what you pay for Syn- SYNTHANE 

Morye [onition: thane laminated plastics is little or 
no more than you’d pay for any S| 

SYNTHANE CORPOATION, 13 RIVER RD., OAKS, PA. 
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So You Think 

Youre SMART! ou re ! 

by Sneedly bs’61 

NEED had the pleasure of talk- The January $10.00 prize went and Dave is easy if you first caleu- 

S ing to a Hill Student last week to two ME’s, Bob Campshure and late how long it takes for the boys 

who was rather unique, This Barney Lamers. Incidentally, their to meet. Since they are approach- 

Hill Student, Al Borak, by name, set of solutions had the latest post- ing each other at the rate of 

had unusual abilities in mathe- mark; all earlier entries had errors 8 MPH, it takes 5 hours. Therefore 

matics, including such complex and had to be eliminated. So get the bee flies 5 hours x 20 MPH = 

manipulations as finding square them right and get them in fast. 100 miles. 

| roots, multiplication of fractions, The correct solutions for Febru- oe © 

ete. Sneedly commented on this ary’s problems are given below, ; 

fellow’s digital dexterity, and Al and the winner or winners will be Now for this month’s problems, 

Borak replied in defense of named next month. again worth $10.00 to the sender 

the Hill people, that while most 1. When the four flies meet at of the correct solutions with the 

of them couldn’t add or sub- the center they have ‘each walked earliest postmark. Sneed is in- 

tract, he had observed that even a distance equal to a side of the debted to Litton Industries and to 
" a distance equal to a side of the : a caan ae : 

Engineers seem to have some short- square. Dick Williamson of Litton Indus- 

comings. Sneed poo-poohed this bit 2. a. 10r tries for sending the following 

of slander, but when pressed for b. The teuil euvfaee area of three _problems in response to 

specifics, Al Borak claimed that the the figure is 302.75 square inches. Sneed’s recent plea for assistance. 

, Engineering cwriculum is so nar- The formula for computing. this Here they are: 

row that Engineers know nothing area is: A = ar VE FE + ot? + 1. A tennis club invites 32 play- 

about Literature, History, Art, 12.57R: “(1/LK) where r is the ers (2)* of equal ability to com- 

: : wai > Be . . . . 

Music, and in general have no tal- taditis of the cone’s base, h is the pete in an elimination tournament. 

ents except writing reports_and height of the cone, R is the radius If both John and Jim Smith ans 

working problems, Al was we of the largest inscribed circle, and invited, what is the chance of tie 

rent eed and winged SRE that K is the Proportionality constant playing mat other during the 

re show Aim WAGES ne Was of the inscribed circles’ radii (for tournament: 
wrong. The trouble is this: Sneed this problem the value is .46). 2, Three round grapefruits and 

can’t. He wants some help from c. The percentage of the isosce. one round orange lie on top of a 

you. Let Sneed know what you Jog triangle covered by the. ine table with every fruit touching 

think about the question: “Do coined circles is 73.25. Note: The cach of the other three. If each 

Engineers Receive A Narrow Edu- area.of the Gircles i approximately grapefruit is six inches in diame- 

cation?” Send your idea to: 29.3 square inches. The formula ter, how large is the orange? 

SNEEDLY A = mr?(1/1K*) is used for this 3. Two places are taken at ran- 

% Wisconsin Engineer computation with the symbols hav- dom in the Northern Hemisphere; 

Mechanical Engineering Bldg. ing the same meaning as in part b. find the chance of their distance 

Madison 6, Wis. 3. The problem of the bee, Bill, exceeding 90° of a great circle. 
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Tear out this page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK... 

Howto makea 

© —rrr—“——Or——CO—*tS™.C 
| i. ]|©7*F|—©ChChChffhfhtf 

—rrt~—~—~—“‘“‘iOR’ROT"EEEREENREERARARANs 

Huge 518 hp. scrapers like this | MMM 
often have to maneuver giant 2 : | ud c te agai 

loads on hills—up, down and .. er ——— a 4 
sideways. Engineers who de- bea 3 a, RO aa 
sign these mammoth earth i 2 ‘ Pn oe ee yo os 
movers have to provide for the oe a. O S a A ou eae 
terrific, combination radial and @ v ee gO owes 4 i a > SS 2 > — 

thrust loads, plus shock loads. 4 i _ 2 . KY Pa i‘? Ae A 
To take the loads and assure | Prag @ iy soe 

ws i dependable scraper perform- rer fa yew a = 
s : eo we ‘ ii ance engineers mount wheels, = : : : ae a Aaa 

pinions and differentials on i ? é Ot. : ba . Le 
Timken® tapered roller bearings. _ = —s i 2 

or i” a : ee 

Se oe A To = ae. Sie) Sa : 

‘os \ T_ a : ao ie en ee eR Oy 

= L_) = Tapered design lets Timken® bearings 
7) : take both radial and thrust loads 

Nee get) Not all bearings can take loads from the sides, as well as from above. 
A 7 SS Rn The tapered design of Timken bearings lets them take both radial 

= and thrust loads in any combination. And because Timken bearings 5 
t roll the load ona full line of contact between their rollers and races, 

they have extra load-carrying capacity. 

f se Want to learn more about ness. Why not find out more about Better- 
sy aN job opportunities? ness and how you can help create it. Write 

. es : Timken bearings help make better machines. _ for: “BETTER-ness and Your Career at the 
I a = ; And better machines make our lives richer, Timken Company”. The Timken Roller 

— =f give us more leisure time. We call it Better- Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

TAPERED Pe > 
O ROLLER BEARINGS “=: Samay 

TRADE-MARK REG. U, S. PAT. OFF. Ls {| 

4 Nhe 
NOT JUST A BALL CD) NOT JUST A ROLLER C— THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER (> BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST --(])+- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION 3b: 

2 +. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK ss Te a “od 
No. 30 in a Kodak Series _ So _. ” a opm | a 

\Viawat oy ” a... J 

| See ran 1 i... oe 

Pepsi-Cola International Panorama, |= , rs. ee 

reaches people around the world, L ia _ A ee. 
builds recognition for Pepsi-Cola asa —_— (a Oo wim =~ product associated with the better, _,; \! 2 : Be yo “ * Ce 
happier side of life. _ a) fA y ik ey ee \* Wl 

_ me AM AN \y\ VY 
— : eg ae ie (iti 

el - la fh i f ye i } mie bs \ a 7 

Fee eS 

: sa mr UA | ee 
In every Or 

ta. 

What better way to say people take naturally to 
“Pepsi” whether in Leopold ville or Lichtenstein? 

Oe ee” To tell its story in 75 coun- — one. With photography, people 
~~ EJ |. i tries, Pepsi-Cola puts pictures are real; situations authentic, 

tal . . ~ - to work to add meaning to the — convincing. This is what makes 
[ yi 2 vn Sah product’s global billingas‘‘the — photography such a powerful 
. 5 ey : refreshment of friendship.’’ salesman. 

: oo ty . oe § . . 
ye Li The To build up an atmosphere of Large businesses and small czn 

- 3 ea | friendliness and understanding use this powerful salesmanship— 
= . Oe & f. in markets around the world, can also use photography to cut 

' ) . . io Pepsi-Cola International pub- costs and save time in many other 
oo oO i> = lishes Panorama —and gives the ways. It can help with problems 

ri“ brunt of the job to photography. of ‘product design—can watch 
a Photography knows no lan- — quality in production. It trains. 
This picture leaves no doubt that Netherlanders guage barrier. It is clear to young It cuts office routine. You'll find 
are neighborly. and old alike—appeals to every- that it can work for you, too. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

. 
: CAREERS WITH KODAK y _ 
: With photography and photographic processes If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- A. ¢ ss 
« becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with hd SEs 
* and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical Morena D 
* challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Gs GOGlEN + engineering, electronics, design and production. Rochester 4, N.Y. Se.



——— i =6836—S—is—SsInttlerrview with General Electric’s 
ee a  .. 

| \2 o~X .  W. Scott Hill 
deg a < . ele 

i. ee _ Manager—Engineering Recruiting 

Qualities | Look For 

 . A es 7 
oa When Recruiting Engineers 

Q. Mr. Hill, what can | do to get the A. Not long at all. If a man joins a field has a much better idea of what 

most out of my job interviews? training program, or is placed direct- he wants to do. This helps us decide 

A. You know, we have the same ly on an operating job, he gets where he would be most likely to 

question. I would recommend that assignments which let him work up succeed or where he should start his 

you have some information on what to more responsible jobs. We are career. Many students have had to 

the company does and why you be- hiring people with definite consider- work hard during college or sum- 

lieve you have a contribution to ation for their potential in either mers, to support themselves. These 

make. Looking over company in- technical work or the management men obviously have a motivating 
formation in your placement office field, but their initial jobs will be desire to become engineers that we 

is helpful. Have in mind some of the important and responsible. find highly desirable. 

things you would hike to ask and try . ’ Q. Do you feel that a man must know 

to anticipate questions that may @: How will the ifact that Ive had to exactly what he wants to do when he is 

refer to your specific interests. work hard in my engineering studies, being interviewed? 
. . with no time for a lot of outside activi- . . 

Q. What information do you try to get ties, affect my employment possibilities? A. No, I don’t. It is helpful if he 
during your interviews? has thought enough about his in- 
A. This is where we must fill in be- A. You’re concerned, I’d guess, with terests to be able to discuss some 

tween the lines of the personnel all the talk of the quest for “‘well- general directions he is considering. 

forms. I try to find out why partic- rounded men.”’ We do look for this For example, he might know whether 

ular study programs have been fol- characteristic, but being president he wants product engineering work, 

lowed, in order to learn basic motiva- of the student council isn’t the only or the marketing of technical prod- 

tions. I also try to find particular indication of this trait. Through ucts, or the engineering associated 

abilities in fields of science, or math- talking with your professors, for with manufacturing. On G-E train- 

ematics, or alternatively in the more example, we can determine who ing programs, rotating assignments 

practical courses, since these might takes the active role in group proj- are designed to help men find out 

not be apparent from personnel rec- ects and gets along well with other more about their true interests be- 

ords. Throughout the interview we students in the class. This can be fore they make their final choice. 

try to judge clarity of thinking since equally important in our judgment. Q. How do military commitments affect 
this also gives us some indication of your recruiting? 

ability and ultimate progress. One Q. How important are high scholastic A.M . 

good way to judge a person, I find, grades in your decision to hire a man? . Many young men today have 

is to ask myself: Would he be easy A. AtGE h military commitments when they 

to work with and would I like to - At G.E. we must have men who graduate. We feel it is to their ad- 

have him as my close associate? are technically competent. : Your vantage and ours to accept employ- 

grades give us a pretty good indica- ment after graduation and then ful- 
Q. What part do first impressions play tion of this and are also a measure fill their obligations. We have a 
in your evaluation of people? of the way you have applied your- limited number of copies of a De- 

A. I think we all form a first im- self. When we find someone whose partment of Defense booklet de- 

pression when we meet anyone. grades are lower than might be ex- scribing, in detail, the many ways in 

Therefore, if a generally neat ap- pected from his other characteristics, which the latter can be done. Just 

pearance is presented, I think it we look into it to find out if there write to Engineering Personnel, 

helps. It would indicate that you are circumstances which may have Bldg. 36, 5th Floor, General Electric 

considered this important to your- contributed. Company, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 959 

self and had some pride in the way 
the interviewer might size you up. Q. What consideration do you give work *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

experience gained prior to graduation? cussing: e Advancement in Large 
Q. With only academic training as a . Companies e Salary e Personal 

background, how long will it be before A. Often a man with summer work Development. 

I'll be handling responsible work? experience in his chosen academic
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